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Synopsis 

 
The exegesis serves as an accompaniment to the creative work (digital poems) 

contained within the website, digitalcreatures.net.  

 

The digital poems explore the use of interface as poetic text and driver of poetic 

content. Ranging from the game engine interfaces of game, game, game and again 

game and Evidence of Everything Exploding, to the interactive cubes of Birds Still 

Warm From Flying and The Poetry Cube, to the infinitely zooming mosaics of 

Sydney’s Siberia, there are a total of twenty-three  digital poems, each 

experimenting with interface in a unique way.   

 

The exegesis acts as a conversation between the creator and the user/readers. Using 

a non-traditional approach of combining interviews with the creator, origin 

narratives and more direct discussions of the technical, creative and theoretical 

issues, this document weaves and swerves through my artistic and literary journey 

in becoming one of the world’s top digital poets.   
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An introduction of sorts.   

 

I am the inventor of these inventions about an inventor and his inventions. More is 

revealed through the conception and life of a creature than its dissection. And this 

exegesis will be as much a narrative of my artistic/poetic/technical journey as a 

purely academic analysis of my work. Digital poems are live, reactive organisms, 

whose movements and responses are driven by their brains-code and body-

interface. It is this underlying code-interface that ties together all my odd and 

curious digital poems. But how do the various mechanisms of interactive interfaces 

drive the creative process, the poetic content, and the user/reader experience? While 

my PhD – its digital poems and the accompanying exegesis – will not definitively 

answer these questions, it will explore their relationship to the poetic creatures I’ve 

built since 2004.  

 

The bulk, the overwhelming force, of this PhD adventure rests on the creative 

works. Since becoming a part-time PhD student I’ve been prolific, with each new 

creation exploring the primary research focus of my dissertation: the intersection of 

digital poetry and interactive interfaces. And with each new interface, each new 

creation, my artworks/poems have stretched how we understand digital poetry. And 

in some cases those same works have leaked into other artistic arenas, expanding 

into new directions for net-art, new media art and most notably art games. Together 

they are a map, a chronicling of my poetic and artistic journey. 

 

The creative component of my PhD comprises two-thirds of the total project. My 

exegesis, the other third, is also a creative endeavour, attempting to merge narrative, 

interview and analysis with a description of each work, as it relates to both interface and 

my mission of forever experimenting, uncovering new methods/directions/stumbles for 

digital poetry.  And in numerous ways, through personal narrative, digital dissection of 

the poems, conversations via interviews, this is what Nigel Krauth might call an Outlaw 

Exegesis:  
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I think important room should be made for the outlaw exegesis because new 
knowledge won’t be made by those who obey, or stretch just a little, the laws or 
status quo. [We must continue] with the understanding that PhDs are entitled to 
break new ground in exegetical and artefact areas and must challenge existent 
forms… (Krauth 2011) 

 

Since 2004, I’ve built/written over a dozen works exploring interface as it relates to 

digital poetry. I initially debated only including a few of my works, concentrating 

on game engines or cube works for example. But including only a few works from 

one or two categories would not accurately reflect the diversity and experimentation 

of the digital poems created under this grand and curiously-shaped PhD umbrella. 

Mind you, this major project, with its over a dozen less-major projects, does not 

include all my creative endeavours during the time of the PhD, as not all my digital 

poems and net-artworks extensively explore interface as a poetic element or 

framework.  

 

The digital poems included in my creative product, and the interfaces they 

represent, are:  

 

Interface 1: The Cube 

Digital Poems: Birds Still Warm From Flying; The Poetry Cube; Six Sided Strange 

 

Interface 2: Slot Machines as Recombinatory Engines 

Digital Poems: This is How You Will Die; X-Mas Disaster Generator  

 

Interface 3: Depth of Screen or Within-Within 

Digital Poem: Between Treacherous Objects; Within Interface  

 

Interface 4: Mouse Following and Controlled 

Digital Poems: Mysterious Basement Machines of the Prairie; Layering Follow; 

Wittenoom (specific sections) 

 

Interface 5: Forever/branching Menus 

Digital Poem: a tree with managers and jittery boats 
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Interface 6: Game Engines: Platform, Isometric and others 

Digital Poems: game, game, game and again game; i made this. you play this. we are 

enemies; Evidence of Everything Exploding; Alarmingly these are not Lovesick 

Zombies; Scrape Scraperteeth 

 

Interface 7: Sound Engine and uses within my work 

Digital Poems: Sound Engine, and various 

 

Interface 8: Maps and Locative Digital Poetry 

Digital Poems: Various 

 

Interface 9: Compass and Directional 

Digital Poem: Wide and Wildly Branded 

 

Interface 10: The Infinitely Zooming Mosaic  

Digital Poems: Sydney’s Siberia; Messages for our Future (Collaborative Japan Project) 

 

Interface 11: Combination of various interfaces 

Digital Poems: Wittenoom; Hymns of the Drowning Swimmer; The Bomar Gene 

 

Interface 12: Graphs and Statistics 

Digital Poems: Graphoem: Videograph Fictions; Textual Skyline 
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What to expect. 

 

Briefly and simply my PhD project was to explore the creation of digital poetry through 

the lens of interactivity and interface. The result, after many years of part-time study, 

was to build two dozen new digital poems, each expanding, in their own way, both the 

field of digital poetry in general and our understandings of the digital interface as a 

poetic/content, navigation and user/reader experience.  Nearly all the works included in 

this PhD project have already proven themselves through exhibition, reviews and wide 

acceptance in literary, artistic, gaming and other communities. This exegesis 

investigates – through a mix of personal narrative, interview, technical and design 

description, and theoretical framework – the how and why and where of each digital 

poem and its related interfaces. In many ways, this exegesis mirrors my creative process 

by being experimental in form, expressive in content, and happily and intentionally and 

occasionally meandering.  
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Being born and other digital beginnings.  

 

Soon after the dot com crash of 1999 and the computer driven paranoia of the 2000 

glitch, I began creating digital poems. I was attending Bowling Green State 

University enrolled in the MFA program in Poetry Writing, and generally feeling 

lost. The previous five years I spent wandering through various Urban Planning 

positions, half using a half-finished Master’s degree in Cultural Geography from the 

University of Oklahoma. The digital possibilities of GPS, ARCinfo and other 

geographic software and technologies intrigued my poetic sensibilities, but the 

paperwork and politics weighed heavily, stifling the poet/artistic hiding behind the 

cubicle. During my first semester at BGSU I grew increasingly wary of the silence 

or even disdain my conventionally-written, page poems solicited from the other 

students. It wasn’t that my fellow poets and fiction writers were narrow minded or 

even that my poems were so experimental. Rather, the words I put to paper were 

lost, were missing something, as if they were plucked randomly from my head. I 

struggled with linearity, with the sequence of line to line, the build up, the logical 

pathway to tear-soaked, heart-coaxing endings.   

 

I spent the summer after that first semester plotting other lives, new careers outside 

of poetry. The lure of a “life of poetry” was fast becoming an Oklahoma-fatigued 

mirage. Not having another alternative, I returned to Ohio and BGSU, deciding to 

spend my time exploring girls rather than verse. My dream of being an angst-heavy 

poet appeared to have transformed into simply ‘drenched in resignation’.  

 

Early that fall term, I met a girl I dearly wanted to impress. The building that 

housed the English department was a prison-style four-story box, open in the 

middle with interior balconies all around. I had gathered a habit of carrying hard 

rubber bouncy balls with me at all times, a way of occupying an “always on” mind.  

One day, while leaving the 4th floor elevator, a ball slipped loose and fell into the 

open middle. Almost immediately, while watching its fall and bounce, I conceived a 

way to impress the girl I chased. Travelling to every store that might carry toys, I 

bought hundreds of bouncy balls, different colours and sizes.  My plan was to invite 
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her to the English building and surprise her with a display of my creativity. I would 

throw hundreds of colourful bouncy balls from the 4th floor, down the middle of the 

atrium. While she held a camera, I tossed all the balls from a large box into the air.  

 

They fell in one clump, almost box-shaped until hitting the ground. There was an 

explosion of manufactured colour and sound, balls bouncing as high as the second 

story, hitting windows, soda pop machines, then slowly tapering off to leave a 

bouncy ball covered floor.  We collected the balls and did this twice more. Sadly, 

the girl I courted was disturbed by the obsessive joy I got from this stunt. But for 

me it triggered something, the movement and interactivity, the sounds and colours 

and shapes of those moments were what my poetry was missing. 

 

A few weeks later I decided to try creating interactive poetry. Quite honestly, I had not 

encountered digital poetry to that point. And without a clear reference or understanding 

of the genre, I started exploring software to uncover the possibilities. I began with a few 

short courses in html and Flash and Photoshop. At that time though, I didn’t have a 

computer at home powerful enough to do much beyond word processing. My only 

option was to use the graduate student computer lab and download trial versions of the 

programs I needed. There were six computers and each trial version lasted a month. 

Therefore I had six months, a month per computer, to see if these electric tools would 

add what my poetry had lacked. And somehow, seven years later with over 30 digital 

works created, I am a digital poet by profession. In Thinking About Art, artist and 

anthropologist Susan Hiller explains that art exists within our everyday living, and 

through ordinary and extraordinary occurrences. Art functions “as a critique of existing 

culture and as a locus where futures not otherwise possible can begin to shape 

themselves” (Hiller 1996: xiii). Indeed most of my journey as a digital poet has been 

one shaped by the locus of ordinary occurrences turned extraordinary by creative play. 

Hiller’s attempt to define the strange and amorphous artistic process mirrors my 

meandering and uncommon story. From the farms of Kansas to the beaches of 

Australia, I stumbled into creating curious poetic creatures, and I continue my evolving 

stumble through every new creation.   
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But I should finish my origin story! 

 

The world is comprised of lines, of tendril connections between events and objects, 

moments (past, future, present) and ideas.  My artistic practice (and, I will argue, 

the field of digital poetry) is driven less by mountains of accepted and well-defined 

theories, than it is by the intersections of the artist/poet’s life and the expression of 

those experiences through experimental and nearly-unclassifiable digital creations. 

Like most of my contemporaries in digital poetry, I have evolved less from adapting 

the work and ideas of others and more from launching into the unknown, guided by 

play and the intersection of technology and poetic leanings.  

 

Digital poetry was then (when I first released those bouncing balls), and I would 

argue continues to be, in a wild west-like land. There are still no clear rules, no 

dominant conventions, no semi-agreed-upon canon of “great works”, not even a 

well understood definition to attach to grant proposals. Akin to intermedia or ‘new 

media’ in general, this is not a new situation.  

In the 1960’s [sic] and 1980’s [sic] critics like Dick Higgins labelled such 
in-between-media-texts ‘intermedia’: texts, objects, performances that could 
not (yet) be classified within existing technologies, categories, conventions, 
and meaning schemes. They constituted a third space, hovering in a domain 
that could or did not yet claim a medial field of its own. (Brillenburg-Wurth 
2006: 11)   

 

Indeed in 2008 the Electronic Literature Organization put forward a project with the 

United States Library of Congress to collect the websites of chosen digital creative 

writers to spider (using web bots) and then save in the national collection. In 

essence they were creating a permanent archive of Electronic Literature.  Many 

digital writers were angry at this apparent “canon building” activity; they feared this 

one sweep of websites might be the only representation of digital writers that future 

aliens and/or archivists would ever know. The archive went forward, but it was 

clear that despite decades of digital literature being produced, there continued to be 

a strong under(over)current of resistance to ‘pinning down’ the genre.  
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This story speaks to two common traits of the digital poet. First, they are typically 

mavericks, cowboys of the poetry world (but not cowboy poets, mind you). And in 

fact, most have no desire to become pioneers, to lay roots and build towns, as they 

are quite satisfied with the occasional job rounding up code and/or fighting those 

greedy mine owners who want to tame hypertext. And secondly, these electronic 

verse makers are continually riding the ever-changing winds of technology, their 

practices bending, swaying and almost always breaking during the prairie’s spring 

storms.  Even the term ‘group’, in the great cowboy tradition, only fits during 

weekends at the saloon after some wayward conference. As I type this, the yearly 

E-Poetry conference (2013) has barely come together, with participants dropping 

from and adding to the schedule on near-daily basis.  

 

Yes, there are (to continue beating the western theme) the clerks, pulp novel 

historians and railroad barons bred from deep theory and conferences, the anti-

cowboys of the genre.  And eventually the barbed wire fences and criss-cross of 

highways might force these wanderers into county seats, to backyard gardens and 

the occasional horse ride into the wilderness. Compared to poetry in general, or any 

other literary field, digital poetry and its larger brother/sister Electronic Literature is 

a small frontier land, comprised of a diverse and spread out population of 

writers/artists and scholars both academic and independent. But this land has 

extended far beyond its initial borders, as theorist and editor, Joe Tabbi explains:   

Of course, Otlet, Bush, and (Ted) Nelson understood that electronic media 
might include works of all countries, cultures, and languages. But 
inclusiveness alone did not make their vision universal. Rather, the 
operative feature everywhere in early cybernetic thought, what would make 
the technologically enhanced book more than the sum total of books in print 
and in manuscript everywhere, was its promise of reshaping boundaries. 
(Tabbi 2010: 21) 

 

Oddly, the number of people creating digital poems has not increased dramatically 

in the past ten years, and yet the scholarship around the works produced by that 

small group has grown substantially. Anecdotally, conversations with fellow digital 

poets might suggest that as the attempts to package digital poetry by theorists 

increase, the playground atmosphere seeps away, diminishing the experimental base 

of the genre. And while I will address reasons for this situation throughout my 
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dissertation, it is not my major focus. But I can say that digital poetry currently 

exists in a strange space, a border-land between legitimacy and passing fad. I do not 

pretend to understand all the nuances and factors that might lead this genre to its 

future success or eventual disappearance. I can however explore my own digital 

poems through this dissertation – specifically the interfaces that drive them – and 

from this I hope to offer new directions, new understandings and hopefully 

inspiration for those wanting to explore creating or studying digital poetry. A 

travelogue of my journeys, a poetic map, to be read and explored by those whose 

poetic wanderlust is hitched to an electronic horse.  
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The impossible field and digital poetry interfaces. 

 

Above all else this PhD submission is built on the digital poems. They are the 

dissertation’s umbrella, its foundation, its five hundred kilometre long fence 

dividing the driest of lands.  But what are these digital poems beyond extensions 

and new horizons within my ongoing arts/poetry practice?   

 

I am always creating. It’s a daily need, something that permeates my geography, my 

world lens, my attempts to keep away any number of restless, boredom-fed 

maladies. In the chapter “Rotation of the Crops”, Soren Kierkegaard (1957) points 

out that if man wants to lead a fulfilling life then he must surround himself with 

evolving interests, hobbies and activities. So as to avoid a mundane existence I must 

create, and travel, and switch between jobs, and make new friendships, and learn 

new rules, and continue to create these new artworks that satisfy the self, and 

hopefully in turn, entertain and activate others, relieve them of boredom 

(Kierkegaard 1957: 17). 

 

Therefore the first step in narrowing the scope of my research was to identify a 

central node, a common theme/device/technique that would act as tent pole, black 

hole, strange attractor, central bank to my digital poetry. If some key genes driving 

the growth of my unique brand of electronic writing could be found, then I would 

have something to say, beyond my poems’/artworks’ at times opaque, and 

hopefully, illuminating voice.  

 

How one finds a continuing strand in the body of their existing and future creations 

is a highly individualized process. An artist/writer is so invested, so intimately 

intertwined with their own work, that stepping back and becoming a cold analytical 

observer can be near impossible. And whether rational or not, there is the fear of 

that distant eye sticking around, of forever seeing one’s own work in the 

disembodied view of a dissertation. So instead of starting my search with the works, 

I begin with my memories of creating them, conceptualizing them, pre-imagining 

them. Perhaps the tent pole could be found in the work’s conception. Much of this 

dissertation is driven first by my work’s ‘origin stories’. Those electric moments of 
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inspiration or discovery where my life and poetic desire meet my technical ability 

and code/software play.  

 

And the rest is devoted to my obsession with and innovative use of digital interfaces, 

software and code-generated interactive creatures, within my digital poems.  Other than 

to “find, explore, create and play” there is no clearly-described approach or uniform 

methodology to how I use interfaces as the inspiration and vehicle for my work. Instead 

each digital poem is a new experience, a unique journey, some long- and well-planned, 

others spontaneously built over an afternoon and night and the next morning. While it’s 

obvious to those who create in this field of Electronic Literature, it’s worth noting, as 

Talan Memmott briefly describes: “Current works of electronic literature increasingly 

use interaction, playability, interface design, and advanced computation as part of their 

systems of poetics” (Memmott 2011: 28).  In that simple statement lies the essence of 

my work, unravelling in the words that follow.   
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Insight through questioning. Interviews and conversations about my work.  

 

Throughout the process of completing the artworks in my PhD’s creative 

component, I have released – and others have published, exhibited and shared – 

each of the digital poems. Some poems have been fortunate enough to achieve 

global attention, win awards and vault into the public sphere. I’ve responded to 

dozens of interviews during this period – with publications such as the Guardian, 

Digimag and New Scientist, and more literary-oriented worlds like the Iowa Review 

web.  These interviews are surprisingly useful for an exegesis, as they contain some 

of the same questions and responses my exegesis and original works explore. All of 

the interviews were completed via email, giving me time to craft thoughtful answers 

in a conversational and creative way. In some ways these interviews function as a 

creative/exegetical/theory hybrid, they are works of creative non-fiction deeply 

examining my digital poetry and the notions of interface and audience, and show 

how my craft has changed over time.  

 

Linda Goddard and Natalie Adamson, professors in Art History, write in their call 

for articles on exegetical writing in the arts for the Forum for Modern Language 

Studies: 

 

The artist’s statement is now an integral – and taught – component of 
contemporary practice, and a seemingly incontrovertible primary source for 
art and cultural historians, literary critics, anthropologists and philosophers. 
However, artists have written about themselves and their work in many 
contexts and formats, both public and private, including correspondence, 
manifestoes and interviews.  (Adamson 2012) 

 

Throughout their special issue, it is broadly accepted that artist statements and can 

be powerful and yet also difficult to pin down due to their varied formats. Included 

here, interviews are noted as a powerful form of exegetical activity.  

 

Victor Burgin, in his book Parallel Texts: Interviews and Interventions about Art, 

argues the many interviews he’s completed with artists and curators over many 

decades are just as vital, or even more valuable than most critical work. The 
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interviews are perhaps the truest form of exegesis, as they are the direct thoughts of 

the artist responding directly to questions about that artwork (Burgin 2011). 

 

The poet, writer and occasional critic/editor Nathaniel Mackey, in his semi-

exegetical, semi-autobiographical collection, Paracritical Hinge: Essays, Talks, 

Notes, Interviews, extensively uses previously-published interviews as a method for 

discussing his career and creative endeavours. Certainly a single or even small 

number of interviews might not be useful in an exegesis, but in-depth published 

responses, over the span of a writer/artist’s creative wanderings, are powerful and 

commonly used in collections such as Mackey’s (Mackey 2005). 

 

Being interviewed has been sometimes a strange encounter, with both the style and 

substance of my responses being driven by the venue and the interviewer. 

Additionally, it can be difficult to find new ways of responding to similar questions 

from different publications. But when responding to these interviews, central to my 

thoughts was my PhD digital poetry interfaces project, and thus they served to help 

me refine my creations and my understandings for how those digital poems fit 

within the various academic, artistic and literary worlds they inhabit.  

 

I’ve decided to include these interviews as they reveal details about my 

artistic/literary process. They highlight issues such as how I create and where I see 

my work’s place in the larger arts, literary and public spheres. However, I 

acknowledge there may be some limitations in including the interviews throughout 

the exegesis. While they showcase the development process within the project, the 

questions asked do, at times, lack a critical edge, leaning towards more popular 

audiences.  Additionally, they function as conversations, which often can include 

unchallenged opinions and unfounded asides. Nevertheless, taken as a whole, the 

interviews are a substantial archive, offering unique and valuable insights into the 

creative process and the relationship between artist and audience. 

 

Importantly, the inclusion of these interviews contributes towards an exegetical format 

more closely resembling my digital poems. All my works are layered and non-linear, 

involving various media collaged and overlayed to create dense layers of meaning and 

inter-related ideas.  The interviews operate to present textual materials in a variety of 
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forms and voices, to add time-stamped thoughts, informal and creative, into the exegesis 

collage. Jim Andrews, a Canadian digital poet and programmer, calls this process 

‘synthesis’ for diverse and branching semantic content:   

 

[The] difference between the way media are represented in electronic non-
programmable machines and programmable machines is like the difference 
between the way things are recorded in normal media and the way they’re 
recorded in the brain. The brain is obviously capable of extraordinary synthesis 
of arts and media because of the conditional nature of the way we read, write, 
and process stuff in the brain. Synthesis is not simply about slapping things 
together but working also at a semantic level of cross-reference. (Andrews 2011) 

 

One concern with compiling these interviews is the possibility, or indeed probability 

that my responses might contradict each other. Initially I feared these contradictions 

might erode my ‘expertise’ in the field, elicit suspicion from readers in regards to my 

exegesis findings. However, I also realize how quickly the field of digital poetry 

changes and in turn how my own understandings of the larger collective and my own 

creations will morph and adjust over time.  Again, as my previous reference to Hiller 

noted, the artistic process is about building and destroying from those common and 

extraordinary events.  Therefore, I include these interviews as artefacts, creative 

engagements with my audiences and publications. They represent my thoughts at the 

time, and in many cases my attempts at transforming the generic interview format into 

something more creatively and poetically engaging. And above all, they are a time-line 

of my artistic process and my theoretical, creative and poetic engagement with digital 

poetry interfaces.   

 

Note:  Interviews included in this exegesis are included as they were published. This has 

been done for authenticity sake, and thus they may include minor grammatical errors or 

unusual stylistic choices.  
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_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Start Interview One of Eight 

 

Interviewer:  Jeremy Hight 

Publication: LEA (Leonardo Electronic Almanac), “New Media Exhibition: Re-

Drawing Boundaries” 

August, 2011 

http://www.leoalmanac.org/lea-new-media-exhibition-interview-with-jason-nelson/ 

 

1. What are you working on right now? 

 

If you took a screen capture of my desktop, you’d be alarmed at the density of folders 

and files, of new and old projects, small experiments and strange found and created 

resources. I’ve always explored/developed numerous projects simultaneously. For 

example, I am currently building or half-building three, no four, or maybe five new 

projects.  I am near to finishing a news feed visualizer that uses searches RSS feeds for 

keywords and builds a strange interactive messily drawn city based on the results. 2. 

Lurching towards the start or launch or beginnings of a large scale interlinked dispersed 

Net-Artwork where each section lives on a different host website. Imagine art as 

webring as multiple entry points. 3. A series of atmospheric and abstract cube works. 

This work is all colour and over-blown titles and curious geometries. I might be the only 

one to love it, but I do so very much.  Curious, between the time I wrote this in Feb. and 

now, the above critters have been born, along with still more fun-time organisms.  

 

So, what am I working on now, now? 

 

I’m exploring the wonders of mobile creations, small movable creatures built for those 

devices in our pockets. It’s strange, as an artist, to chance your canvas, to move into 

another space, to buy new paints and weasels, yes I wrote weasels. And, I am following, 

as so many are following, the hot-hot trail of all things Canvas and HTML5. I both loath 

and love typing about technical tools and code. While no good work, or at least no 

lasting, really engaging work comes from the domination of technical trickery, as I am 
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more fascinated with content than the latest digiwonders, I am at the “learn new tools” 

stage of artistic play. Hopefully it will bring glorious new methods of expression and 

user knock-about, along with the painful pain of changing how and where I work/create.   

 

The trick, it seems, is learning to find the corner, the road’s bend where a projects 

moves from experiment to outline and then from development to as finished as needed. 

 

2 . What led you to digital hybrid writing? 

 

This might sound simplistic, but curiosity led me down the DHW path. I find the 

exploration of space and media, of sounds and texts and images and movement 

continually offers the brain new projects and stimulus. Our minds are wired to process 

millions of variables, to combine and separate all manner of inputs and the resulting 

analysis. And DHW provides a space for a writer/artist to always be curious, to feed the 

brain with a multitude of sensory pleasures.  

 

More specifically, I accidently stumbled into creating these works. The MFA program I 

attended actually discouraged my exploration into interactive poetry. So I very much 

began creating strictly from a “I wonder what this code would do to my text” 

perspective.  And while these early years were an exciting time for creating without 

context or perspective or knowledge of a larger field, I quickly found it near impossible 

to return to line by line print.  It forced me to find others to play with, to find or even 

create venues for my work. And I imagine, because I had no formal training in E-Lit, 

my work must have appeared unique enough for encouragement.  

 

It has been a strange and curious journey to arrive where my fingers meet a processor. I 

fear not knowing what I was doing when I began creating digital poetry, meant I 

accidently arrived in a unique landscape, one that others seemingly very much enjoy 

visiting. I only wish I had the forethought to change my artist/writer’s name is 

something more alluring. Something with Industry or Punk or oddly spelled country 

names.  

 

3. As a “digital poet”, “e lit author”, “new media artist” etc etc... do you feel that it 
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may be time to move past all of these strata and sub strata classifications and 

boundaries in art, writing and expression? 

 

YES. YES of course yes.  Humans love to classify and define, to make boxes with labels 

for the labels they use on boxes. Certainly the title of digital poet is useful for warning 

announcements in Airports and Discount Technology Stores and it helps many of us 

coax funds from Institutions. But ultimately, these terms are more an expression of how 

we create than what results at the processes end.  What I mean is maybe I am creating 

poetically, channeling some digitally born poet through my fingers and eyes and ears 

and belly. And yet what I create is simply that, what I create.  

 

I send my [digital creations] out into the institutional world as electronic literature or 

digital poetry because they like to fill in forms and create fancy posters and invites, 

reporting outcomes to the desk sitters who dole out the cash. However, I much, much, 

much prefer the millions who find my odd creations through Cat Breeder Forums or 

Paranormal Events websites or Grammar school curriculums or WOW communities. 

And they rarely call my work anything (other than the far too often WTF?!). They 

simply and enthusiastically share my creations as art to experience, as interactive 

playthings to disdain and hate, or discuss and love. This is, I have always felt, the great 

promise of anything we call E-lit or Digipo etc, the notion that we use the contemporary 

language of interface and image, of sound and movement, of messy and polished, of 

game and pop and absurdity and the occasional heart achingly poignant.  

 

4.  How do you see yourself working with space form and measure? 

 

Sometimes I cut the plastic into shapes, like ducks and spaceships and bitter fish angry 

at the pulling and poisonous grip of barbed hooks, placing them in the oven at some hot 

enough temperature for shrinking or growing polymer depending. Once I’ve exhausted 

all the plastic products in my two story house’s second floor, used details needlessly and 

considered how glass might love the chasing heat of convection, I weigh the resulting 

flatish figurines against their leadership potential. I understand metrics, but think in 

stones. 
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The above is not a joke. I honestly see form and measure as poetic translation, as odd 

stories branching out with asides and tangents.  

 

And sometimes or nearly every time, I create works that defy the flatness of screens. I 

want the  user/player/reader to explore within as much as across, inside as much as 

around, to play the zed against the x, hypnotizing the Y.  Indeed it’s only been recently 

that I’ve mastered enough stolen code to make poetry radiate throughout the wired 

space.  The trick, that I have yet to conquer and whose peaks I will hopefully never truly 

scale, is understanding how poetic text can follow other poetic texts near infinitely 

within the space and measure of where we play.   

 

But then maybe I could interpret measure as time and cadence, as beat and temporal 

distance. And therein lies, for me as digital poet (sans the label), one of many areas I’ve 

only occasionally tried to utilize. My works often exist, unchanged or altered little, until 

some other accesses and opens and moves. But, and I am brainstorming these 

possibilities as I type, why not create a work that changes with time, a countdown to a 

new environment within my interactive creatures. Easy enough to code, but hard to 

create and even tougher to forgive all those readers who rush away, without 

experiencing up to minute ten or fifteen, or nine thousand.  I did create a video game, a 

side scrolling shooter, that took over a million minutes to play. This artwork exists, 

functions, and yet has never been released. It scares me.  

Time, time lend me a quarter. 

 

5.  Many of your works push the interactive viewer/reader in ways beyond most 

works; is this intentional or simply a result where each idea takes you?  Your 

works are seen as challenging but also extremely inventive; how much are you 

aware of moving beyond the usual tropes, spaces and easter eggs of interactivity? 

 

Poor DVD format.  So much promise so early and so little left so late. Thank you for the 

kind words. Just know that while I know exactly how and where and for what reasons 

and effects I create, I am also lying and have no freaking idea what I am doing.  

 

I, and all other artists/writers/makers of the made, are alarmingly and disturbingly lucky 

to be working with these cumbersome and ever evolving digital tools.  There are no 
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concrete rules, no roads made hard enough for trucks or the bullet proof sedans of 

Brasil. What this affords, the gift this offers, is that nearly every new work stretches 

innovation, experiments outside whatever previous literary borders arrive.  Sadly for 

theorists and writers about such work, that ever continuing leap, leap means writing 

about our works is ultra challenging.  But I prefer to keep running while my cartilage 

and various connective tissues allow for plodding locomotion.  

 

It’s exciting creating your own language. And yet, if I am the only one who speaks it, is 

meaning lost? And why do we have this sophomoric and insecure obsession with 

meaning?  That is a question, not a comment.  I would make a poor chef or dancer.  

 

6. How do you see your work progressing in the future or is that hard to say in 

your process at this point? 

 

Every few months I vow to quit creating. I promise myself to learn astrophysics or 

become a carpenter or unravel mysteries that no one else wants unraveled. And then 

some new project or old unfinished project, or more likely a combination of both, spurs 

me to create a bit more. This has been a constant theme for five years. And I hope it 

continues for another fifty.    

 

Can I segue briefly?  A long time art critic once warned me that the diversity of my 

work would be my undoing. They suggested the art world wants a consistent style, a 

signature immediately obvious, for the artist to be the best at making red buildings in the 

snow. They are easily collectable and writable and mentionable and grantable and 

commissionable.  And much to my continual surprise they are correct. Not correct in 

that anyone anywhere should ever consider doing such a thing. But instead that the art 

world runs like that, its legs searching for the same pants for the same track for the same 

shoes in recycled rain. Take (insert any number of artist’s names) for example.  Proof, 

proof, and distillery.  And luckily and sadly I don’t know how to explore-to-death what 

I’ve already explored. 

 

I need to learn the canvas element, and want to build robots. Oh and a smallish helium 

blimp with smallish battery fired projectors that will fly through a city projecting textual 

wonders on whatever surface it lumbers past. I am excited and humbled and entirely 
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scared by new advances in code and technology. I am jealous at others whose technical 

skills or cash resources allow them to make with the newest of new gadgets and 

software.  Having said that…..good work is always about content, always about 

expression and desire, about the ability to alter someone’s perception however briefly. 

 

7. What role do you see space in your work in relation to memory, movement and 

even collapse or architectures of how one moves within interactions and hybrid 

spaces? 

 

Now that is an interesting idea. Collapse. Hmmmm. Instead of talking about my existing 

work, let’s play make believe. How about a work that starts off as a line. If we think of a 

line as the perfect connection between two points, then how could we create an ever 

dissolving and changing line. Not a line that turns squiggly or messy. But a line that 

holds everything, a line built from ninth floor windows, bread crusts, ice cubes on 

shoulders during the warmest days of a tropical winter, and as you interact with that 

clean line, those creatures and ideas, those built and unbuilt gizmos and structures arrive 

and allude.  I use conjunctions far too often.   

 

Or how about a video. A simple five minute video of a bike ride through a suburban 

street past houses no more than twenty years old. The video could be coded so every 

shape, every combination of pixels in predefined geometries would be movable, 

clickable, interact-able. And from those interactions the landscape would change in 

micro ways, move forward and backward depending on what you mean by those terms.  

And then I think. Oh wait, that sounds like a “real life” bike ride, if the rider had spray 

paint, a hammer and arms so long they needed scaffolding.    

 

8. What did you want to be when you were younger that you see now in some 

threads in your work? 

 

Geographer. I spent many years, during the twentieth century playing in geography. 

This has informed my work above all others and indeed without those years I would not 

create what I create. I’ve always been fascinated by small spaces, the spiders capturing 

bugs on ledges nine stories up or the trashscape of trashbins and their layered 

archaeologies of discarded choices. Now that is a nice title. Reading the landscape or 
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surroundscape or digitalscape is central to how I create.  In many ways I am building 

maps to impossible countries. That is a cheesy title.  

 

I was also a physicist, at least during High School. I won the Oklahoma state 

competition in Physics my senior year. Even had a scholarship offer from AT&T. But I 

found it difficult to adhere to specifics and exact answers. I adore deciphering how 

machines and phenomena work within and outside the world’s contradictory constraints. 

I credit this with teaching my brain to think technically and creatively simultaneously. 

And also blame it for the messy and error-filled, unwieldy and confusing (at times) side 

of my creatures.  

 

Oh and I was also absolutely sure I would lead a cult.  This is still a goal.  

 

9. Who are some of your influences and what effect have their works and/or ideas 

had on your work and intellectual curiosity? 

 

Late 19th century engineering journals.  

Artists like Basqiat or early (pre-famous) surrealists.    

A whole host of Cultural Geographers (including Brett Wallach). 

Found Art of all styles and possibilities.  

Crazy yard displayed folk art of the plains and Ozarks.  

L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E Poetry. 

Steampunk fiction and gadgetry. 

Music for Airports. 

The 286 processor computer I bought after selling a car damaged by car thieves.  If I 

knew who they were I would thank them. 

Noise. 

Fear. 

My grandfather’s last word was Gizmos. 

 

10. Is it important to explode forms as much as progress within them?  Where can 

our sense of space, mapping and measure take creative works beyond where we are 

now? 
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Tomorrow or the day after you read this. You being whomever you are. I will begin 

creating locative works. In a way, it will be a work without electricity. Odd asides, 

noises and imagery created for specific places. To tag every galloping thought, to mark 

an existence at odds and allured by the around around us.  In NEW media confines this 

is nothing new. And yet most of the projects I’ve seen in this realm are either far too 

practical/useful/commercial or generatively clean and emotionless or “look what we just 

did” visualizing.  I’m interested in mapping what my brain creates against where it 

creates.  I want to hide fragments, make found poetics requiring wandering/wondering.  

Of course this will require we to travel as many streets and fields and hotel lobbies and 

lawn bowls courts as is possible with no funding.  Does anyone want to fund this opus? 

 

And why haven’t I created GIS (Geographic Information System) poetry?   Damnit. 

OK……now there is a curious direction.  I’ll do that. Just give me some time.  

 

End Interview One of Eight 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Attempting to define the ghostly and mutating nature of Digital Poetry. 

 

Although defining a genre is not usually needed when constructing the central focus of a 

dissertation, in the case of digital poetry, the question of “What is digital poetry?” must 

be addressed.  Because in essence that is what my dissertation is trying to accomplish, to 

create, through the interfaces, and the digital poems within them: an understanding of 

what is possible within the genre. Indeed, in creating new digital poetry forms and 

interfaces, I am expanding the field and thus extending that definition. However, we will 

find that perhaps defining digital poetry is not about clarity, nor concerned with easily 

identified creative products. Instead, digital poetry is more of a continually changing 

process, a way of translating the world, and more about intentions than intentionally 

fitting into categories.  

 

Robyn Stewart, a practice-based professor at University of Southern Queensland, states:  
 

As artists we bring to our practice a complex array of skills, interests, values, 
talents, habits and perspectives. We know that practice in the arts is a dynamic 
and complex activity that is socially constructed. Its process can be impulsive, 
unpredictable, intuitive, not always logical, and is usually difficult to analyse, 
interpret and describe. (Stewart 2003)  

 

Stewart points to the fact that a practice is often indefinable, or difficult to define, so 

how does one define a genre – a group of practices – and certainly one so new and ever 

changing as digital poetry? Initially, I will be relying on the body of well-established 

literature on the subject. Yet because there is no overall consensus on the matter, I will 

attempt to identify commonalities and, combined with my own understanding of the 

field, create a baseline description for digital poetry. This ‘compiled’ description will be 

used as a diving board, a portable ladder, a box of coloured pencils/paper, a stick of non-

toxic craft glue. Albeit the description built will be as elusive, ever changing and defiant 

as the digital poems I create.   

 

Digital poetry, even with being as old as the computer (and older some would argue) is 

still more the subject of special editions and collected works, rather than a broad 

acceptance filtering into the everyday language of the literary/arts world. As one of 
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many examples, I’ll refer to the 17th issue of Slope Editions which devoted itself to 

various takes on what makes a digital poet.  Jorge Luiz Antonio, in a survey of terms in 

his article “Digital Poetry”, provides an almost sarcastically long list: he defines 37 

different terms, nearly all combining some technical descriptor with the word “Poetry”. 

For example, there is Hypermedia Poetry, Click Poetry, Kinetic Poetry, Internet Poetry, 

and perhaps the most technically broad and accurate of them all: Computer Poetry, 

coined by Théo Lutz in 1959. At the end of this list (and before) Antonio even 

apologizes for the list not being exhaustive (Antonio 2008). While it appears his 

intention is to provide a historical context for the field’s development, instead what 

arises is a field unwilling to define itself, as if the true term were some impossible-to-

pronounce string of hypens, hypers and all manner of technical wizardry.  

 

Whether it is through poetry, prose, movement, drama, mime, meditation, 
painting, drawing, sculpture or any other non-traditional linguistic or non-
linguistic form the important thing is to find a way or ways that will allow us to 
follow the natural internal flow of our inquiry. In a sense this is an essential 
element for researching through artistic expression. (Cole & Knowles 2000: 66)  

 

Stephanie Strickland, truly a pioneer in the field of both print and digital forms of 

poetry, has written many treatises attempting to define, and redefine digital poetry.  Her 

article, “Writing the Virtual: Eleven Dimensions of E-Poetry”, puts forth a self-admitted 

contradiction. Although she provides us with eleven ‘states’ E-Poetry typically inhabits, 

she concedes that “Writing native to the electronic environment is under continual 

construction (poesis) by its creators and receivers” (Strickland 2006). What we are left 

with are eleven laws for a lawless land.  

 

I agree with her ‘states’, e.g. the eleventh state: 

 

11. Soft ephemeral space in any number of dimensions is created and 
disassembled or dispersed inside an overall default situation of hybrid states of 
mixed reality. (Strickland 2006)  

 

This sense of a defining territory is both inspiring to the writer, and yet so open-ended as 

to suggest the goal of E-Poetry is to recreate the cosmos, the micro/macroverses very 

around us.  Here digital poetry seems less a classification, and more its own language, 

relearned and changed by each new speaker. 
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Lori Emerson, in the LEA (Leonardo Electronic Almanac from MIT) special issue on 

digital poetry (again we see the genre being treated as an anomaly) adds to the continual 

argument defining E-Poetry.  While others like Strickland are happy to swim in ethereal 

language, Emerson sees a danger in the murkiness. She argues,  

 

While we have to acknowledge digital poetry as part of our current cultural 
moment, this acknowledgment is doomed to vagueness as long as we cannot say 
what digital poems are let alone adequately describe their behaviour. (Emerson 
2006) 

 

Emerson attempts to explain some digital poetry as the “mathematicization of space” 

with “poems reflecting thinking that is based on either Euclidean or non-Euclidean 

principles of mathematics” (Emerson 2006). As we will see with other definitions or 

partial attempts to pin down digital poetry, Emerson is also correct: the interfaces 

created here require an intimate engagement with numbers, equations and geometry. But 

is this just restating Strickland’s point – to recreate the cosmos? If the world, as some 

would argue, is born from and moves to the beat of math, then again digital poetry 

becomes the foggy, near-spiritual engagement with our real and created universe. 

Metaphysics is often used to classify that which we cannot or will not define. 

 

 

And then there are critics who argue against defining digital poetry as simply poetry. 

Majorie Perloff, in a chapter from the Morris and Swiss edited collection New Media 

Poetics: Contexts, Technotexts and Theories, asserts: “no medium or technique of 

production can in itself give the poet (or other kind of artist) the inspiration or 

imagination to produce works of art” (Perloff 2006: 181). What she suggests is that 

digital poets have a fetish for the trickery of technology, and thus define themselves by 

those digital magic acts. But that does not make their poetry better, or more compelling 

than print. Her point though, seems to be more a criticism of sub-genre/classification, 

than an attack on digital poetry. She quotes Bill Viola in her conclusion:   

 

‘I don’t like the label “video artist”,’ the great video artist Bill Viola, once 
remarked. ‘I consider myself to be an artist. I happen to use video because I live 
in the last part of the twentieth century, and the medium of video (or television) 
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is clearly the most relevant visual art form in contemporary life.’ (Perloff 2006: 
185) 

 

Therefore Antonio’s “non-exhaustive” list of 37 different terms for what I am calling 

digital poetry both supports and contrasts with Perloff.  The list itself, technically driven 

for the most part, is an orgy of digital poetry as technological love. And inversely, that 

same list shows a depth of understanding of how to use technology to create what 

Perloff desires: meaningful poetry. Hiller extends this notion of changes within culture 

and its relationship to artistic practice and how “shared conceptual models are 

inadequate”. This is similar to how digital poetry’s lack of shared models actually 

functions to increase artistic and creative change.  

 

Artists modify their culture while learning from it, and perpetuate their culture 
by using certain aspects of it…artists change their culture by emphasizing 
certain aspects of it, aspects perhaps previously ignored. The artist’s version may 
show hidden or suppressed cultural potentials…by revealing the extent to which 
shared conceptual models are inadequate because they exclude or deny some 
part of reality. Artists…operate skilfully within the very socio-cultural contexts 
that formed them. (Hiller 1996: xi) 

 

‘Trivial’ has, of course, a precise meaning in discussions of digital literature. Thanks to 

Espen Aarseth’s influential 1997 study Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature, 

the “nontrivial effort... required to allow the reader to traverse the text” (Aarseth 1997: 

1) has become the key differentiator of the categories cybertext and not-cybertext. In the 

decade since the publication of Cybertext, this distinction and the category “cybertext” 

itself have met with a range of critiques as well as further elaborations. I invoke the term 

here to point to the often-intractable difficulties in maintaining clear and critically 

productive boundaries between types of cultural phenomena such as literary texts. 

According to the American Heritage Dictionary, the word ‘cyber’ is “the theoretical 

study of control processes in electronic, mechanical, and biological systems, especially 

in the flow of information in such systems” (in Leary 1994: 65). 

 

In reviewing the first Electronic Literature Collection (produced by the ELO to 

represent and in a way define Electronic Literature) John Zuern ponders, “What is at 

stake in maintaining that the difference between print and electronic literature is 

anything other than trivial?”  He continues: 
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In asking this question, I am in no way suggesting that nothing is at stake; on the 
contrary, I am seeking to underscore the urgency of the multifaceted project, 
carried on by many different artists and critics and editors, to consolidate 
something like ‘electronic literature’ as a domain of creation and inquiry that can 
do justice both to the advancement and investigation of its material culture and 
to the philosophical, conceptual frameworks that guide that advancement and 
investigation. (Zuern 2009)  

 

At the heart of this project is the relationship between protocols of computation and 

protocols of human language use, a relationship that, despite all the critical attention it 

has received, continues to present itself as vexed and indeterminate. 

 

It is telling that in a collection intended to provide a foundation for a literary field – a 

single disk containing enough electronic literature to give any reader an understanding 

of the genre – the result is both compelling and yet “vexing”.  Zuern’s review is entirely 

favourable, in essence labelling the collection as historic. And I agree, not only because 

I have work included, but also because the broad creativity and range of interpretations 

of electronic literature contained therein succeeds in spreading the field even thinner, 

wider and more chaotically. As I will continue arguing, this indeterminate nature is 

exactly why I create works of digital poetry/electronic literature. The open and largely 

borderless spaces allow for experimentation that doesn’t need to call itself an 

experiment, a poetry-scape where innovation and play is expected, and the few tendrils 

connecting all digital poems together are electricity and intent. And even intent is 

arguable.  

 

Where we arrive, after this brief survey, is an understanding that digital poetry defies, it 

seems, the traditional notion of classification. This may be due to the perceived youth or 

newness of the genre, causing a ‘let’s wait and see what happens’ attitude among 

practitioners and theorists. Or maybe it is due to the way digital poetry uses the tools of, 

and borrows from so many other art and literary fields. However, perhaps that same 

anti-defining attitude the genre so brazenly wears is an important component of any 

digital poetry definition.   

 

As for my work, I find classification is sometimes more determined by the opportunity 

than specific intent. Internally I might think of my work as digital poems. But externally 

when I describe my work for the purpose of submitting to exhibition calls or to be 
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published in journals, or applying for grants, I fluctuate to emphasize the aspect of the 

work that most neatly fits the submission call’s description. This might be considered 

‘cheating’ or wishy-washy opportunism by some. And at times that criticism might be 

correct, as I’ve been guilty of de-emphasizing the poetics in my work for the chance at 

large visual arts grant.  However, I would also argue that my flexibility is 

pulled/coaxed/harvested from the very core of digital poetry. Again, as Strickland 

emphasizes, digital poetry is its own evolving language of all the texts available, electric 

and otherwise (Strickland 2006).  

 

Digital Poetry. Entirely vague and problematic, of course, and yet exciting and 

adventurous, chaotically building and destroying meaning and convention, thank 

heavens yes. Absolutely and anti-absolutely yes.  
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Who the heck are all these people exploring my work? 

 

Describing those who read or interact or play with my work is difficult. My creations 

involve so many layers of interactivity, texts and media that those experiencing the work 

must use various skills and communication/reading methods. This notion of what to call 

those experiencing my art came sharply into view during an interview I was doing with 

a major newspaper. The reporter stumbled around with a few terms when asking me 

about how people perceive my work.  Eventually, after blowing through five or six 

terms, explaining them and then apologizing, he inquired as to what I called those who 

experience/stumbled onto my digital poems. I realized I had never used a consistent 

term, nor had I even really given much thought to how a person engages with my work. 

Sure, there were usability issues I’d address, or I’d engage either in person or via email 

with those self-professed ‘fans’ of my work. But what were people doing when they 

experienced my work?   

 

With a book, for example, a person might have various roles, but the dominant role is 

that of ‘reader’. At the art gallery, in the room reserved for the large Victorian paintings 

of lounging dogs and servants, a person walking through is primarily a ‘watcher/looker’. 

With a slippery slide at the amusement/trailer park just the other side of the river, a 

person sliding is considered to be one of our new gods, or a redneck. In experiencing my 

work, a person seems to be all of these.    

 

In the same way that defining a digital poet and a digital poem is more about experience 

and near-freewheeling change, the people who encounter such work are equally hard to 

define.  What you call those who experience your work is also defined by your artistic 

intentions.  How do you want people to respond to what you’ve created? How should 

they engage with it? Do you even care? Up until that interview, I might have cared, but 

it was hidden deep beneath the anonymity of the internet. Initially I attempted to become 

someone other than myself and engage with my work, to try and watch myself as if 

myself and I had never met. And as that confusing sentences implies, it was near 

impossible to forget I was the digital poem’s creator.  The more obvious choice was to 
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watch others exploring my work, and then ask them. My annoyed friends and students 

put up with my over-the-shoulder directions of “click there” and “read that”, until I 

learned to let go of the control and simply watch and listen to their undirected 

experiences. In “Death of the Author”, Roland Barthes stresses the importance of the 

separation between an author’s identity and the creation of the work. “To give a text an 

Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a final signified, to close the 

writing” (Barthes 1982: 147). If my work does one thing well, it defies “a final 

signified”, but I had to learn to let my reader/watcher/adventurers find out for 

themselves. 

 

Many print writers do not care, beyond critical reviews and book sales, how their 

audience engages with or experiences their work, because generally they already know 

that people will either read the work, in part or in whole, or not buy the book at all.  But 

when a writer creates interactive experiences which require a user to become part of the 

creation process, to mentally and physically participate, they must at least consider how 

those processes are unravelling/evolving/happening. As Michel Foucault suggests, if 

you can change the language you can change the culture, thus the revolutionizing of 

poetry through digital form in turn changes the way audiences perceive the linearity of 

poetic tension (Foucault 1980: 55). 

 

Therefore, to keep from cumbersomely typing out ‘Player/User/Reader/Explorer’, I’ve 

decided just to use ‘user/reader’. Being fascinated with cults such as Scientology, and 

spurred by my desire to create a ‘class’ of people who use my work, perhaps one day I 

shall gather all my fans and followers into an unused high school in rural Kansas and 

start my own digital poetry cult.  But I digress, as do most of my digital poems. When 

someone encounters/engages with/explores my work they take on several roles. The 

importance of the roles changes from work to work, from space to space, from computer 

to computer, from person to person. So there is no overarching significance to the order 

of user/reader beyond the creation of a recognizable and somewhat poetically 

descriptive term.   

 

However, I should note, it is usually the interface that determines which terms should be 

emphasized. Game-based works require more Player, and text-based interfaces, like my 

a tree with managers and jittery boats (2012), coax more direct textual reading. But I 
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would propose that any good digital poem must be approached with all four roles in 

mind: to play, to use, to read, to experience.  
 

I’ve always advocated the notion of play. Indeed I often call my digital poems 

“playthings” and encourage user/readers to play. Brian Sutton-Smith, one of the world’s 

leading scholars on Play Theory, associates play with a broad array of fields, from 

zoology to sociology, art and games, education and evolution (Sutton-Smith 2008). The 

Strong Museum of Play website describes the value of play as  

essential to learning, creativity, and discovery. It guides physical, intellectual, 
and social development. It drives innovation, increases productivity, and 
contributes to healthier lives. Children playing on playgrounds learn to 
incorporate found objects and put them to novel uses, develop creative pretend 
and dramatic play scenarios, and build on the ideas of others. Inventors draw on 
these same skills to make imaginative and unlikely connections that lead to 
exciting new products or important medical and technical advances. (The Strong 
Museum 2012)  

 

In essence, those who study Play as a human activity firmly connect the act of play with 

creative and innovative activity, as well as a vital component of discovery.  

Therefore, describing my work as “playthings” seems the perfect fit for digital poetry 

interfaces that invite exploratory reading and reflect continual striving for innovation in 

creative practice.  But there may be even more to the notion of play. Twentieth-century 

historian Johan Huizinga wrote:  

Ritual grew up in sacred play; poetry was born in play and nourished on play; 
music and dancing were pure play.... We have to conclude, therefore, that 
civilization is, in its earliest phases, played. It does not come from play...it arises 
in and as play, and never leaves it. (Huizinga cited in Hankiss 2001: 221)  

 

So while it would be absurdly over-blown to define my playthings as crucial to human 

development, the quote does provide additional gravitas to the notion that an interface 

designed for a digital poem can elicit play that is part of the user/reader’s entry into new 

worlds of thinking and understanding.  
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To some games theorists, however, the concepts of ‘Play’ and ‘Explore’ contradict or 

interfere with each other. Play to some denotes a game and a corresponding goal. To 

them the player should solve a puzzle or reach a destination based on a set of creator-

defined rules. For example, James Paul Gee from the University of Wisconsin, in 

“Learning by Design: good video games as learning machines” (2005), suggests that 

 

Good games offer characters that the player can move intricately, effectively, 
and easily through the world. Beyond characters, good games offer the player 
intricate, effective, and easy manipulation of the world’s objects, objects which 
become tools for carrying out the player’s goals. (Gee 2005)  

 

This idea of play limits it to the need to accomplish specific tasks via specific tools.  

Instead I see play as a way of being, a playful enjoyment mode, experimenting with 

how to engage with the digital poem, to swing from the mouse and toss words into the 

sandpit, bouncing and barrelling through the playground of interface and poetics.  

 

In my digital poems, the reader aspect is fairly straightforward: the primary function of 

the work is to be read. Reading, though, applies to more than just the words. After all, 

“the power of words is bound up with the images they evoke, and is quite independent 

of their real significance. Words whose sense is the most ill-defined are sometimes those 

that possess the most influence” (Le Bon 2004: 50). Most of my digital poetry interfaces 

use all facets of the work: the multimedia elements, the animations, interactivity and 

indeed the interface itself as ‘texts’. They all function as part of the digital poem’s 

textual construction. In essence everything within my digital poems become critical 

poetic texts. Kathryn Hayles discusses this issue of texuality in a historical context, “The 

advent of electronic textuality presents us with an unparalleled opportunity to re-

formulate fundamental ideas about text....” She goes on to examine how media and 

interactive elements are important texts to works of Electronic Literature (Hayles 2003: 

263). And Marjorie Luesebrink, although initially concerned about the expansive nature 

of texts in electronic works, ultimately decides in her article on disappearing texts that 

texts include everything from code to generative databases (Luesebrink 2013).  

Therefore, the reading process for electronic literature inherently involves all the texts 

contained within the work.  
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The ‘User’ label addresses the fact that the person interacting with my work is both a 

user of the computing/peripheral device in front of them (mouse, keyboard, etc) and also 

of the software that runs my work (flash player, browser, etc). It is akin to the 

rhizomatic “folding of one’s text onto another, which constitutes multiples and even 

adventitious roots (like a cutting), implies a supplementary dimension to that of the texts 

under consideration” (William Burroughs quoted in Deleuze & Guattari 1987: 6). ‘User’ 

also demands a certain set of skills, such as a familiarity with WYSIWYG web 

browsing software. This might seem an obvious point to make, but the user’s set-up, 

their home computer for example, can greatly vary how the work functions and appears, 

or even if the digital poem functions/operates properly (some older works no longer 

function on newer browsers).   

 

Lastly, the notion of exploring or being an explorer of my work encompasses nearly all 

of the roles possible. There is no correct way of experiencing or exploring my digital 

poems. They demand that the reader leap into my imagination and find their own 

pathways and meanings. I’ve always been at odds with the notion of writing Artist 

Statements for journals or exhibitions, as I prefer that the user/reader discover the work 

in their own way, to be surprised by the experience and draw their own connections 

between all of the poetic elements, the sounds and movements, the interface and 

multimedia, the words and the images. More importantly, ‘exploring’ describes both 

how I want readers to engage with my work, but also how I create, from the genesis of 

the idea to the final polishing and publishing/releasing into the world (and yet, I never 

see any of my creations as entirely finished).  

 

It should be added that the term ‘user/reader’ only addresses the major roles of, well, the 

user/reader. There are others which come to the surface depending on the location and 

intention of the digital poem. ‘Destroyers’ are those who seek to corrupt the files, or 

indeed erase them entirely. Whenever my work goes viral, gaining over a hundred 

thousand hits in a day, there are usually two or three attempts to break into my server or 

to reset the password. And some will steal my work, placing it in other contexts, using it 

for commercial or personal purposes. And for a lack of a better word, there are 

‘Ignorers’, those that don’t click beyond the preloader screen, or whose technology 

won’t allow them access for the work to function properly. An off-shoot of the Ignorer 

is the digital poetry ‘Newbie’ (a loathsomely trendy term, but usefully accurate). These 
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are individuals who are lost on the first jump or mouse movement, their experience 

tainted by their complete isolation from digital artworks beyond Photoshop driven crop-

jobs. One I have yet to encounter is the ‘Plagiarist’, who grabs your files from the net 

and calls them their own. To be honest, this disappoints me, as forgery is usually 

reserved for only the greatest and most valuable of artworks. Perhaps my work, as 

Doron Golan has noted when collecting my works for his Computerfinearts collection, 

is too definitively “Jason Nelson” for anyone to convincingly plagiarize my poetic 

creatures (Golan 2012). 
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__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Start Interview Two of Eight 

 

Interviewer:  Jim Giles 

Publication: New Scientist , “Digital poets and programs free verse from the page” 
(The interview was used for this article, but only excerpts were printed) 

December 2010  

http://www.newscientist.com/blogs/culturelab/2010/12/digital-poets-and-programs-

free-verse-from-the-page.html 

 

1. While playing “game, game, game and again game”, I found it quite difficult to 

focus on the text. I’m not sure that matters -- I found the game fascinating anyway. 

But, as someone who is new to the idea of digital poetry, I had expected the text to 

be more central to the experience. Could you say a few words about the place of 

text in digital poetry? 

 

The notion of text transforms within a digital poem, all expressive elements, the images, 

sounds, movement, interactivity, interface, become vital poetic texts. And while we are 

used to reading coffee stained white pages, digital poetry is kinetic and multi-

linear/media. The reading experience is like walking through a busy mall, building 

poetry from escalator conversations as they intersect with colourfully spilling banners 

and the swim of register line shopping carts on the second floor. Everything around us, 

the daily interfaces and architecture we inhabit, their noise and movement and words 

and responses, are all possible texts in the digital poem. Dare I say, digital poetry 

attempts to recreate, through all manner of techno-trickery, the wondrous and chaotic of 

our sensory experiences.   

 

Having said that I’m conscious of the first time reader’s confusion encountering my 

electronic rethinking of poetry. Indeed, as the form is comparatively new and still highly 

experimental, I’m often just as baffled.    

 

2. You said on your website that “when a piece like ‘game, game…’ attracts 

millions of readers while a ‘successful’ print poem might attract a hundred, I think 
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the digital truly is the future of poetry.” Could you expand on that statement a 

little? 

 

Few people read print poetry beyond the classroom, and even before the net-age, poetry 

books rarely sell. And yet, with my admittedly strange and frenetic digital poems, I’ve 

been successful in attracting millions of readers, people who will share the work, post 

blogs, write essays about it.  

 

Why is this? My work, as with most digital poems, attempts to recreate the poetic 

experience, to offer readers multiple entry points. There is no one way to read, no 

correct interpretation and the reader can control their poetic play.  

 

I am trying to connect the brain’s logical front door to its emotional/abstract loving 

backyard. But because the experience is so unexpected, and I am using familiar 

interfaces and media in such odd and, at times, disruptive ways, there tends to be 

extreme reactions.  Out of ten thousand emails, at least a thousand were threats of death, 

harm, really specific expressions of hatred/fear, while an equal amount were gushingly 

kind.  

 

And often this polarizing, highly emotional response doesn’t come from my work’s 

content, the Disney Attacks or slamming of the Travel Cult. Instead it is the way they 

experience the work, the way they are forced to temporarily live within the artwork. 

 

3. How do poets who are used to working in print react to your work? 

 

Often they don’t, as they won’t even open the file. Or they would say “I don’t get it” 

after exploring a work for 30 seconds. This used to bother me. Used to. It was like those 

supposedly rich neighbors whose house you covet. Until one day you are invited in and 

find cramped rooms filled with moldy carpets and 3 legged chairs.  

 

The interfaces and whirlygigs of digital media are the new language. Whether charmed 

or repelled, contemporary communication/expressions are most vibrant, most alluring as 

digital/interactive texts. And with each new technology, new device or code set, digital 

poets are given new possible playthings with which to construct curious poetic 
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creatures. 

 

4. I have limited space for my piece, but I’d like to mention at least a few of the 

more exciting pieces of digital poetry that have been created over the past two to 

three years. Any thoughts on projects that I should include? 

 

Since you don’t have much space. You might briefly mention the ELD, Electronic 

Literature Directory. This is a new initiative of the Electronic Literature Organization to 

create a central catalog for digital poetry and fiction from the past twenty years. We’ve 

just started the project, but the diversity and numbers of works created is stunning. 

Experts from such Universities as Bergen, Brown, MIT and Duke are major 

contributors. http://directory.eliterature.org/ 

 

Or http://joerg.piringer.net/ who is doing very cool things with iphones. 

 

5. How did it feel to have Wired.com say of “game, game, game and again 

game” that: “I suspect this may very well be a work of small and terrible genius”? 

 

And the Wall Street Journal called my work “as alienating as modern art can get”.  The 

compliment and criticism in both quotes comes from the WTF reaction people have 

when they encounter something unlike anything they’ve experienced. And because there 

are no overarching conventions or rules within digital poetry, I can create whatever the 

heck I want. It’s an amazing freedom to break apart the world and then shove those bits 

into patchwork interfaces. And then to be lucky enough to have these poetic gizmos 

spread into brains around the world is a gloriously treacherous fun.  

 

End Interview Two of Eight 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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What is an interface and why does a digital poet care? 

 

In the broad and vague way ideas and terminologies are classified, the term ‘interface’ 

can be slapped down on nearly anything, from a sidewalk to a word or symbol shared by 

two cultures to a common boundary between places, people and things. Interface is a 

conceptual (and physical or electric or digital or graphical) meeting place, a moment of 

translation between one entity and another.  And yet the word didn’t achieve its 

contemporary everyday usage (at least for those of us enamoured with technology) until 

computers became ubiquitous in our lives. So in worlds ruled and run by computers, 

such as digital poetry, the notion of interface describes either a hardware device or 

connection, such as a mouse or router. Or it’s a software-based interface, with the idea 

of software extending to any collection of commands and codes.   

 

Examples always help. So imagine you are sending your dodgy party photos to your 

grandmother in Alaska, nearly everything you use to accomplish this task is an interface 

or is interfacing. Your camera has an interface (buttons, screens) and is an interface 

(between you and the image). When you download the photo and remove the drinks 

from your hand with an image manipulation program, you again need interfaces 

between the digital bits (software, cords, a computer and OS, etc) and your hands and 

brain. You then have to email the image which again requires a whole range of 

interfaces, including an orbiting satellite to reach your grandmother’s home computer. 

She then has to call the friendly and nerdy neighbourhood kid to come help her 

fandangle all these doohickies to print out your picture and show it to her fellow widows 

and guns club members.    

 

So where, in all this maddening diversity does digital poetry live?  

 

As a creator of digital poetry, I, like anyone creating and publishing with digital devices, 

use/experience/encounter all these interfaces and more. But for this PhD and the idea of 

a digital poetry interface, I am referring to those code-created (either software built or 

hand-typed) elements that allow the user/reader to interact with and experience my 

poetic content. This includes such relatively obvious basics as buttons- and mouse-
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responding animations, to algorithmically-derived content born from data sets or 

user/reader activity or the weather outside.  

 

But that still doesn’t explain why interface is important to my digital poetry. To answer 

that question we should go back in time a bit and briefly explore the history of poetry. I 

do not pretend to be an expert on poetry’s incredibly long history. But I do know poetry 

has long been a literary landing pad for those who wanted to experiment with form, to 

play with how words and other texts were organized on the page (or elsewhere). In the 

broader definition of interface, a rhyming couplet or a sestina, a prose poem or the 

stanza are all interfaces between the reader and the poetic content. They help guide the 

reader and poet, forming a common border, locked into a book. Poetry has a long 

tradition of using the poetic form to drive, or serve as the engine, of the poem. 

Historically as new ideas, technologies and cultural trends arrived, poets used them as 

poetic interfaces. Digital poetry is simply an extension of that long history, using the 

various possibilities of the computer to build the new interfaces which imply new forms 

of interactivity.  

 

Although I will be using the term (and variations of) ‘interactivity’ to describe a 

vital/primary component to all my digital poetry interfaces, there is an argument that 

none of my works, nor indeed most other digital poems, are truly interactive. Scott 

Rettberg (founder of the ELO) quotes digital poet John Cayley in a retort to a Jeff 

Parker essay (gasp, gasp): 

 

Cayley explained that most works of e-lit are not interactive, but ‘transactional.’ 
The computer delivers output in response to the reader’s input of the click. The 
reader is actually making only simple choices about the operation of the text, not 
eliciting a personalized response from the text or its authors, and not 
interactively manipulating the work. We transact with the text; we don’t have a 
dialogue with it. (Rettberg 2001) 

 

My response is yes and no. Cayley’s description of interactivity in digital poetry seems 

to be implying that true interactivity requires some sort of Artificial Intelligence. 

Therefore a truly interactive poem would ‘talk’ back, offering a unique response to the 

user/reader’s clicks and key strokes. But Cayley also uses the phrase “only simple 

choices”, which would seem to suggest more complex “choices” would satisfy his 

conditions.  
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And aside from semantics, whether interactive or transactional, is any of this a limiting 

factor to a digital poem? In the purist sense, yes, but then there has not been a computer 

or program designed that doesn’t operate on the limiting choices of the user/reader.  

Rettberg answers Cayley by saying: “To argue that the link is inherently a constraint, 

rather than a libratory device, is not however to say that the reader of any text, in print 

or electronic format, isn’t already ‘liberated’” (Rettberg 2001). Rettberg is drawing a 

distinction between the reader’s experience with and the composition of the digital 

poem. Every environment/machine/structure/poem ever created is governed to some 

extent by its uses of and reliance on limiting factors. I see those constraints as 

opportunities in the creating of a digital poem, they are tools and techniques for 

engaging with the text/media and whatever audience comes along.  
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The possibilities of tools/techniques/tricks and not tools/techniques/tricks. 

 

A question I will not answer here, and have not seen definitively answered (or even 

asked much) elsewhere is: Are there certain digital/software tools/techniques/tricks that 

are more used by/appropriate for/beneficial to/exciting among digital poets?  The most 

immediate, without thought, answer is yes. If you compared a hundred digital poems, 

you’d find such navigation elements as links and rollover hotspots are used near 

universally. And as for tools, html/javascript and Adobe Flash cover almost all works 

created in the past five years. If pressed, you could quickly list dozens of techniques and 

codes that might suggest a toolbox for digital poets.  But what happens if you throw in 

all web pages? Aren’t those tools/techniques/tricks used for nearly all web creations? In 

traditional MFA courses, both art and creative writing, we are taught certain techniques 

and tools to use.  Things like enjambment, simile, hatching, stroke, drip, cadence are all 

part of the kitchen hardware drawer an artist/writer digs into when crafting something 

sweet and tasty. And initially it appears digital poets have a similar place to hide all the 

turning/breaking/adhering tools.  A survey of digital poems common to university 

course curricula reveals commonalities in how they use technology. And yet I am not 

convinced. 

 

Digital poetry (literature) to a great extent is driven by what is possible with the 

technology and the poet’s ability or willingness to learn. The dominant tricks of a digital 

poet are generally the same dominant tricks as anyone else using that software/code.  

One might argue that it’s not the tools, etc that are unique to digital poetry, but the way 

those tools are used. And to extend that, I could also add that, ideally, digital poets try to 

use the newest tools available, those not widely adopted by the rest of net users. Or at 

the very least, good digital poetry tries to destroy and rebuild/repurpose those digital 

tools.  Alan Sondheim, pioneer in using digital tools for poetic and disruptive purposes, 

despite doing very little work with the dominant digital poetry tools of html and Flash, 

has been actively corrupting listprocs with his continual stream of exploratory texts. His 

most recent work in Second Life has stretched digital poetry to the Avatar and the 3-

dimensional/walk-through virtual worlds (Baldwin 2006). Sondheim is a good example 

of a digital poet who leapfrogs technology. While it might appear he lags behind, having 
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not jumped on to the build-your-own tools of advanced Flash, he has sought out other 

Web 2.0 and more community-based tools for his digital poetry performances. Again, 

he, as so many other digital poets, is defined not by the technology, but by how he 

attempts to rethink it, to be forever reinventing the relationship between his creative 

selves and the electronic tools he uses. I agree with Hiller when she says artists who 

work with technology tend to place a major reliance on it, “which is why [technology] 

tends to date quickly…technology is always moving on and becoming clichéd, which is 

why it should always serve artistic ends and never be its own end” (Hiller 1996: 164). 
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Processes, How-To, and How do I create these Strange and Wondrous Creatures? 

Part ONE. 

 

The same push-pull relationship digital poets have with theory and the problem 

(opportunity) of how to define digital poetry also impacts my creative process. There is 

no one use for a set of digital tools, texts or interfaces, no perfect fit or ideal electronic 

metaphor. And in deciding on how to build/write these digital poems I was forever 

stretched between ideas, between the possible configurations of the final creative 

product.  Swiss and Burgess expand on this idea by proposing that  

 

[u]nlike mainstream print poetry, which typically assumes a bounded, coherent, 
and self-conscious speaker, new media literature assumes a synergy between 
human beings and intelligent machines. In the case of new media poetry, the 
work sometimes remediates procedural writing, gestural abstraction, and 
conceptual art, while contributing to an emergent poetics. (Swiss & Burgess 
2012: 73-74) 

 

All these possible writing modes, these poetic approaches aren’t so much a problem, as 

they are a chance for the digital poet to explore, to play within multiple writing 

processes.  

 

Initially I intended to create one large digital poem, an epic work using all the interfaces.  

I wanted to create am immense interlocking work, with a central theme/story/point 

driving each of the interfaces. Extensive works such as these are important and can 

provide new directions to the field. However with each new interface created, I found 

my attempts at tying them all together, anchoring them to the same chain in the same 

harbour with the same boat captain seemed forced. The first few sections/interfaces of 

this larger digital poem were hully-gully, willy-nilly, particle boards. With enough 

pressure and adhesive, I could have continued smashing together the interfaces into a 

larger tome. The resulting digital poem would neither showcase the possibilities of these 

interfaces, nor work poetically. 

 

This realization or anti-realization led to my creating a series of smaller works, brief 

excursions into ideas and digital poems, poetic creatures with an interface as skeleton. 
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I would begin creating, working with the interface, but the initial results were ugly and 

lost. It appears the same concern that turned me away from a larger serial 

compartmentalized (in terms of the interfaces) digital poem, the worry of forcing 

prewritten text into action-scripted holes, was true for the interfaces as independently 

conceptualized creations.  Yes, the difficulty of coaxing them into playing nice together 

still roamed, all buffalo and marksmen from the steam train.  But the individual 

interfaces needed a guiding force, a country name, flag, song and hastily written 

constitution. They pleaded for a tether, an idea they could rally behind, something to run 

from and towards.     

 

I’ve always been fascinated by invention, especially late 19th and early 20th century 

medical and engineering feats.  My first digital poem, a clumsy, barely clickable 

creation, was based on machines and inventions. The idea came from the hours spent in 

the archive stacks at the University of Oklahoma library. With low ceilings, opaque and 

cracked glass floors and the lovely smell of never-borrowed books, the place felt like a 

mysterious past.  Exploring the shelves was entirely hypertextual. I would walk down 

aisles, ducking beneath low-hanging light bulbs, scanning for interesting spines, pulling 

out texts and images as I navigated the collection. My favourite section was 

Engineering, and its neighbour History of Science.  In that area was a complete 

collection of a 19th/20th century journals chronicling all things machine and invention 

during the most exciting and prolific period for mechanical enlightenment. The bound 

journals, especially those over a hundred years old, were coming apart, loose pages 

scattered on opening. And when a volume seemed unrepairable (a thieves’ excuse) I 

took home pages and diagrams, engravings of rarely seen machines. My first digital 

poem was built from these drawings and the poems I would write on the edges of the 

illustrations.  

 

This fascination with machines, their creators and their impact on how we 

feel/see/understand the world drives most of my digital poems. Whether those machines 

are medical discoveries, micro-organisms, steampunk gizmos, secret religions or 

webscapes, the themes at the very least heavily branch into the theme of 

invention/machine building. And indeed the interfaces themselves are clearly 

machines/inventions. So the choice to connect these interfaces with a 

story/character/invention thematic architecture seems obviously inspired. They are what 
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they are about.  These are digital poetry inventions exploring themselves as inventions, 

with me as the inventor.  

 

For the majority of these types of interfaces, I’ve included multiple examples. This, at 

first, seemed an unnecessary overkill. The possibilities within each interface type are 

endlessly vast (some more than others). And the inclusion of different versions might 

smack of either “look what I can do” or be interpreted as a conceit that many 

experiments make up for any possible short comings some might perceive in the work’s 

poetry/poetics.  Sure, my earliest works (pre 2003) were often built using the “build and 

shove” method, where interfaces are found and text cut and resized to fit.    
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Start Interview Three of Eight 

 

Interviewer: Christy Dena 

Publication: Therese Fingleton, Christy Dena, Jennifer Wilson, The Writer’s Guide 

to Making a Digital Living, The Australia Council for the Arts 

December 2008 

http://www.australiacouncil.gov.au/writersguide/craft,_part_two/professional_prof

ile_150_jason_nelson 

 

How did you get started in electronic literature?  

 

I wish there was some defining moment I could point towards. As if words, odd poetic 

creatures came to me as I lay on the train tracks, inviting me to rise and create machine 

texts, to build non-linear/kinetic tales before the train presses me, permanent against the 

rails. Instead it was a strange confluence, a gradual connection between the possibilities 

of new media technologies and the frustrating limits of the linear page. The playful 

construction of text on images, sudden navigations for half written prose, games born 

from poetry and poetics grown from code.    

 

Many of my fellow Electronic Literature writers also tell this accidental arrival story, of 

how they began creating digital writing before they even knew of the genre. This is one 

of the brilliant, and dare I say, freeing, elements of E-Lit, the notion that there are no 

concrete rules, no clearly defined roads and no predetermined vehicles to travel them.  

As this field becomes settled, and prairie grows to town and houses rise to tall glass and 

steel, I wonder if there will be a loss of that creative pioneering. Or if, as I hope, the 

two, the borderless digiland and the electronic writer, are synonymous.  

 

Tell us about the range of electronic literature and poetry you create?  

 

With over 30 creations in the past five years, some might call me prolific. Instead, I 

must say, quite simply, that I am always creating. Because E-Lit is multi-dimensional, 
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multi-media, multi-linear, the creative process can begin with sound, or an interface, or 

a quick succession of head blows from an angry and lost pilot.  And because technology 

changes rapidly, with new codes and possibilities arriving nearly monthly, isometric 

games, for example, might suddenly be poetic interfaces, where a few months ago they 

were technically angry and impossibly intensive.  

 

As a result, my works are alarmingly diverse for a writer, certainly in this genre sticky 

world. I’ve created a few art/poetry games (game, game, game and again game, 

Alarmingly These Are Not Lovesick Zombies) using a basic platformer interface or 

monster shooter, hand drawn graphics reconfigured into marked up text and poetic 

videos on jump and click. Other works (Uncontrollable Semantics or Between 

Treacherous Objects) rely on screen morphology with mouse controlled text spinning to 

sounds, and a maze-like grid of sections masquerading as your typical stanzas. While 

some works try to combine creative non-fiction with interactive narratives, using a wide 

range of new media elements to relay the disjointed and roaming existence of the 

characters.  

 

What is different about writing for interactive media?  

 

Everything is a text, a language. Words are just an easily accessible, translatable version 

of language. So as a writer of interactive media, one must see everything as a possible 

poetic/prose/fiction component. Interface, animation, sound, interactivity, words, 

generation, video, time and space all become as important as verbs and narrative 

structure. They are evidence of characters and the characters themselves. You are 

director, scriptwriter, technologist, artist, and discoverer and obscurer of curious 

creatures.   

 

So with all that wonderment why aren’t there more electronic literature writers? 

Unfortunately the constraints of learning software or programming, as well as the 

reliance on electricity and processing, is a hurdle too high for those whose legs are pen 

bound. And yet grand non-linear narratives, circular poems whose lines pound back and 

redirect, can be created with chalk and concrete, sticks in the mud. Even the simple task 

of placing and removing cut up text from a hat can the birth of an Electronic Literature 

masterpiece. Additionally, there is the fact that when something becomes interactive, the 
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author must give away control to the reader, let the user wander and create their own 

worlds from your textual landscape. 

 

What sort of skills suit such writing?  

 

If a job description for Electronic Literature writers it might read as follows: 

Bored and computer tied public searching for writers to inspire and confuse and 

entertain them. The writers must be willing to experiment, to be perfectionists and 

awkwardly lost. Technical skills or at least the willingness to work with technically 

proficient others is a must.  Additional skills of thinking spatially, seeing poetry as 

geometry, reading the narrative of images, and a non-linear understanding of world are 

encouraged.  Applicants must also be willing to delete works soon after they are created 

and be able to moderate epic battles between gypsies, hobos and the occasional Bill 

Gates.   

 

How do you stay current (professional development, networking)?  

 

Last year I did. This year I haven’t. Next year? You must be willing to leap. To create 

with a technology until it becomes so dated and unusable that only computer museums 

can show your work. Then you leap, hurtling yourself, arms and vertebrae battered, into 

the current, the newest software bits.  And yet it is this jumping that is the bane of E-Lit. 

Utilizing/playing with the newest of new media doesn’t mean what you create is worth a 

damn.  The wow effect of whirlygigs and fancy gizmos is quickly lost as those 

techniques become as cliché as Photoshop filters.   

 

As for networking, I am becoming increasingly convinced that Electronic Literature, 

when it works best, circumvents the traditional middle ground of publisher and 

institution, festival and critic. Over the past year my work has had over 8 million hits, 

with thousands of posts in blogs, forums magazines, newspapers, aggregator sites from 

dozens of countries. Not only did I learn how to navigate net conduits, to share my work 

outside the art gallery and academic realms, but I also began fostering relationships with 

faceless usernames and e-mail addresses, fans if you will, who spread my work.  Having 

car enthusiasts who’ve maybe never fully read a novel or bought a book of poetry, 

discuss my strange experimental digital poems on their websites is a powerfully telling 
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sign. The trick now will be to convince funding bodies and arts boards that the potential 

impact of Electronic Literature is immense.  

 

Your work is featured in the Electronic Literature Organization’s Collection, you 

have works on your own website and have conducted live ‘readings’ of your 

interactive works, tell us about the ways in which you get your work out there?  

 

Despite the possibility of millions of users/readers, E-Lit is still relatively unknown. Part 

of this problem comes from simple classification as New Media is a broad term, and 

largely still mired in the static wires of Blogs or Video Art.  And in the literature field 

there are still those that feel anything beyond words is not writing. Most often my works 

end up in galleries or gaming sites or in collections of experimental art, as there are few 

venues specifically targeting Electronic Literature.  Therefore I must be flexible in how 

and where and when I share my work as it crosses into many other artistic genres.  

 

One of the amazing and yet strangely disconnected aspects of net distribution is how 

you can easily and immediately share your work with the rest of the world.  This has 

resulted in winning awards in Europe, North and South America, Asia, but rarely am I 

ever able to attend the ceremonies. When writers give talks at festivals they get that 

immediate gratification of applause and audience expression, drinks and questions 

afterwards. With net distribution, you might reach 50,000 people in a day, but aside 

from e-mails, your only connection is watching your server statistics rise and the 

blogosphere hum.   

 

End Interview Three of Eight 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Processes, How-To, and How do I create these Strange and Wondrous Creatures? 

Part TWO. 

 

There is a danger in what I am doing in these words, these descriptions and interfaces. It 

is related to the same mechanisms that drive societies to rely solely on the internal 

combustion engine for motor movement, or to farm unsustainable crops in areas 

unsuited for such plants. Cultural momentum is a power force, and often the first 

successful use/method is the one followed by future generations. Therefore my use of 

these interfaces, my artistic process, might be misconstrued as the way/use. I am 

generally against the creation of a controlling Canon, a list of ‘super’ digital poems to be 

used as benchmarks for measuring the success of other creations.  The words and 

interfaces in this submission are not maps, but rather are annotated sketches of travel. 

They are designed to offer possible pathways and to offer observations on the perils and 

joys of quicksand and mango trees along the way.  

 

As a way of exploring the anatomy of a digital poem, I’ve included brief diagrammed 

screen-shots of many of the interfaces. These offer visual cues and textual explanations 

for how the interfaces are functioning in relation to the poetic content and user/reader 

experience. It’s often a scattered and messy process, and very mood dependent. One of 

the wonderful aspects of creating these art/poetry games is how they stimulate so many 

creative centers. On slow lazy days I might just text. When I feel uncreative I will 

develop the source code and do all those mindless small tasks that working with 

software demands. Then still other days I’ll create hundreds of music bits or video 

creations. Rarely do I get bored, because when one artistic component becomes too 

tedious to develop I switch to another media. As Stewart suggests, it is only through 

situating ourselves within our practice and developing a better understanding of our 

roles as artists in this contemporary era, that we begin to ‘own’ the practice. She 

believes we cannot claim what we define to be ‘research’ unless we recognize that  

 

the very act of researching is a discipline in itself, with its own knowledge field, 
theories and processes. To neglect these and pretend that practice is research, 
undisciplined, without knowledge of what established research paradigms are, is 
to fall into the same trap as our detractors, by devaluing what we do as vicarious 
practice. (Stewart 2001) 
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Another, less obvious, aspect of creating these games is turning off the computer. Sitting 

in front of a small screen, crouched hand around the mouse, elbows resting on the 

keyboard, isn’t exactly an inspiring way of life. Great artists are not great because of 

their skill or technique. Anyone can use Flash and Photoshop. It’s our ideas, our strange 

ways of connecting different parts of the world, or remorphing, retranslating what we 

experience into an artwork, that make us valued as practitioneres. So, I create all my 

artworks in public. I’ll pick a coffee shop, or mall couch, or hotel foyer, turn on my 

laptop and create while watching the world and people around me.  

 

Additionally, digital artists must be willing to fail, to spend dozens of hours (even 

hundreds) creating artworks that might eventually be deleted or have their pieces torn 

apart to be used elsewhere.  Nearly every creation of mine has code/images/sounds from 

other failed artworks that clutter my hard drive. 
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Mining for code. Exploring the process of getting and creating code for the 

interfaces.  

 

In Bowling Green, Ohio, where I taught writing for a few years (and where I started as a 

digital poet) there was an eccentric and very talented (and famous) sculptor. His 

creations were yard-filling collage/mechanism of scrap metal. After gathering old metal 

fenders, piano wire, bike frames, heating coils at the dump or scrap yard, he’d spend 

time sorting them into piles. The inside of his barely standing barn workshop was 

packed with enough machine parts and construction materials to start a small 

mechanized Transformer-style army. During the early concept stages of a newly-

commissioned sculpture he would spend days or even weeks ordering, reordering, 

placing and connecting metal pieces around the workshop into a possible design. For 

every finished sculpture he created, there were numerous other unfinished starts, or 

sketched ideas. In considering his process – of finding metal scraps, of thinking about 

their relationship with other metal parts, of trying to create what isn’t there from what 

was around him – I remember thinking that he was a miner. He dug through piles, 

sorting what he found into categories of possibilities, and transformed those into 

valuable, unexpected and beautiful creations.  

 

I use a very similar method to create some of my digital poetry interfaces. A self-taught 

code compiler, not trained as a programmer, I was forced to search for examples and 

fixes for problems. In many of the same sites where I searched for solutions were 

extensive collections of Flash source files (.fla extension). Exploring those sites allowed 

me to find out what was possible with the (then) current Flash environment. Flash (or 

any software, for that matter) books and courses offer an introduction to the interface, 

controls and coding conventions, but the true power of the software is revealed in what 

others create.  

 

A weekly task of mine is to search through specific sites (and find others) to download 

flash source files. When doing this, I try not to limit myself to one project or idea, and 

instead think, very much like the Ohio metal sculptor, of the possible (re)uses, and 

marriages to other files. As I explore, new digital poems and interfaces are constantly 
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emerging. On my many hard drives are hundreds (if not thousands) of fla files, dumped 

into categories. There are mouse followers, XML examples, 3-D image galleries, 

interactive scripts, games and anything that seems remotely usable.  

 

One of the tricks to using found code and source files is to see beyond their 

graphics/theme and current usage. The most gifted coders are often woefully lacking in 

any artistic sensibility. Far too often the interfaces are either Star Trek-themed control 

panels or fantasy-related dynamic/interactive animations. So instead of seeing some 

hideously ugly Sci-Fi menu, I try to see an interactive way of reorganizing text as links. 

I then might combine that code with a background pattern generator found on a site for 

someone’s collection of puppy figurines.  

 

 

One of the questions I am asked is: why don’t I just make everything from scratch? 

Wouldn’t it be more precise and give me greater artistic control if I built all my code 

from the ground up?  I certainly have and will continue to do “roll my own”. Yet, its 

important to understand that all code is built on other code.  
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Multimedia gathering and building. I am a wordsmith, an artist, a coder, a 

researcher, an animator, a videographer, a game maker, a recombinatory 

physicist.    

 

If I didn’t spend hundreds of hours creating digital artworks/poems each month, I might 

say that I have ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) when it comes to creating. One of my 

ongoing problems (opportunities?) arises when I start a new project. Often between the 

start of that project and its completion, I will begin and finish other digital poems. This 

happens because I become bored with the original project mid-way through and need 

something else to distract/occupy my mind. Having this creative ADD is both beneficial 

in that I am constantly making new works, and also detrimental when it comes to 

commissioned or deadline dependent works. I’ve often toyed with the idea of starting 

new projects, just so I could finish a separate work.  

 

My creative ADD, an overused but appropriate diagnosis, has also greatly 

influenced/determined my choice/desire to be a digital poet.  Creating digital poems 

requires working with multiple software packages on a wide range of multi-

media/coding/textual elements. On any given day, as I create new works, I might use 

four different programs, and a few different capture devices, jumping from project to 

project.  There are so many different aspects to a digital poem, that when the mind gets 

bored the writer/artist can move from writing poetic lines to composing short musical 

tracks, or instead of taking images of grocery items, one can record Public Radio 

through a speech to text program to generate abstract phrases and surreal stories.     

 

For example, in a work like Evidence of Everything Exploding (2011), due to the top-

down nature of the game interface, I had to build new code and a playable environment. 

I found five different game engines, adapting code from each for the various functions 

of movement and reward and enemies and content response. Once the interface was 

complete, I used Photoshop and Gimp for the background images, Illustrator for 

drawing, Soundforge and Fruity-Loops for sound (both backtracks and on-action 

sounds), adjusting recordings with Audacity, wrote text in Word, added a database 

feature via php and html using Text-Wrangler, created videos using various 
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conversation methods, as well as any number of conversion and server-side tools. And 

this list, by no means exhaustive, is indicative of most of my creations.  

 

And between creating new digital poems, I’m continually collecting new content, 

forever recording the world, buying old science texts, exploring theories and 

discoveries. And most importantly in relation to this exegesis’s central focus, I’m 

collecting new possibilities for interfaces. These can manifest themselves in 

observational materials, inspiring patterns from a forest or examples of others’ work in 

the digital realm, or articles about new software or interactive techniques (such as the X-

Box Kinnect and its camera-based motion sensors). And more often, I am acquiring 

tutorials and code for new interfaces. As I will discuss towards the end of this exegesis, 

the primary tool for these digital poems has been Adobe Flash. Its predicted demise 

means that, since 2012, I’ve been mining for new techniques and interactive interfaces 

from Jquery and HTML5 development websites.  In a very real way, being a digital poet 

requires a continual exploration into a wide range of fields – technical, scientific, 

literary – and simply being curious enough about the world to recognize the possibility 

of tree roots being the genesis for a digital poem about a lost satellite spinning through 

space, driven by gravity and what light is left from the sun.  
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Start Interview Four of Eight 

 

Interviewers: Majorie Coverley Luesebrink and Stephanie Strickland 
Publication: The Iowa Review Web, University of Iowa, Vol 9, No 1 

August, 2007 

http://iowareview.uiowa.edu/TIRW/vol9n1/ 

 

Jason, from Australia, where you miss snow, you’ve lately been searching E-Bay 

for abandoned high schools to buy on the plains of the North American Midwest. 

Also, you are trained as a cultural geographer and once planned a project for the 

Oklahoma River. How do these experiences relate to your Flash work and to the 

Midwestern themes in a lot of that work? 

 

I am an amateur. A city planner just long enough to play with landscapes. A cultural 

geographer long enough to know that buildings are text and telephone wires are 

interfaces that sway before clouds, and wind, the wind driven wave of an empty 

highway. Within my MFA (Bowling Green State University) I was all shambles and 

circling drunk, my writing largely ignored as senseless, nonsensical, lisping. Even my 

early play with technology was through the temporary self-exposure of trial versions 

and online help guesses. I’ve never been convinced of anything, never felt a static and 

confident understanding about any particular association, or event or truth. Not meaning 

to be obtuse, but these lines are shadows to a unique Midwestern, or southwestern, or 

central or plains or prairie understanding of the world. 

 

In many ways I grew up in a land of failure, of oddball attempts at town building and 

rushed soil tillage. A place of lost/broken/rebuilt cultures, flora built by buffalo herds, 

fire, and tight and twisting storms. I find people, groups of people, uncomfortable; most 

who grow up on the plains do. It is the next bend, the hidden house and open openness, 

the lack of specific rules or enforced speed limits that allures. 
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And yes, I’ve been searching for old High Schools to buy. These are old gothic 

buildings with full gyms and theaters and all you will need for a grand cult or arts 

colony. The trick is they are located in northwestern Kansas towns of a few hundred 

people, hours away from the nearest anything. The dream of course is to build a little 

sequestered world, classrooms as diversions, hallways for journeying, a new media 

installation on the basketball court. 

 

Many of the e-lit kids I virtually play with are also aligned with this isolated amateur 

identity. Untrained and driving late seventies Chevy trucks through mid-fall snows 50 

miles to buy wireless adapters and discounted surplus monitors from the nearest county 

seat. 

 

This same sense of amateurism (not used in the common “poor quality” way, but in the 

more accurate “just not certificate trained in anything in particular”) and isolation not 

only makes for some gloriously inventive and far-reaching works of literature, but it 

also makes the genre very fragile. When I moved from Geographer to Poet, I never 

guessed I would be creating e-poems, interactive fictions. It was only my complete 

frustration with the BGSU MFA program, combined with an interest in spatial 

computing spurred by my City Planning GIS days, that lured my interest in 2000 (last 

year of my MFA). 

 

If e-lit continues to be dominated by those from quirky backgrounds and discontinued 

lives, are we simply going to dwindle from a lack of copulation? Or will the conditions 

change and those better adjusted to city life and proper learning processes start thinking 

of digital worlds as homes for poetical and fictionary critters. Somehow this question of 

background twisted into my thoughts on the future of e-lit. Excuse my backroads 

mentality, but we all end up at the lake eventually. 

 

What kind of reception/recipient do your e-texts need? Do you have a sense of 

“making room for someone else,” or do you rather aim to “compel an encounter”? 

How much does the reader/user need to know, about you, about digital lit, about 

your themes? 
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Unfortunately, I’ve been experimenting with creating title html pages for my work, 

explanatory bits to help the user into the experience. I say unfortunately, because I 

usually loathe prefacing my work, forecasting the user experience. Much like not 

watching the previews before you see a movie. I enjoy the unexpected, that sense of the 

dark, dark, the hidden light switch that opens the bookcase to a circling descent, instead 

of the expected illuminating. But enough confused readers have missed even entering 

the work properly, or been diverted by perceived tech troubles, to convince me to offer 

more direction, to hold their hand a bit while they explore for the first time. 

 

Perhaps one of the strongest draws many find for e-lit is its relative lack of rules, 

existing forms, or established meanings and methods. It is quite freeing as an artist to 

simply explore one’s imagination and texts with only technical constraints limiting the 

possible creatures birthed. 

 

However, once the critter is forced to breathe, would there be some puppy cuteness 

attached to its face to make people love it? I suppose the relative newness (20,000 

[years] for poetry, around 50 more or less for electronic bits) of the form requires some 

teaching of the user/reader. But some of the awe, and user ownership, created by raw 

exploration is lost with directions, or even titles. For example the title, This Is How You 

Will Die, clearly directs the reader to a rather foreboding and slightly creepy conclusion. 

So I struggle with this notion of titles. Some are obvious: Nine Attempts To Clone A 

Poem; some are place or person oriented: Panhandle or The Bomar Gene; and others are 

more theory/architecture driven like Uncontrollable Semantics or Promiscuous Design. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 1: EntangleGrids: Hermeticon 

 

Another loss generated by descriptions and directions is the loss of sloppiness. We are 

all sloppy, messy animals. Our worlds have frayed skins. Tech work can tend to appear 

polished, and academically driven descriptions constrain the work to certain intentions 

and goals. But perhaps what we need more of, in digital lit, is sloppiness and a sense of 

disorganization, of the way our worlds really function. My work Promiscuous Design is 

really a commentary on exactly this idea. I created a work to be a confusing and sloppy 

mess, to have that mess layered and buildable. There are even directions there, which 

are confusing as well. 

 

Jason, you say that in a number of your works you are concerned with “screen 

morphology” and with creating an “alive” interface. In your NetBehavior Online 

Residency, you said that you aimed specifically to play with ideas of interaction 

and interface. Can you talk more about this? 
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Sometimes I think of interface as grammar, as the cousin-on-cousin union of 

punctuation and italics and geography. And through this inter-familial procreation 

comes all sorts of broken chains, genes for the most change stomachable. 

 

In my creative process (ignoring that I just used the horrible yet accurate term “creative 

process”), I often approach new work from the interface side first. My folders, my hard 

drive(s) bleed interfaces. I collect ways of organizing data; of enticing interaction, or 

offering up poems, words, content, button heavy alters. 

 

I suppose much of my interest is connected to my background in cultural geography. In 

the same way that architects craft structures to cause obesity or pour concrete walls to 

arouse tension (such smooth nodes), I use interface to fish words, aquarium glass lines, 

snails rising to coax readers into crawling into the fountain, coins slipping beneath their 

feet. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 2: Between Treacherous Objects 
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As far as the Netbehaviour Residency, imagine you had three weeks to make an 

unexpectedly diverse collection of dishes to last the militia for three months. And then 

imagine you had a medium-sized silo in Rome, Kansas, behind the abandoned gas 

station, and across the street from a much larger silo. And within your silo you had the 

corn you need, bushels and bushels of fairly fresh corn, relatively pest and pesticide-

free. Sure, you could go grow all new vegetables, building large hydroponic vats and 

diverting water from your neighbors’ muddy, catfish-filled pond. Instead you use the 

corn to make corncentric dishes, from tortillas to tortilla chips. The Residency was my 

chance to use up all that stored corn, to explore, to apologize for the previously over 

long and largely inaccurate story/analogy. 

 

In summary, I love interfaces, and often amaze friends and friends’ friends with my 

pull-an-interface-out-of-what-you-see-in-the-landscape tricks. I just wish I could draw 

worth a damn. 

 

Jason, what was your process for making This Is How You Will Die? 

 

One: Found a slot machine fla file, the ready to go code of a game. Spent several weeks 

trying to redo, reconfigure, remake the code. Originally, I loaded it with sliced up scans 

of slides. My grandfather labeled a box of slides as “no good.” After he died, while 

other family members barked over valuables, I slipped that box into my trunk. I am not 

a car, am not greased axles or roll up-roll down windows. 

 

Two: The slides, all blurred and secretly ill centered, did not fit, did not play nicely with 

the interface. So the file, or rather ten different files, for ten different stages of 

adjustment were lost amongst my cluttered folders. 

 

Three: I cannot name files properly. Cannot keep organization, a coat pocket with 

receipts. Many weeks or months pass before I find this file again. An accidental 

mopping of the floor. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 3: This is How You Will Die 

 

Four: As a child, I did not fear death. This is not the cliché of kids feel invincible, but 

rather my early understanding of death as a bike spoke, if ten speeds could fly in outer 

space and spin out on narrow arboretum trails. Tall glass and temperature controlled. 

But more recently, I’m scared of dying, all middle-aged and late coming. My teeth hurt. 

My teeth hurt. 

 

Five: Secrets. The twin cousin, as this is not medically possible, of the secret society, 

the secret cure, the secret secret, the sequence of words parading for access to unmarked 

crates, is isolation, the alonity (alone combined with ity, and the e falls away) of long 

drives through fire flies. There is a story here, back rent, and a writing desk. 

 

Six: Deaths and secrets and slot machine codes. 

 

Seven: But then why so funny, the stories of death? If you do find them humorous. 

To create this work I wrote 15 five-line stories. First: place of death (roughly). Second 

and Third: method of and circumstances surrounding death (less roughly). Fourth and 

Fifth: the happenings after death (funerals, responses, legacies). Initially I wanted them 

to work together grammatically. But then I remembered how scattershot, how ice storm 
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my attention span has become. So, I simply kept to line by line, with five channels, each 

with 15 different possibilities. 

 

Seven again: But why so humorous? 

 

Jason, you’ve compared e-poets to wheelchair athletes: flashy, skilled, noisy, 

technology-enabled, some unique talents – and no crowd. Both you and Donna 

[Leishman] have developed a serious body of work over many years. Who else, in 

your opinion, is in this game – and how do we draw in new readers and players? 

 

Hmmm..... 

 

Lots of possible factors here. Let’s play “things that get in the way of associating 

oneself with e-lit.” 

 

First: There is the naming difficulty, the barbarism of genre. I imagine there are many 

beautiful artworks, not previously associated with e-lit, but when slapped with the e-lit 

brand would be glorious examples. Most people know when they write poetry, or fiction 

(of course blurry lines and break-angst not included); however if you browse the works 

at Rhizome, most of what I would call e-lit there doesn’t wear the name tag of e-lit. 

 

First Part Two: And within our narrow, narrow band of starry, starry e-lit stars there 

are debates about which work is called what. Hypermedia, hypertext, electronic lit, etc. 

The Poetics List recently had this discussion, which seems to listproc itself in some form 

every few months. 

 

Endfirst: So maybe part of the problem is a poor census, crazy rural dwellers not 

opening the door to strangers with pens and forms. 

 

Second: Cash, sex, fame, and free hardware. 

 

It seems in most other art forms these are real (but usually not admitted) drives. In MFA 

programs, some invited writers will speak of their bodily abilities or unexplainable 

madcap adventures. They tout their punch-punch fights with the famous poet, or the 
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conference hallway backing of their poetic worth by those rare four-book wonders 

(major press only please). 

 

My point: e-lit doesn’t have superstars yet. Not really. The first wave Brown kids were 

supposed to be ours, but not many of them are still practicing. Of course there are 

revered artists and writers and scholars within our wee circle. Some do cross over 

prettily into other fields, and we are all very famous to each other. But either we don’t 

have the history or the gumption to build the dozens or hundreds of icons needed to 

inspire the youngins to play with us, to continue our good (and bad) works. To be forced 

to read our work and complain loudly about our lameness to chums over beers. 

 

The biggest web stars are bloggers, personalities only. So, maybe we all need to morph 

into opinionated blogstars. Or maybe not. Yes, not is a much improved state. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 4: Dreamaphage Version 2 

 

Three: Where the hell do we publish our work? 
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Poetry and fiction publishers are small and poor and always struggling. But there are 

hundreds of them, thousands across the world. How many venues are there for e-lit? 

Because of this problem, I typically target net art venues or real space galleries or the 

like. And when you aim for gallery shows, your work begins to change; your words 

become circles and then faces and then dogs and horses fighting. 

 

It is good to see many universities starting to consider teaching e-lit in their courses, or 

supporting it with offices. Though without journals, magazines, backyard above-ground 

pools, we will keep sweating through the summers, wondering why the neighborhood 

kids don’t come over for fun. 

 

Four: The circular circle. 

 

Users/Readers have to learn to read our work. But they need to read our work to learn to 

read our work. Universities want to teach this material, but they don’t have the expertise 

to teach the material. 

 

Five: Will I ever stop numbering? 

I’ll stop listing here. In summary, I am more optimistic about e-lit now than I was a year 

ago. My experience is that students, writers, and the broader public are growing 

increasingly interested in our growing area. So, if I had to offer a brief list of 

recommendations it would be the following: 

 

1) more venues, contests etc; 2) promotion of superstars; 3) encouraging the theorists 

and artists to promote their work/writings widely outside the field and academia and the 

art world, to promote it everywhere possible. 

 

Jason, you’ve expressed interest in sound-to-text poetics, and you’ve said that 

mobile devices are catching your eye, as well as that you would like to use a 

theremin as an input device to replace the mouse. Can you say more about where 

you feel your work might go in the future? 

 

I always say that each work, each slung out, painted corners and melted centers digital 

whatnot that I create is my last. Each time I finish something, I say to myself, “That is 
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the last thing I will ever create.” Maybe it is the teen angst melancholy, or the series of 

final go-rounds, the last breath or warm cookie that makes me determined to create just 

one more. 

 

As I’ve mentioned before, “this new, new, new” is destructive, cars rolling brakeless in 

Boulder, Colorado, in early January, just outside town, a convertible driver catching the 

guard rail before the pines. Therefore, I am still interested in creating as I do now, in 

building works with oddball interfaces and quirky subjects, being satisfied with small 

audiences and eclectic venues. 

 

Yes, yes I do have some projects that I am interested in. But, as my work might signal, 

my imagination is leaky, hundreds of small punctures, never sure which hole will break 

into a brief (or extended) torrent. 

 

With that in mind here are some ideas both for themes and general fantasies and curious 

future roads: Mascots: I’ve mined for Mascots, gathered images, researched histories, 

and now want to build scattered stories around the lives of mascots. I want to title it 

MASCOT, but I’m afraid the search engines will boost it to the top of mascot searches 

and the manufacturers will see what I’ve done with stolen images. I can read the letter in 

my head: please remove...we do not condone giving lives to costumes.... 

 

Disaster: (I can see a trend in my work. Let’s call it “dark and zany” or the zany 

darkness.) I am fascinated with the way humans struggle with natural forces, and how 

those forces are not disaster. Rather, it is the buildings and humans in the way of those 

forces that are the disaster. So I can see the broad coverage of little vignettes about what 

happens right before disaster, those moments before an unexpected disaster. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 5: The Bomar Gene 

 

Theremin: I think, and let me emphasize think, that a digital (midi) Theremin can be 

coaxed into acting as an input device (mouse) and then be shoved into a gallery space. 

The user/reader would have to use sweeping movements to alter the screen space. 

Performance, body, and all that other trendy crap. I really just want to figure it out. I 

love figuring things out. OK...so maybe it’s “figuring out the zany darkness.” 

 

Gizmo: My grandfather’s last word was “Gizmos.” His last sentence: “Don’t hook me 

up to any Gizmos.” Choking up a bit now. I love my grandfather. 

 

Arcticacre: I’ve just started a fiction, character study project where I reveal the lives of 

a group of siblings (the Arcticacres) through their posts in forums, and on reviews and 

other user input spaces on the web. Then the user/reader/player searches for either the 

term arcticacre or more specifically “joe arcticacre” etc. to read the stories. This is 

tricky, as who the hell knows what the search engines will pick up, and which sites 

archive, and all that. Plus I have to learn to write in each of their voices. I’ve written 

some and will write more eventually. So, search away if you want. We’ll see how it 

goes. 
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GPS: I really want to play with locative fiction. But I haven’t felt like travelling much 

lately so not sure how that will go yet. 

 

I should stop here, actually, as writing this list popped four new (not listed here) ideas 

into my head. 

 

Your new work Hermeticon aims to be an “incantation engine” with hypnotic 

power. Can you say more about how you made it? 

 

The process for creating this work is a fairly good base for how I often birth these 

creatures. While searching for an 80’s music compilation, I came across a file of over 

150 commercials. Kid stuff mostly, cereal, candy, toys. I’ve always been fascinated by 

the near religious power of the hook, the catchy song line of commercials, the jingle 

bait. So I toyed with isolating the song hook, not only in terms of melody, but intent, the 

meaning of the commercial. I wanted to find the sharp edge beneath the blood worms. 

 

While testing some of my cut clips, I accidentally opened multiple files at once. The 

cacophony was strangely spell-like, modern incantations repeating. I’ve also been 

researching Hermetic texts by 14th-15th century scientist/priests whose cosmology and 

understanding of molecular physics was alarmingly current. But often these priests 

would write about their ideas in chants and poetic texts. And the church regarded many 

as possessing evil magic, sacrilegious spells. So the two notions of hermetic texts and 

commercial hooks seemed perfectly disjointed and yet complementary. 

 
But I didn’t want to simply have playable vid clips. I wanted the user, as in most of my 

work, to have a stake, to feel ownership. And certainly spells are malleable, meant to be 

combined and reformed to fit any purpose. A mouse driven interface seemed too slow 

and didn’t allow for having multiple video clips play simultaneously. In addition, I 

eventually want to include spells comprised of key press combinations, so using all 36 

numbers and letters seemed the best choice. 
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Jason, you say that your work is not an echo of real space, does not use the 

windows and boxes and doors that Donna’s does. You feel that each of your pieces 

is a kind of “critter,” with a specific vitality and volition. You have said that you 

feel that “quality of movement” has a lot to do with this perception of vitality and 

in Uncontrollable Semantics, for instance, you tie it to “depth of files.” Can you say 

more about the 50 different layers in this piece and how they operate? 

 

Each of my layers is unique and may or may not have any connection with the effects of 

the next cursor move. Each of the 50 layers of Uncontrollable Semantics is a movie-

within-a-movie. 

 

I remember mapping out this work, taking a 3x3 piece of foam board and drawing, lines 

awkward and messy, a grid. Each grid would be a page, a section, a small world. Before 

this I decided I wanted to make a work based almost solely on the mouse follower, to 

create spaces that wouldn’t really exist without the user’s movement and interaction. So 

I suppose the first step was mining the internet for Flash based mouse followers. From 

the first few I found I created a mini grid, just four works. The problem with that mini 

grid was that I didn’t know to tie the works together. Hence the semantics, the text-

titles-definitions. So to create the work I turned off my computer and just created a grid 

poem, 50 concepts. I started in random places, leaping around and letting free 

association take over to move from idea square to idea square. 

 

Around the time I was writing this grid poem, I watched a documentary on black holes, 

mapping gravity within space, the weight of dense objects and the universal grid, objects 

pulling other objects into them. And certainly considering I was creating these alive 

spaces, these paintable creatures, the idea of space, holes, dense and shallow creatures 

all pushing and shocking, swirling and borrowing gravity, gave Uncontrollable 

Semantics a visualization. Gave the work a way of being, a cosmic documentary expert 

pointing at simulations and espousing this is the universe, and time, and energy, a clever 

little guess into how things might work. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 6: Conversation 

 

Once the grid poem was complete, I then had to reinterpret those terms, had to create 

these net art/cyber poetry definitions of the terms. And since most of the pages are 

devoid of text-text, I had to combine the movement with the interactions with the sounds 

with the images to translate each term. So the 50-word poem became 50 different 

poems. I suppose the original was a poem of titles. And the process was then to fill in 

beneath them. 

 

The random linking holes and the traps came later as a way not only to erase the worst 

of the 50 grid, but also as a way to encourage exploration throughout the work, and to 

offer some prizes and consequences, to throw wee bits of dark matter into the galactic 

swamp. 

 

Regarding the comparison to Donna’s work, the easiest and most honest answer is that I 

can’t draw, can’t design, have no formal arts training, and am messy beyond 

comprehension. That of course didn’t sound easy at all. I just find that my print poems 

tended to run the abstract track, the words don’t fit, meanings all akimbo, lines of 

understanding lost and contradictory. And that same “what the hell is this mess” 
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approach to creation extends to my new media/net art/e-lit work. In addition, I find that 

although animation that bounces off real landscapes can be damn gorgeous and 

effective, I would rather see the artwork attempt to create its own physics, its own 

understanding of what a house is and where buildings grow, steel-framed stems, and 

windows that flex with the sway, the wind and being fired on a Tuesday afternoon. 

 

Jason, you say you are not interested in art which is solely conceptual, overtly 

political, or a biographic hop-along. You want “the ethereal glancing shimmer that 

comes from walking into branches or squeezing arms into grocery store freezers.” 

How is digital work especially appropriate for achieving that goal? 

 

Digital or net based art certainly isn’t immune to the slam our knees to the ground 

political shove or the one spot on white with ten-page preface conceptual spin. 

Generative work or those pull in images from Google or text from news feed projects 

are particularly likely to spit out overly maudlin or obvious content and not truly 

interesting twirls and re-combinations. The most successful generative works are those 

that attempt to mimic/capture the organic/biological. www.levitated.net is a good 

example of this. 

 

Unfortunately it is the story behind the art, the personality or background of the 

artist/writer or the issue the artwork addresses that often determines its popularity or 

effectiveness. I don’t mean to imply that artwork that relies on issues or biography is 

necessarily dull. But that there must be something more, some other experience, some 

other narrative. Maybe the difference is the same as between a Made for TV movie 

about a bad priest and the religious issues addressed by a movie like Pi. 

 

And sometimes (I am perhaps more guilty of this than most) the coding, the tech-ability 

to arouse files from hidden sites and make them shake hands and plough fields, and 

softly bear fruit, these vitamin skins, covers the content, the allure. The “wow I (they) 

can do that” overcomes the so-what of the project. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 7: Uncontrollable Semantics 

 

I can see I’m starting to swerve on this question. (A ride at the fair, whose hinges are 

greased to remove bolts and toss away the cage cars.) Perhaps that is because I’m not 

sure if I understand and can use properly in academic fights the ideas of conceptual or 

political. Obviously, everything is conceptual. But I can say in a fiery crackle that digital 

art has the ability to provide layers of experience, deep clouds over the sea. It gives the 

artists opportunities to play with the genres of design, or code, or game, or narrative, or 

image, or poetry...to horse paste them in grade school collage. And it would seem that 

work that relies too heavily on a one note blast of “this is important because I (and what 

I say) am/is important” is missing the verbs of our digital language. 

 

Yes...that is it...digital work must have verbs, must act, respond, create, build, speak, 

lash out, love, lick, desire, and be desired. And overly conceptual or political work is far 

too often a string of nouns and pronouns, strung up by links and the common 

understanding that bad things are bad and those that experience them are deeper than the 

rest of us. It must incorporate the narrative, the artwork placard explaining the flood or 

suicide, into the work itself, so it becomes one of the work’s many texts, its many 

layers. Perhaps that is how digital winds blow best. 
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And strange that I am writing this response at ten on a Saturday in a Ritzy bar/cafe/low 

cut blouse area called Broad Beach [sic]. So conceptual, so political, so showy and loud. 

 

Jason, can you comment on how your work is or is not like a game? 

 

Many of my works are derived directly from game code. This Is How You Will Die uses 

the skeleton of an online slot machine to display its interactive narrative. Ending: 

Chemistry, a largely ignored work, never published, was created around a card game. 

And there are other works, like The Bomar Gene, that have game code within them, but 

where it is not a primary aspect. However the most common understanding of what a 

game is doesn’t really apply to much digital work. Nor do I think it should. 

Most games have specific goals and consequences, competitions and scores. But with 

my work, I might have consequences in the vein of responses to user actions, but I find 

the notions of competition and score to be largely societal conceptions, false premises 

for cultural conquest. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 8: Evil Hypnotizing Mascots 
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But if by game you mean play, Dear Gawd yes. I love play. If any artwork inspires play, 

whether on the screen or in the head’s electric mass, then the creation pours awe from 

serving spoons, square plates, deeply filled with melted plastic and arbor day swimmers. 

Trees die in salt water floods, and ducks dive for the smaller, slower fish, warm feathers 

float longer in the cold. 

 

Lately I’ve been playing with first person shooter game engines. I’ve been taking the 

open source code and fondling the folders for the images and sounds. And once I’ve 

identified the purpose of certain images, I create transparent jpegs of the same name or 

insert animated gifs of landscapes in the place of character movement files. Although 

my results so far haven’t been very successful, the hope is the game will eventually look 

nothing like and play nothing like the original or any game. 

 

There is no way I can compete with large multi million dollar animation and coding 

budgets. So why not corrupt the game format entirely. To offer the hint that a 

user/reader/player is within a game environment, but birth their 3-dimensional 

experience to not resemble anything in the physical world. 

 

Bill Seaman on the Empyre discussion list gives these seven goals as some of the 

potentials of multimodal literature: 

1 To create new tools; 

2 To collaborate with others that have differing (and/or similar) skill sets; 

3 To articulate bridging languages to manifest trans-disciplinary potentials; 

4 To look carefully at the body and all aspects of its operation in terms of meaning 

production; 

5 To re-understand old forms, to trace back ideas to their roots / to define an 

ongoing relation with history; 

6 To develop new kinds of interface; 

7 To make works that have a depth and enable layers of meaning to arise on each 

return. 

How many are meaningful for you? How? 

 

I should write my own list. But then the danger of such lists is that they are contrary to 

the primary goal of multimodal literature. But mine would read: 
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1 To have no specifically defined rules or goals; 

 

2 To disrupt the first goal whenever possible. 

 

That list does cover many of the benefits of our fitfully growing textual field and 

addresses some of the primary concerns of many artists. However, I’m hesitant to define 

any particular goal. 

 

Perhaps I should address these point by point: 

 

NEW TOOLS?: Tools is a terribly broad term. Which is good actually. It makes the 

goal much less of a goal. If by tools you mean the use of devices or hypertextual 

elements (like links and databases and scrollers and re-texting and others) then certainly 

any digital creation reinterprets those tools, uses them in new ways, and in turn creates 

new tools from existing tools. My car, a 1979 Toyota Corolla with a rust spot frame and 

a surf rack used for mattresses and thrift store finds, is now a new car with the addition 

of various messy, but artfully painted race symbols. 

 

I certainly don’t think that a work of multimodal literature needs to create new tools. In 

fact to some extent that makes continuing a career as a writer for this new form an 

impossible task. I would love to see more reuse of old tools, to more fully explore the 

existing tools. During my MFA studies we were forced to write sestinas and other well 

travelled poetic forms. We need the digital equivalent of a sestina. 

I’m sounding creepily critical these past few paragraphs. Hmmm... I do agree that new 

tools are a gorgeous and soft landing child or digital copulation. I am just hesitant to 

continue the New, New, New mentality of New Media. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 9: Superstitious Appliances 

 

COLLABORATE?: Yes, without collaboration there would be maybe half a hundred 

e-lit makers in this here spinning water ball. There are not enough youngins (or oldins) 

out there with the complete(ish?) set of digital skills. So, if a poet wants to turn their 

nonlinear poem into a whirling whirligig, and unfortunately they have the electro-body 

field that somehow corrupts hard drives on first mouse touch, then yes they need to 

work with others for their vision to live. 

 

There are of course innumerable levels and facets of collaboration. It could be that an 

artist steals code, or takes Google images, or remixes sound, basically capturing material 

from outside their CPU. I suppose this is collaborating. Large database works based on 

certain themes can be seen as collaborative, because they invite works from various 

artists and then either remix them or closely display them. Obviously these are only a 

few examples, but yes we all collaborate in some way. 

 

I of course am more than open to new input devices and have been playing recently with 

adapting a Theremin to operate as an alternative mouse. The Theremin then would 

encourage a broader range of motion, more closely related to dance or performance. The 
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drawback is that the Theremin is inexact, and precise mouse movement or navigation is 

difficult. So, in this case yes. But usually, and perhaps unfortunately, I am very unaware 

of my own body when I create. And don’t really consider others’ bodies while crafting 

my oddities. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 10: Pandemic Rooms 

 

INTERFACE?: I love interface. This year, if I find spare hours hiding in the dark, dark 

morning, I will stitch a beast spun of interfaces, and only interfaces. How does one 

make an interface for interfaces? 

 

End Interview Four of Eight 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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Why I don’t collaborate. 

 

When I was a small pup a grade report came back from my primary school teacher. It 

said: “Jason would rather sing for the class than with the class”. I’m not often 

comfortable working directly with others or participating in group activities, and yet am 

quite pleased to be out front, five lengths ahead, walking alone and leading the others to 

the next goal. Public speaking is easy, but conversations strained and fleeting. So 

generally I do not like to collaborate.  Unless the work was conceived as a collection of 

texts like my recent Doomsday Countdowns or Black Holes stories (where I co-wrote 

the stories with a dear friend Davin Heckman) or I need code help (as in Vholoce: 

weather visualiser) I do not enjoy nor am inspired by collaborations. I know for others 

it’s a vital and vibrant way of working. But I find collaboration generally generates 

muddled and uninteresting artworks.   

 

Why? you might be asking.  Often when people approach me about collaborations they 

are writers or visual artists who have some pre-existing content which they want 

transformed/translated into the digital world. They want a code monkey. There are many 

e-lit works which fall into this trap. And more often than not, the writing and visual 

content seem simply placed with the interface.  For example, the Newcastle New Media 

Poetry prize winner from 2007 is a collaborative concoction that seems almost 

humorously cliché. Alas, I’m just being over judgemental.  

 

And perhaps, instead of saying I don’t collaborate, I should say I don’t often actively 

collaborate. But, as noted elsewhere in this exegesis, I do passively collaborate. 

Anytime I mine for code, and then tear apart interfaces for their most juicy bits – their 

most useful and compelling interface and interactive components – I am participating in 

a form of passive collaboration. There is rarely direct communication between myself, 

as digital poet, and the creators of that code. But the act of finding, copying and 

repurposing open source code does mean my creations are often the product of my 

working with someone’s brain, or at least their brain’s output. Additionally, I sometimes 

need more direct help with gathering content from old science texts or asking questions 

via forums about code or software issues. But again, these are all passive forms of 

collaboration, and rarely do they involve any discussion of creative content.  
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While there is a need for many to collaborate in the development of our area, and there 

are cases when we all need help, I believe some of the best e-lit creations are built by 

artists/creators who use and understand all the media languages. While ideally a digital 

poet would have such incredible coding skills, resources and time that they could 

develop anything they imagined, it is most often the digital poet’s limitations which 

determine the order of interface and poetics. What software can and cannot do has 

always been the playground of digital artists and writers. New versions and applications 

inspire them to generate content based on the new techniques, the new possibilities the 

software provides. For example, when Flash first appeared, artists migrated from html to 

create works with animated elements and greater levels of interactivity. And yet certain 

techniques which were easy to produce such as shape and motion tweening quickly 

became cliché. They became the poetic equivalent of “my soul is dark” or “heart soars” 

– easy metaphors, easy clicks. 

 

The danger is that poets, not a group known for advanced programming skills, will only 

use the easiest of software tricks to create their works.  This shouldn’t preclude using 

those tricks, as such well-worn page elements as buttons and rollovers are as useful to a 

poet as the words ‘red’ or ‘fear’. But it does pose the problem of how digital poets can 

incorporate new interfaces into their work. 
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The horrors of bandwidth, screen space and hardware.  

 

In 2008 I was commissioned by The Tech gallery/museum to create a digital 

poem/artwork for a tilting/servo-controlled table. My work would be projected on the 

circular table’s top, with the twisting and tilting table acting as a mouse for control and 

navigation. The work would be fed locally, from a connected and very fast CPU and 

used a far too expensive graphics card and projector combination. During the initial 

testing stages, I could sense the curators and designers were not satisfied with what I 

was sending them.  In barely warm terms they could compliment the idea, but asked for 

more polish, more depth.  This vague exchange continued for weeks, until, during a 

phone call, I gathered my courage and pressed them for the specific reasons underlying 

their dissatisfaction. When viewing my work over the net it was fine. But when I sent 

them work for the table it appeared pixelated and sparse. I had been working under the 

constraints of slow connections and the lowest common denominator approach to reach 

the largest number of user/reader’s computers. I’d even automatically adjusted the work 

to account for preloaders/loading times.  Even with faster connections and processors, 

which allow for more multimedia content, the digital poet whose work is disseminated 

via the web must always consider these technical limitations.   

 

This creates a duality of sorts, between what is ideal for net distribution and what is 

possible on your newly purchased high-end machine at home. For example, one 

interface I’ve been developing uses full screen video. The videos are annotated with 

poetic lines and additional layers of video. Nodes of content are placed on objects 

throughout the video, and controls allow the user to move freely along the timeline of 

the move and the pop-up annotations. And yet the average file size of test versions was 

more than a 100 megs. Aside from download times, there is also the “chug”. Chugging 

is when the CPU/Graphics Card cannot keep up with what is happening on the screen. 

Specifically, with my 3-dimensional works this screen chug is increased, as the CPU 

must handle video elements for example being twisted and turned, while handling the 

interface.  
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Technical limitations, whether they derive from the writer’s skills, and/or technology, or 

the limitations born from the methods of dissemination and the user/reader’s computer 

set-up, will always force the digital poet towards a dual existence. And while these 

limitations can be incredibly frustrating and diminish the quality and possibilities of a 

work, it can also be the source for constant growth and inspiration. As in the case of a 

video annotation engine coder Rory Herring and I developed in 2006-07, there was a 

digital poem in waiting, ready to be born when the average user’s computers caught up. 

Sadly, however, in the case of this video engine, by the time the average user/reader’s 

computing power was adequate enough to experience the work, my digital poetry had 

taken a different direction. There is another side to these technical limitations, one that 

directly impacts the interfaces I’ve created. Poets should also view these technical 

limitations as opportunities to re-explore existing works/interfaces, to take source 

files/code and rethink/reuse it with their own poetic content and voice.  
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Preface to the Interfaces. 

 

Following the next interview, Interview Five, I will arrive at the ‘meat’ of my exegesis: 

I will analyse the interfaces I have used in my works in light of the idea that the 

interface is the poetic engine of the digital poem. But first, a short ramble on the notion 

that my works were exegetical in the first place, were always themselves about me 

writing them. 

 

All experimental, genre-stretching artworks strive to answer questions. And while 

sometimes those questions are not immediately apparent to the artist/writer or even the 

reader/viewer, the exploratory nature of experimental digital poetry inherently addresses 

a range of questions.  For example: How does the work stretch the field in new ways? 

What new techniques are being developed? Or what existing methods are being 

recreated/rebuilt? One might suggest that the identification of these questions could be 

an almost infinite task, as each new work will be addressing different artistic and 

theoretical drives. However, there are some common questions that all digital poems 

should ask, and I aim to address them in the following analyses of various interfaces. 

 

But before I start, I’ll explain my method, which applies as much to what is about to 

unfold as to what has already gone by. Stewart has said of exegeses: 

 

As practitioners who research our own praxis, we can present and describe our 
visual, performance and textual outcomes to demonstrate the kind of knowledge 
about the field generated by such practice. In this way we can add to living 
theory through rich descriptions that illuminate and illustrate praxis in the field. 
(Stewart 2003) 

 

In light of this quote, in each of my interface sections, as previously in this exegesis, I 

include stories. These anecdotes stretch from early childhood excursions to recent 

academic/artistic explorations of technology. Initially I hesitated at including personal 

narratives. Would they detract from the more analytical/theoretical discussions of the 

role of interfaces in digital poetry? Should I spend a considerable amount of space on 

the “Origin Stories” of my digital poetry interfaces? 
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The two-minded/-brained approach needed for creating digital poetry, requires the 

creator to be both an out-of-shape, diet coke-drinking, basement-dwelling amateur 

programmer and a hardy, weather-worn, Irish poet living in a converted lighthouse who 

throws back all but the largest marlin. Because of this, the inspiration, the story, the 

poetics usually get pumped directly into the creative bits. The words, the images, the 

video, the sound are where that red-haired fisherman of the north lives, while the shy, 

pre-diabetic code master coldly generates browser optimized interfaces.  They are the 

boat builder and the boat decorator, the marine architect and the dime store painter.  

 

And this, during my first few years of creating, was my approach: finding/building  

vessels for my soul-spilled content/poetics. The interface as heartless robot, the tinman’s 

journey for emotion.  

 

And yet, the more I created digital poems, the more the birthing of interfaces became a 

poetic process. While words were derived from listening to conversations in retirement 

homes, and videos were captured from Springbrook waterfalls, the interfaces started 

being generated from experience and desire. I began thinking simultaneously of all the 

various aspects of digital poetry, considering the motion, interactivity and 

dimensionality as poems themselves, outside of the content they 

held/reorganized/translated. Therefore, telling the story, or at least one part of the life 

story of an interface, has become an important part of how I understand both my work 

and its creative process. 

 

Stewart comments about the recognition of contemporary art practice as being 

evolutionary, thus forcing us to articulate, analyse and write about our practices in 

“sophisticated ways”.  She says:  

 

I see practitioner-based research and the resultant exploration of personal praxis 
as a way to achieve this. What I propose is that as artists we open up a larger 
domain by recontextualizing and reinterpreting aspects of standard mainstream 
research processes, looking at the resemblances, the self-resemblances and the 
differences between traditional and practitioner-based research methods as a 
logic of necessity. (Stewart 2001) 

 

Notwithstanding Roland Barthes and the separation of the author from his work (as 

quoted above), one of the commonalities between myself and fellow digital poets is our 
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dramatically different backgrounds. In many ways we are a group of misfits, coming 

from different regions around the world, and because the genre is relatively new with 

few strict conventions or controlling schools of thought, digital poets often created their 

work in isolation. Therefore, when discussing our works, we often revert to stories, 

anecdotes and personal histories to describe the work’s origins or inspirations. 

 

In “Attempts at the Rhythmanalysis of Mediterranean Cities”, Henri Lefebvre and 

Catherine Regulier discuss the individual’s ability to engage with his/her own 

surroundings – in their terms, to become a part of the city by drinking in its “words, 

discourses, noise and sounds”. In my practice-led research I am a researcher who 

technically is neither a “psychologist, nor sociologist, nor anthropologist, nor 

economist” yet I am able to borrow from each of these fields through my observation 

and the participation of my surroundings (Lefebvre & Regulier 2004: 87). In many ways 

these interfaces represent a roadmap to my artistic/literary history, those points/places in 

my life where my eventual digital poetry originated/germinated.  
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Start Interview Five of Eight 

 

Interviewer: Carmel Hagen 

Publication: Josh Spear Online Arts and Culture Magazine  

February, 2010 

http://joshspear.com/blog/spear-talks-jason-nelson/ 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 11: Evidence of Everything Exploding 

 

Joshspear.com: You’re described as, among other things, a digital and hypermedia 

poet. What exactly does that entail? 

 

Excuse me if I break into preachy mode, but this whole nomenclature, the weaving of 

words to categorize and label is both necessary and treacherous. If left alone in a field, 

with a long extension cord and a waterproof laptop, I’d just say I try to link the back of 

my brain to what happens on the screen. And yet, we need nametags for others to say 

hello. So, I’m called a digital poet. As a digital poet I play with texts, with language. 

And by language I mean more than just words. All symbols, sounds, movements, 

images and interactivity are forms of communication and thus possible Lincoln Logs for 

a poet with a Peter Pan complex. 
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So I write with code and software, capture devices (cages and cameras) cobbling 

together all these multimedia gizmos into a poem of sorts. Does that make any crap hell 

damn sense? 

 

JS: It does make crap hell damn sense, absolutely. What’s harder for me – and 

probably a lot of people – to comprehend is the connection between code and 

creativity. A lot of people view coding as cold, almost like math, so using it with the 

intent of creating something deeply artistic is interesting to fathom. 

 

It is strange trying to satisfy, engage and otherwise stimulate both sides of your brain – 

the logical and emotional, the analytical and creative – when I create these net artworks. 

I, and indeed most others working creatively with complex software and code, see 

myself as a digital Dr. Frankenstein. I take bits and pieces of code and software tricks, I 

gather them like human parts, boxes of hands, shelves of eyeballs and hearts, and then 

attempt to cobble them together. When you are entirely self-taught, and rarely 

collaborate, you spend heaps of time scouring the net for code answers and possibilities. 

So what you would see if you cracked open my works is a mess of loosely tethered 

actionscript, sometimes in various different languages and versions of flash. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 12: game, game, game and again game 
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JS: Oil paint is pretty much the same beast today as it was in the Renaissance. 

Technology, on the other hand, progresses pretty quickly. What has it been like to 

work within a medium that’s always on the move? 

 

As a digital artist, dealing with the ever-changing world of technology is both exciting 

and terrifying. All contemporary art is to some extent driven by changes in materials, in 

gizmos, in software and possibilities. So when a new Flash version comes around, or 

cool new devices become popular there is a rush of new ideas, new possibilities. The 

danger with that (and with much of new media) is that new techniques don’t make for 

good art, interesting expression, digital poetry. Many artists are so consumed with clean 

design and good code and fancy new tricks that they forget to create interesting art. 

There is also the problem of learning to work in new platforms and software. It’s like 

going back to school every few years to learn and relearn and unlearn. I find the best 

solution is to play leapfrog, to get behind the curve, and then suddenly jump ahead, 

ignoring all the steps in between. 

 

JS: Tell us about one of the digital poems you’ve created – what was your 

inspiration behind it, and what question does it explore (assuming it in fact 

explores one)? 

 

I’m always shocked that somehow I’ve kinked together over 30 digital critters for the 

net. Some are embarrassingly average, poor crafted from the easiest of software tricks. 

And others still surprise me with their originality and ability to force out thought and 

surprise, harsh and glowing reactions from the readers/players. There are a few creations 

that have captured a few million eyes/fingers, gone viral around the net, into hard drives 

and forums and a weirdly wide range of sites. The first of those was a work called game, 

game, game and again game and its sequel, i made this. you play this. we are 

enemies. They’re digital poems, platform games, hand drawn madness hybrids, 

supposedly unlike anything before them and often cited as an example of an indie art 

game. I built/birthed that game at an outdoor coffee shop, surrounded by late night party 

kids a few minutes walk from the beach in the Gold Coast of Australia. It’s a chaotic 

place with snippets of drunken conversation, strange and sudden sea breeze driven 

storms and the constant restless clash of tourists and locals. 
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I suppose [these works] were inspired by two interests: wanting to use a commonly 

known and immersive interface (i.e. the Mario style game engine) and my fascination 

with finding sketches and seemingly random notes in library books. We all have our 

own ways of marking up the world around us, these private conversations between a 

pencil, paper and whatever the heck is roaming in our imaginations. So the games use 

these two elements to explore various types of religion or belief structures, from “faith” 

to “real estate” to “pharmaceuticals,” etc. 

 

JS: To be described as “avant-garde” is a double edged sword. On one hand, 

people don’t always fully understand what you’re doing, which rightly creates 

some mystery and intrigue. On the other hand – people don’t always fully 

understand what you’re doing. How important do you consider the role of 

comprehension in art as a whole? 

 

Art and comprehension? Hmm… do you remember your art/literature classes in primary 

and high school? We are taught from that early age to see art with a nearly scientific 

filter. To break it apart and puzzle out its meanings and arty equations. My guess is that 

for many that forced analysis has sucked out the joy and mystery and mental play 

interesting artworks should inspire. Is there a meaning, a specific goal in mind when I 

create something? Of course there is. But I would rather readers/players explore/play/get 

lost in the world of my creations, to see these odd net artworks as tense and thin lines of 

imagination held loosely by ideas. To play. 

 

Or – ok – how about this: I’ve had a few thousand emails grace my inbox, with a large 

number of those saying that they loved the artwork, but they weren’t sure why. And 

even those that hate it, hate it because it breaks their brain away from easy to digest 

parameters. There is this breakfast cereal I enjoy for lunch here in Australia. It’s filled 

with all this crazy crap, as if the remainders of a dozen other food products were poured 

into the box. I enjoy it, for reasons that are vague and conflicting. And that makes me 

happy. 

 

JS: You’ve gotten some cool awards – like the 2009 Webby for Weird! Was that 

award for a specific game or piece? 
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Not to be a tall poppy (an Australian phrase referring to the dangers of ego strutting) 

2009 was a good year with four international awards and loads of critical niceness. And, 

yes I won a webby as well for my art portal (and all its many artworks) 

secrettechnology.com, and yes in the weird category. Although honestly, I’ve never felt 

my work was all that weird. But then I suppose it’s always those creations that seem so 

normal to the creator that appear most weird to everyone else. 

 

It’s always a rush to see people write about your work or win an award, but with the net 

it’s a candy bar high. A quick burst followed by a slightly sick and sleepy feeling. With 

an art gallery, you get to see nice smelling people experience your work, have these 

fancy drunken wine and cheese shindigs, and be caressed by curators and critics. With 

net artwork, you sit in your underwear, drinking dark tea in a jar and eating fish sticks, 

while watching thousands stream into your site by pressing refresh on your statistics 

page. In the “art should transform culture” net art scores high marks, but for the 

creator/artist web audiences are a strangely abstract idea, as it’s more about the artwork 

than the artist. 

 

JS: I love that comparison between gallery viewings and net viewings – you can 

certainly extend that odd experience of solitary interaction into all areas of the 

social web. It IS a very different experience though – do you ever hope to see your 

work in a gallery setting? 

 

My work does end up in physical spaces, in galleries around the world. And on the rare 

occasion I can actually make the trip from this dry southern continent to Europe or the 

Americas or wherever else my work ends up, I’m always struck by the difference in 

people’s engagement. I wish I could embed a camera into my net-based creations and 

secretly watch people play while they drink chocolate milk and wear warm and fancy 

hats. But my server stats show that most or at least many play for ten or twenty minutes, 

sometimes for hours if they explore my other works. And yet in a gallery, they usually 

walk by or briefly play/move/read before moving on. Even immersive artworks, with 

cool physical interfaces don’t get more than a few minutes of attention. I love galleries 

and big public spaces by the way. I just think that in public people tend to want to 

watch, be a passive or group-centred audience. Rarely do we riot by ourselves. 
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Having said that, I do think we will eventually have more galleries that embrace this 

semi-solitary play. Imagine those lovely gaming rooms in Taiwan or Singapore, where a 

half a hundred computers hum away, heaps of kids huddled around playing, drinking 

cola spiked with cough syrup, chattering away at the scribbles and strange texts. 

 

JS: The kind of person that really embraces your work – does that person seem to 

fit a certain archetype? Or do you experience all kinds? 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 13: wide and wildly branded 

 

Well, the first audience is usually the literary/digital poetry, literature/art community, 

academics or closely associated mostly. They immediately “get” my work and invite me 

to say odd things in auditoriums for students who come for extra marks. But once the 

artwork is released into the big broad net, the audiences are really diverse. I’ve had work 

talked about on car enthusiasts forums, get emails from soldiers serving in the Middle 

East, gaming portals, art journals, major newspapers in Spain, Germany, Philippines, 

France – even had some webmaster for a bunch of p@rn websites including links to my 

work. So there doesn’t seem to be any particular audience. And again the reactions are 

either love or hate it – not much in between. 
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JS: One form of language that your work has to do without – given its techie 

nature – is body language. That’s such a fascinating one – do you ever miss the 

possibility of creating something from that interaction? 

 

Yes, yes, yes. I think to some extent I’ve become addicted to the immediacy and large 

numbers of the net. And yet I do miss the outside world, the wind and the buildings and 

the crowds. So my goal over the next year is to create some works outside the webby 

web. 

 

For example, I so very much want to create for phones, small scale and portable 

artworks for people riding the train to work. Or GPS fascinates me, linking places to 

digital artworks has loads of allure. I’ve also developed some ideas and code starts for 

an artwork that uses the digi-cam as an interface device. The barrier to creating these 

more physical artworks is the learning curve. I don’t know how to code for a phone or 

GPS device, so as a digital artist you either have to collaborate or spend immense 

amounts of time learning new technologies. Heck if I had my druthers…I’d make 

robots. 

 

JS: Can you tell us about your latest or future projects? What’s next for you? 

 

As for current works – the largest and most enticing is a new art game. The fourth in my 

virally successful series of art games has level designs built on historical letters and 

documents, including the diagram for NASA’s moon landing, an early, pre-super rich 

letter from Bill Gates, and pages from James Joyce, Dadaist posters and a 1918 

influenza letter. With strange stories and drawings and all manner of goodness. 

 

Another curious creature is a news feed visualizer that turns the language of the news 

into a hand drawn cityscape, called Textual Skyline, as well as a range of other smaller 

digital poems I build to fend off malaise. 

 

End Interview Five of Eight 
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The Interfaces.  

 

Interface 1: The Cube 

 

Digital Poems: Birds Still Warm from Flying; The Poetry Cube; Six Sided Strange 

 

 

When Ernő Rubik invented the Rubik’s Cube in 1974 he connected two almost innate 

human fascinations: the cube and the puzzle. With six sides and nine squares per side, 

the ability to twist and move every line and row, the Rubik’s Cube is an interactive toy 

built on the geometric mystery of moving from chaos to perfection, of realigning the 

visual field to clean categories and equations. And our surroundings, our architecture 

and communities are often designed around the cube structure, all right angles and equal 

lines. Additionally, this toy has long been a physical platform for poetry, with students 

often replacing the coloured stickers with words and symbols. Yet oddly, when I started 

into digital poetry, nothing in the digital realm had been built to function as a Rubik’s 

cube, or more importantly, offer the artist/poet the ability to replace the various squares 

with whatever content in whatever sizes and dimensions the digital poem needed. 

 

I’ve been chasing this cube for as long as I’ve considered the idea of digital poetry. One 

of my earliest works (In an Unrelated Sequence Comes, 2002) uses a morphing cube 

format, forcing the user to click on squares to reveal the text. But its interactivity was 

severely limited, with only a basic click and move interface and no variation in 

dimension, linearity or the incorporation of multimedia aside from background sound. 

Then in 2006 I created another digital poem using the cube form. The work, The Poetry 

Cube, offered two-directional dimensionality, up/down and depth, and used a PHP 

database to allow web-based users to enter their poetry directly into the interface. But it 

lacked left/right, side-to-side interaction, and again multimedia elements were near 

impossible to include.  So, after many failed attempts, I created a cube-based digital 

poetry interface that includes the features of full dimensionality and the possibility of 

multimedia elements and offers the additional feature of individually movable squares 

within the cube: Birds Still Warm from Flying, 2009.  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 1: Birds Still Warm from Flying 

 

And from this two questions arise. Why are these elements of dimensionality, 

multimedia and interactivity important in a digital poem? And also does the newest cube 

interface make the previous creations (like updated versions of software) failures and 

delete-able?  As for the latter question, I would love to wax romantic about how all 

creations are important, either within a historical context or because they hold together 

as digital poems despite their shortcomings, but this isn’t true. Digital Poems are, sadly, 

built to die. They will be replaced or made obsolete eventually. Of course, you could say 

this for all artwork, poetry, buildings, anything and everything about the universe. But 

what makes digital work so unique in this regard is its lifecycle is much shorter than 

analogue art/writing forms. Even small changes in software/hardware can render work 

unplayable, let alone major changes in operating systems or devices.  

 

And while scholars or readers of my work might keep these works alive, as an artist I 

see the first two cubes as experiments, trial runs, explorations of a form. I suppose an 

argument could be made about how all my creations are experiments leading to the next 
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generation of poets. And while this is something I will continually revisit, I can say my 

intentions with the first two were firmly as playgrounds. The last cube, Birds Still Warm 

from Flying and the offshoot net-artwork Six Sided Strange, is an attempt at a complete 

work, or rather a complete interface within a digital poetry context. I make the 

distinction between work and interface, because most of the digital poems I create are in 

flux, in constant states of revision. If the interface is the skeleton, the basic body, my 

ever-changing experiments based on that interface are our forever-changing states of 

weight and colour, muscle and hair, scars and tattoos.  

 

One of the reasons, other than those outlined previously, I’ve concentrated on the 

creation of digital poetry interfaces, is because I view all of my digital poems as 

incomplete works. This isn’t because individual works aren’t accomplishing my 

artist/poetic goals. Nor am I indicating that I’ve simply not finished works, or am 

intentionally leaving them open-ended for some thematic purpose. Instead I feel digital 

poets should always be searching for ways to change/combine/recreate/reuse what they 

create. As I’ve stated previously, a digital poet must create their own language, texts of 

image and sound, interface and motion, word and code. And this language is an always 

evolving process, designed for any component of any digital poem to be pulled apart 

and applied/married to, or destroyed by other digital creations.  

As for the first question about dimensionality, multimedia and interactivity, hopefully a 

full answer will evolve through my analysis of all the digital poetry interfaces. They are 

central to everything I create, allowing for the merging of all the various textual 

components (sound, movement, image, etc.) and the creation of a truly non-linear and 

user/reader driven poetic experience. 

 

So how does a poet write for and within the cube?  As noted previously, and I should 

restate here, I do not want to imply that my process/creation is the only way to 

use/read/explore these interfaces. Descriptions of how I transformed an interface into a 

digital poem are given only to provide new possibilities and understandings about the 

anatomy/lifecycle of a digital poem, not to prescribe how to make it.  

 

This interactivity goes beyond coding (by the author) and decoding (by the 
reader) and it is more than simple user’s participation in a creative process which 
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is under the full control of the author. It is really an act of co-creation of content 
which occurs even before the creation of meaning. (Calvi & Buchanan 2010: 79) 

 

The fact that this interface comes directly from a toy, an existing puzzle, is something 

the writer should consider. Any sort of interface that resembles a game immediately 

compels the reader to solve, to win, to dissect and uncover the hidden meanings. I would 

rather the reader explore the work than seek a resolution, a pathway to victory. 

Therefore, in creating this work, I clearly numbered a possible print order for the lines 

of text.   

 

One possible reading of the cube interface is as 3-dimensional concrete poetry sculpture 

generator. Concrete poetry is usually a print form where the text/word elements are used 

to create both a readable poem, and a visual collage. Words and lines of various sizes, 

fonts, placements, colours, shapes are placed strategically on the page. Sometimes these 

concrete poems resemble specific objects/animals, with the letters used as graphical 

build blocks. Other concrete work attempts more abstract designs, approximating chaos 

or emotion or less “concrete” descriptors (poor pun yes and no). The cube interface 

allows the reader to move in 3-dimesional space in a ‘concrete’ way, one might say, 

with all the elements placed on the cube transforming in proportion to the cube’s 

movement; perspective and warping being reasonably maintained as the cube is moved.  

Furthermore, each of the rows and columns can be moved to further recreate the 

placement and graphical nature of the poem. Each of the sides of the poem are colour-

coded to give the user/reader a reference point for the initial configuration of the 

interface, so changes become more apparent.  

With strongly defined (technically and culturally) interfaces such as the cube, there is 

the danger that writers will ‘plug and play’. The relationship between print and digital is 

still very strong and intertwined for most e-poets. They write their poetic words/texts 

into a word processor and then plug those sequences into a digital environment.  In the 

essay “E-Poetry between Image and Performance: A Cultural Analysis”, Jan Baetens 

and Jan Van Looy detail this phenomenon of print or handwritten text first followed by 

transferral to the digital and point towards a “more ‘progressive’ interpretation of what 

[digital writing] is and what it is not” –  the alternative of writing within the digital 

environment/interface itself. Initially, with my first few digital poems and continuing 

intermittently through to 2004, I adapted my print poetry for digital display and 
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interaction. But now that I view nearly everything in my digital poetry as text, a form of 

writing, the writing process takes place simultaneously, within a variety of digital 

environments.  

Many e-poems are most definitely first written on paper and only then translated to the 

new medium. Furthermore, our thinking of e-poetry falls unavoidably prey to what 

Marshall McLuhan referred to as looking at the present through a “rear-view mirror”, 

i.e. our tendency to interpret the new in light of the old, “marching backwards into the 

future” (McLuhan 2011). This phenomenon is well-documented and studied by many 

important media historians and theorists, from McLuhan to Winston, from Bolter and 

Grusin to Gaudreault and Marion. It is therefore imperative to try to escape from this 

retrospective look on e-poetry and to provide a more “progressive” interpretation of 

what it is and what it is not. 

 

 
Diagram of a Digital Poem 2: The Poetry Cube 

Certainly we must teach our writers to write outside the traditional print conventions, 

and to guide/train the user/reader to read digital poems with new eyes/fingers/ears.  The 

last point however, where Baetens and Van Looy call for a distinction between what is 
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and isn’t digital poetry, based on how the digital intersects with the text and where that 

text is being generated, is a concern.  Although it may make the job of theorists and 

critics harder, the idea of creating strict conventions is counter-productive to the future 

growth of digital poetry, and ignores its wonderfully scattershot and freewheeling 

history.  

 

Six Sided Strange is a net-artwork series built from unsolvable Rubik’s cubes and 

hidden narratives, from pixilated game character collages to abstract streams of colour 

and lines. The cube is central to how we organize and understand. It is a puzzle of 

unsolvable junctures, a humanistic shape created to order and organize. Six Sided 

Strange disrupts the cube, wandering inside/around the recombinatory playground of 

Rubik’s 56 squares, exploring how images and designs relate to narrative. These are 

interactive/dynamic sculptures, brief storylands, and all manner of wonderments. There 

is nothing to win, but then again there never was.  Screen-based digital art often suffers 

from two-dimensional limitations and lacks true interaction. These cubes pioneer the use 

of true 3-dimensional interactive screen-based spaces. And with a total of 12 different 

cubes, each section explores new ways these spaces can be artistically and poetically 

used, from abstract to remixing found images.  

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 14: Six Sided Strange
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Interface 2: Slot Machines as Recombinatory Engines 

 

Digital Poems: This is How You Will Die; X-Mas Disaster Generator  

 

 

Slot machines are an ingenious tool of addiction. Oklahoma, where I was born and the 

place I will always refer to as home, and my current country of residency Australia, are 

filled with the colourful and addictive lights and noises of slot machines. From gas 

stations and small service clubs to giant theme-park casinos filled with dozens of levels 

and varieties of these “one-armed bandits”, the slot machine is a cultural money-

draining force, reaching into the brain and triggering just the right nerve clusters. They 

offer the anticipation of random rewards and a hopeful future where those rewards align 

to equate monetary gain.  

 

And while I’ve rarely tossed coins into these machines and am saddened by the dead-

eyed gamblers pressed and pulling for hours, hypnotized by the perpetual re-

combinations, I am impressed by their power.  Each new screen seemed to be a 

narrative, an artistic tale, incomplete and yearning when the punters lose and a story of 

triumph, with promises of more, when winning.  The apples repeated in a line are strong 

symbols, with the occasional wild-card and the dozens of other possible images and 

ideas revolving and randomly stopping for new sequences. But then, why are these 

machines, their engines and interfaces limited to simple and destructive gambling? Why 

couldn’t this interface be used for artistic content, to create dynamic imagery and re-

combinatory poetry…replacing the stars and clubs, the bananas and apples and 

watermelons of the gambling machine’s narrative with my own poetic content?  

 

I attempted to create my own code from scratch. Succeeding with building a spinning 

engine for limited content, I failed at writing a truly randomly generated and oddly 

weighted slot-machine clone. So instead of crafting the interface myself, I scoured the 

net to find the best flash-based “pokie” machine games. This scouring of the net for 

code and examples is an important aspect of my creative process. Sadly, I am not so 

much a programmer, but rather a cobbler of code. I am someone who is able to find bits 
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and chunks of assembled codes and then combine, reuse and rewrite those found codes 

to fit my creations. Often my digital poetry interfaces are driven my new techniques and 

code examples I find and collect. One of the central understandings any new digital poet 

must have is of the limitations and cast possibilities of technology. And certainly those 

without expert programming skills must adapt and tinker with found code to create 

dynamic new works. Luckily the open-source community is strong. But I digress. 

 

 
Diagram of a Digital Poem 3: This is How You Will Die 

 

After finding these slot-machine game examples and decompiling the published files to 

reveal the gooey goodness of code hiding in their glossy exteriors, I pulled out the most 

useful guts, the five spinning and randomized channels/slots. Indeed, aside from the 

rather complicated idea of randomly arriving at a particular point on a long list or text 

filled image, for five different channels, the interface is rather simple. The user pushes a 

button and awaits their reward. And in the case of This is How You Will Die, they await 

a newly recombined/created poetic death narrative. 

 

Once the code was developed, I had to then craft the poetry. Writing for this kind of 

interface is an interesting and difficult proposition. Each element of the slot machine 

code should be considered a literary element. There are the individual slots, the turning 
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columns of possible symbols. There are the symbols themselves, sometimes dozens of 

possible graphics, with them all collected once the spinning stops to form an equation of 

sorts. In total there were 60 different one-sentence poetic narrative elements, 12 for each 

of the five slots. The reader, after pressing the button, will then experience a five-

line/sentence randomly combined selection from each of the moving slots.  

 

One of the most difficult tasks was to write in a way that any combination of 

sentences/lines would make even vague sense. To help with this, I decided to break-up 

these death narratives into three major components. The first set of lines or slot is what 

happens before you die. The second and third sets/slots are how you die and the last, 

slots four and five, are what happens after you die. I wrote and rewrote these possible 

line combinations many times, eventually deciding to create individual five-line poetic 

death narratives; then breaking them up into the various slots, ensured some consistency 

when recombined. This writing process, while initially done on paper, is a digital 

process and  

the words, computed as they are, seem to adopt new patterns for communication, 
or digital signifying strategies. In a digital poem the written word can adopt 
essentially oral practices, such as being interchangeable and dialogic in that it is 
programmed. Furthermore the fact the poem takes place on a screen subverts the 
definite quality of printed texts. A digital text can be changed at any time. The 
immense and never ending flow of texts in the digital era means that digital 
poems are often minimalistic, in order to be heard. (Wickberg-Månsson 2011: 
488) 

 

However, I should note that while This is How You Will Die is minimalistic in its 

interactive approach, as Wickberg-Månsson has suggested, digital poems are often 

structured in complex ways even if their interfaces are simply designed. Most of my 

digital poems are anything but minimal in design, interface or texts.  

In addition to the poetic texts, I still had the notion of winning and losing to contend 

with. The original source code allowed for prizes to appear on the screen when certain 

combinations are reached. Therefore I included various poetic winnings, including 

videos, spoken word and animated texts as possible prizes for specific stories of death.  

The choice of which combinations triggered the additional layer of poetic content was 
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based almost solely on which death narrative combinations seemed most personally 

compelling.  

 

The notion of dynamically-generated content combinations in digital poetry has been 

present since its earliest days. W.S. Burroughs describes the early Cut-Up poetry of the 

painter Brion Gysin, inspired by the early Dadaist experiments of the 1920s, where 

poetry is generated through found texts randomly reassembled (Burroughs 1963).  And 

Chris Funkhouser in his influential book, Prehistoric Digital Poetry, offers a timeline of 

early digital poetry, including computer generated text poems from as early as 1959 

(Funkouser 2009). What makes This is How You Will Die unique, is my use of slot-

machine engine as both interface and metaphor. Due to its pervasive presence, the 

metaphor of the slot-machine has a clear and understandable cultural meaning. And with 

the addition of a death narrative, users/readers can gamble with how and where and 

what happens after they die.   

 

I’ve included the texts for This is How You Will Die at the end of the exegesis, in order 

for readers to better understand how I’ve written for this work, and how I formed each 

possible combination (see “Death Texts”, Appendix 1). 
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Interface 3: Depth of Screen or Within-Within 

 

Digital Poem: Between Treacherous Objects 

 

 

With enough snow from the sky to write banalities on windshields, and having been 

knocked around by a powerfully obese skinhead, I sat outside a Goth dance club in 

Toledo, Ohio at 1 a.m. waiting for a girlfriend to bring me my car keys.  After thirty 

minutes of nervous lonely shuffle-sitting, an elderly man walking a dog with a tie 

approached me asking for a cigarette. His dog ate away at the different shades of stained 

snow, while the man sat down, smoked and started to chat. I was told all about his lives, 

but I hesitated telling him I created digital poems. Even after seven years of production, 

describing my craft to others is a painful and conversation-destroying process. I suppose 

his eccentric leash and occasionally homeless appearance made him appear open to odd 

crafts, so I revealed my recent aspirations to translate my head’s confused poems to the 

screen.  His initial reaction was a long pause followed by a brief and surprisingly agile 

dog chase. Then dragging his dog, he bent down close to my face and said when he went 

to the library, he would spend hours staring into the computer monitors. He said he flew 

in and out of the screens, flying back and forth, up and down in the blackened glass. He 

said he was the Superman of the South Toledo Library, and that if I learned to do the 

same with my poems I’d be as famous and powerful as he. Then, just as he was about to 

tell me about his fame, more stories of his heroic digital adventures, my girlfriend ran 

out, screaming and hurling my keys into the street. 

 

A few weeks later, after the bruises and disaster of that night eroded to pains less sharp, 

I remembered my conversations with that man. Surely his staring for hours, arms spread 

out, making swooshing noises, into darkened monitors must have unhinged the 

librarians. Maybe it was the promise of a semi-homeless-like fame, but I couldn’t help 

believing that maybe we was an unknowing visionary. The flat screen had always 

seemed at odds with my desire to create multi-dimensional, near-living and organic 

creatures/poems. Could I find a way to let the user/reader fly into and out of my 

creation? What kind of digital poem would that haggard library superman build? 
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Aside from being a writer and programmer, a digital poet must often think like a 

magician. Using all manner of trickery and wizardry, one must coax the user/reader into 

believing they are having a magical experience, to trick them into playing. And the 

digital poet must hide the technology behind these magic tricks, to make each 

movement and interaction seem almost alive, untethered to code and software. So then, 

how can one coax the user/reader into an experience? And what kind of 

code/geometry/visual/textual tricks make that magic possible?  In developing an 

interface that truly flies, that takes the top/down structure and turns it horizontal and 

gives it depth, I had to weave together various found flash sources. 

 

Drivers/flyers on the motorway are often inclined to drive/fly as fast as seems safe or 

legal. And as a result many of the landscape features are either lost in the speed or 

blurred together.  Highway billboards are analogous to the structure of the Depth of 

Screen interface. Drivers, on a relatively straight path, will quickly motor down the 

road, only briefly reading the largest of billboard texts, or recognizing only the most 

dramatic of roadside landmarks. The same applies to depth this interface. The 

immediate inclination of the user/reader is to zoom through the screen space, testing out 

the interface’s functionality and overall aesthetic. Hopefully, they then will fly back to 

the start and explore at a slower more examining speed.  However, the difficulty of 

resisting the immediate urge to fly often results in poetic elements being lost.  As has 

been noted, this isn’t a problem specific to this interface. All non-linear, multi-

dimensional, interactive digital poems must be created with the understanding that, in 

most cases, much of the text will go unread. 

 

I’ve been using this interface for a while. Many of my artworks/digital poems use this 

fancy fly-into-and-out-of-your-screen interface. And while that very movement might 

be difficult for some to explore, their brains being dizzy and fingers sore, it is really a 

wonderful plaything for poetic content. Think of this interface as ten or more (or less) 

planes in a deep 3-dimensional world. On the screen are always two existing 

artworks/poems, the visual depth of floating lines over floating lines, and the interactive 

explorative possibilities born from the user’s mouse movements. 
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For this interface I’ve created various digital poems. Why? Unlike traditional poetry 

forms that are rigorously controlled by specific rules, such as the Haiku or the Sestina, a 

digital poetry form or interface can be used in a multiplicity of ways. This of course 

leads to the problem if which interface-driven digital poems to keep and publish. The 

choice has been based on my own dominant use, i.e. which features and methods 

seemed most compelling to me as both a reader and a writer. I wish I could offer a set of 

concrete guidelines for what is the “best” use of these interfaces. That would be both a 

nearly impossible task and be counter-productive to the openness of genre that initially 

attracted me.  

 

The variations are based on methods of navigation, how the user/reader interacts and 

plays within the digital poem. My first example was a fairly straightforward, linear 

approach where the user/reader simply holds down the mouse button to move in and out 

of the poem. It was a very linear experience, with a slide-show approach, replaced in the 

interface with a user-driven zooming.  

 

My second and far more developed work was Between Treacherous Objects. It is based 

in the idea that our lives are filled with objects, including useful and “needed” devices 

such a refrigerators and telecommunication towers, or objects of concern and possible 

damage, such as hamburgers and semi-automatic rifles. Between Treacherous Objects 

explores the connections, the space between these objects. When the user/reader arrives 

at the digital poem, they can see the first object, hovering at the front of the interface. 

Behind this object are patterns and text, readjusting and moving based on the 

user/reader’s mouse movement. They then can press inward, navigating into the deeper 

space of the work, exploring what lies throughout its depth driven 3-dimensional space. 

And at the end, in the deepest layer of the poem, is the second object. For example, one 

section features a refrigerator at level one; then the varied and frantic colours and texts 

of food, fast moving and consuming arrive on the screen; and within the deepest level is 

a hospital bed, the result of a life driven by food consumption, the treacherous side of 

food over-abundance and its refrigeration catalyst.  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 4: Between Treacherous Objects 

 

Nearly all of my works contain hidden sections, secret codes, surprise links and 

messages. Between Treacherous Objects has secret words hidden within each section on 

the last level. This encourages the user/reader to fully explore the digital poem. Once the 

text is found it can entered into a text-box, with a video/sound collage mirroring the 

section’s poetic point, layered over the top of the interface. Additionally, if the 

user/reader explores the poem in its entirety, each of the 12 sections, they can collect 

parts of an email address, which when emailed will offer the user/reader an artistic 

postcard from Australia, a real card posted in the mail. Many times, with varying 

success, I’ve attempted to merge the real/the physical with the digital in terms of how I 

interact with my audience. Out of the tens of thousands who have read and played with 

Between Treacherous Objects, only a few hundred have achieved the goal of receiving 

the postcard. That’s lucky for me, since creating and sending physical objects across the 

world is a time- and cash-intensive project.  

 

One of the most compelling features of this interface is the “lure”. Using 

graphical/textual or multimedia elements in the distance layers, the furthest away letters, 

the writer can lure the user/reader to explore the space. Despite the interactive nature of 

my digital poems, not all user/readers will engage with the work unless prompted or 

compelled. Therefore, when constructing a digital poem, I give consideration to those 
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elements and texts within the work that draw or direct the user/reader into engaging in 

specific ways or directions.  

 

As with all my works there is a multiplicity of experience involved. With any depth 

interface – those that move 3-dimensionally into the screen space – all elements will be 

altered by perspective and movement. As the user/reader moves into the screen, the 

dominance of certain elements changes: what was small and faded at the start, pulls 

closer and fills the screen space. Foreground elements disappear, fly past and seemingly 

behind the user. The user/reader still has the memory of those passing elements, which 

feeds into their understanding of the newly-focused texts. And one of the unique 

elements of the depth interface is how near impossible its poetic experience was 

previous to digital tools and screens. Clearly any artwork or poem has a historical line it 

extends or follows, but some lines are more broken than others.  Talan Memmott writes:  

There is a tendency within literary scholarship associated with the field to seek 
antecedent texts that provide a historical framework for electronic literature. This 
endeavor, though at times necessary, tends to over-historicize the field and 
neglect the substantial changes in the materiality of language that electronic 
literature presents. Though we can attach past literary trends to electronic 
literature post facto, it is important that these attachments be contextualized as 
speculative. (Memmott 2011: 12)  

 

My hope is that many of my digital poems generate these ‘changes in the materiality of 

language’. 

Spreading into nearly all my digital poems is the goal of making artworks that come 

alive, that feel and function as if they are organically derived. A primary contributor to 

this organic quality is the movement and responsiveness of the work. With the depth 

interface and other more mouse-driven works like Wittenoom and Basement for the Top 

Half of Machines (the sequel to Uncontrollable Semantics created HTML5 for the 2013 

MLA exhibition) the user/reader becomes a vital extension of the artwork. The digital 

poems do not function or, in some cases, even exist, without the movement of the 

mouse. And to create this organic responsiveness it’s critical that there is direct 

feedback between the hand and the screen, the user/reader and the poetic world 

unravelling with each swipe and twist. Ultimately, the depth of screen interface 
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replicates the 3-dimensionality of real experience, while retaining a responsive 

environment for the mouse and circumventing the limitations of the flat screen. 
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Interface 4: Mouse Following and Controlled 

 

Digital Poems: Mysterious Basement Machines of the Prairie Wittenoom (specific 

sections) 

 

 

In another life, I taught cultural geography at the University of Oklahoma. During the 

first week of semester we discuss the meaning of, and their experiences with, the 

concept of culture. In one class, a student from a rural, sparsely populated area of 

Oklahoma suggested quite firmly that his hometown had no culture. I explained that of 

course culture exists everywhere, that even “Hicksville” and its trailer parks and 

monster trucks was a form of culture. But he persisted, saying that while that might be 

true, what he meant was there was nothing to do in his town, that there was no 

entertainment. Over the next week, I reflected on his “nothing to do” town, and its 

perceived lack of engaging activities.  When class time came again, I asked what he 

meant by “to do”. What did he want to do that was lacking? His face brightened and be 

rattled off a list of deficiencies. There were no movies, art museums, concerts, 

professional sports teams, etc. And as his list grew, his voice louder with confidence, it 

became apparent what he was really saying.  

 

The common element from what his town was missing, was they were all things to 

watch. They were largely passive experiences that required little more than 

standing/sitting/walking and simply listening or staring at what was in front of him. So 

his initial comment about there being nothing “to do” was wrong. Instead he meant there 

was nothing to watch, nothing to lazily consume. Of course, there were things to do in 

his town. Aside from the most extreme sports or activities requiring specialized 

settings/equipment, he could do just about anything in his town as could those in the big 

city.  The 2002 film Adaptation comes to mind. Nicholas Cage’s character is suffering 

from writer’s block. He attends a scriptwriting seminar, where he states the difficulty of 

writing stories in a world where “nothing much happens.” The screenplay coach, played 

by Brian Cox, angrily retorts: 
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Nothing happens in the world? Are you out of your fucking mind??? People are 
murdered every day. There’s genocide, war, corruption. Every fucking day, 
somewhere in the world, somebody sacrifices his life to save someone else. 
Every fucking day, someone, somewhere takes a conscious decision to destroy 
someone else. People find love, people lose it. For Christ’s sake, a child watches 
her mother beaten to death on the steps of a church. Someone goes hungry. 
Somebody else betrays his best friend for a woman. If you can’t find that stuff in 
life, then you, my friend, don’t know crap about life! And why the FUCK are 
you wasting my two precious hours with your movie? I don’t have any use for it! 
I don’t have any bloody use for it!  (Kaufman 2002)  

 

I often reflect on that experience when I create new digital poems. I’ve always been 

inclined to create works that require user/readers to interact in order to read the poem. 

As I’ve mentioned previously, interactivity makes the user/reader part of the writing 

process it, lures them into the experience of the digital poem. The mouse is one of the 

most basic, and most immediate of computer devices for interactivity.  When the 

hand/wrist/arm moves, the work responds in kind.  There is a satisfying and immediate 

physicality/responsiveness to the mouse movement. Maria Angel and Anna Gibbs call 

this a “form of body motion capture”.  

 

What we are witnessing with electronic writing is a movement towards the 
exteriorisation of writing through its relationship to gesture, a form of body 
motion capture and entrainment rather than speech capture. If electronic text is 
increasingly being treated as a visual landscape to be explored rather than a 
mnemonics for the reproduction of inner speech, then this landscape is subject to 
the manipulation of the reader/user. (Angel & Gibbs 2010: 131)  

 

With the mouse-following interface, the user/reader becomes part painter and part tug 

boat captain, driving the mouse like a brush, each click changing the colour and text and 

multimedia elements of the palette or steering the digital poem through tight spaces and 

forcing drifting ships into port. In the mouse follower examples included with this PhD, 

text overlays text, placed on the screen at the user/reader’s direction. The resulting 

digital poem is a built collage, a poem navigated into life by the fingers and palm. The 

interface is not limited to the single screen; there is a linear progression of elements 

appearing as the user/reader goes deeper into the poem, clicking for new sections or 

stanzas, with additional visual and textual elements included for diversity of meaning.  

 

But what does the overlaying and placement of texts do to the meaning of the poem? 

The Layering Follow can be described as paint with poetry. The user must interact with 
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the placement and sequence of text. Although at times this interface might seem to 

generate unreadable sections, it creates a nice contrast between individual instance and 

overall appearance, the artwork of layering and the deciphering of the connections 

between lines. I quite enjoy how the poems begin to merge after a few different click-

and-paints, forming new intersecting poetic lines. 

 

When playing and writing with the Layering Follow interface, consider the colour and 

size of the texts. Create intermissions of image or blank space. You can even try moving 

lines, but then your computer might break its ugly over-heated, over-clocked heart. You 

will notice that in the layering follow interface I include a second stanza with only 

images. A product of laziness and example: I mostly wanted to share another range of 

options. Oh, and there is no third stanza. Not yet, greedy. 
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Start Interview Six of Eight 

 

Interviewer: David Prater 

Publication: “An Interview with Jason Nelson”, Cordite Poetry Review 

December 2011 

http://cordite.org.au/interviews/jason-nelson 

 

 
The digital poet himself 1: Jason Nelson in 2011 

 

To begin our conversation about your digital poetry, can you recall a story that 

might help explain your approach to creating? 

 

Shortly before one of my first digital poetry readings/talks at the University of 

Maryland, I was asked, during a pre-dinner, to describe how I generated ideas for my 

digital poems. Initially, I stormed into a discussion about not being satisfied with the 

limitations of print, and the need to find a format that satiated a curious and scattered 

mind. And while those points are entirely valid and contribute to my creative 
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process/direction, they didn’t really answer the question of where the kernel, the initial 

spark for each digital poem lives. I stumbled through half-jokes and comments about the 

food and weather, until someone across from me said they loved my interfaces. At the 

time I hadn’t really, formally, considered the idea of an interface, the notion that digital 

poems have an engine, an architecture that structurally, thematically, cultural surrounds 

the poem, holds the poem, shelters and nurtures and indeed conceives (procreation 

digitally) the poem. 

 

Later after the reading/talk, the topic of “where are my digital poems born” came up 

again. And with the aid of a few drinks and the pressures of “big crowd talk” past, I 

raised my voice and commanded (rather dramatically) “look around at the bar”. With 

my half-drunk audience now confused, I continued. “Everything around us has an 

organization, a geography, a pattern, an interface”, I uttered. I pointed out how poems 

could be formed from the way drinking glasses stack on the bar top, or how the pool 

tables and their coloured and sequential billiard balls are an interactive and generative 

poem. Soon we began playing games, creating new digital poems from what we saw 

(and heard) around us at the bar. There were sound poems created from the mixing of 

conversations and music, game poems from the pinball machine, self-destroying poems 

from the way alcohol slid us deeper into one-dimensional thought. For that evening at 

least, the world, like a movie’s representation of the idiot savant mathematician, was 

filled with numbers and equations floating above everything on the screen. And instead 

of digits, interactive texts were the filter and footnotes to our sensory experiences. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 15: Wittenoom 

 

While that sounds romantically alluring, it’s a soft and elusive explanation, can you 

screw your answer to the floor and describe your approach to interface as a poetic 

device? 

 

It is overly simplistic to state digital poems come entirely from building/discovering 

interfaces. Any artist’s creative practice is a merging/melding mix of fluid events and 

inspirations. But within many digital poems there is one commonality, the emphasis on 

interface. Rarely do I even reuse interfaces, and when I do it is only as one section of a 

larger work. This continual drive to create new ways to rethink the structure, 

organization and interactive functionality of my digital poems comes from a variety of 

internal influences. Most importantly is how these interfaces are not just vessels for 

content, they are poems in themselves. In the same way digital poetry might be best 

defined by the experience, rather than a description. Or similar to a digital poet and their 

works being described by the events and stories surrounding the creation and building 

process, an interface is the life, the body, and a poetic construction in itself... 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 16: game, game, game and again game 

 

I know you’re reluctant to assign a meaning to your digital poems, and would 

rather people tackle it for themselves. But I am curious, with so much of 20th 

century pop and political history woven into your work, and with such an 

irreverent presentation, are your creations intended to be humorous? Satirical? Or 

disturbing? 

 

The temptation, of course, like gliders off the slowest slopes, is to answer simply yes. 

Inherently, by design, by inference, by association, by any words, everything is absurd. 

History is built by the combination of circumstance and bravery, luck and control, all 

twisty-tied, plastic wrapped, a use by date of tomorrow. 

 

Yes to the humorous, if only because that is the safest, easiest reaction to clever 

difference. And yes to satirical, because it is humor’s acid fingered sister/brother, bunk 

beds for margins of ten feet. And yes, yes to disturbing. I cannot imagine, well I can but 

I won’t, creating something that isn’t disturbing. In the strictest meaning, a disturbance 

is a mutation, an oxbow building bend in the river, walking slightly faster, with shoes 

not soled for inclement conditions. 
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And then, just now, at ten in the rainy evening, at a small table, a few yards from the 

street and the ocean, I realize my response is like my art, my games. A pretty barrelling 

surface, hiding nonsense, that hides meaning, that hides some crap that sounds like a 

poorly written 19th century guide to spiritualism, or laughable sci-fi sage. 

 

But, can I say, I am forever glad you caught those references, those soundy bits of talk 

and lost documents. Someone, with one of those self-referential email address names 

once wrote that I was not an architect. Had they included their address, I would have 

sent them 1970s Godzilla comics, issues 9-12. They are right after all, after all. I do not 

build weather tight buildings, with weather tight seals and doors that lead where doors 

go. I build awkward filters for what I see/read/hear, the graph paper diagrams of a man 

child scared of anything else. Strict meaning is for those who don’t pay attention. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 17: Evidence of Everything Exploding 

 

You’ve mentioned that the educational system teaches us to look for an exact 

meaning in every piece of art or poem. Don’t you also find that the web frowns on 

random things? Everything online has to be tagged, categorized and clearly 

presented. It’s hard to find things that are genuinely weird. 
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Strange, isn’t it. Most, when stopped on the street, and strapped down for answers, 

would say the net is built on random and weird creations. And yet I agree with you 

entirely, or as entirely as agreement allows. Given the incredible, near unimaginable 

number of websites and pages and files, the sameness is alarming. I want to think it isn’t 

so much that people aren’t unique, and rather it’s fear and the need to, as you say, 

categorize, keeping us locked into samey, same, same, same. 

 

I should add that I don’t personally see my work as weird or strange or odd. When 

creating, my intention is never to create anything that anyone would specifically call 

anything. That sentence is still confusing me many days later. If some kid, in some 

stadium hallway, asked me, as I walked out to the big game, to hit or block or throw or 

cry, “how can I, as some kid, make weird?”. My response: think of the first five things 

you would do then erase them. Think of the next five, fall asleep, wake up, write and 

send a letter (paper and pen) to your grandfather’s ghost, then as you walk home, notice 

the edges, those intersections of grass and concrete, wind and conversation, the self-

forced line between what you want to imagine and the imagination you have. 

 
Groan…….and then everything started floating…. oh Jedi, oh Jedi. 

 

End Interview Six of Eight 
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Interface 5: Forever/branching Menu 

 

Digital Poem: a tree with managers and jittery boats 

 

 

Realizing any story that begins “when I was twelve” is ripe for cliché and an overly 

romanticized view of personal history, I begin this chapter instead with “when I was 

eleven” my father introduced me to computers.  At the South Eastern Oklahoma County 

Vocational School where he was an administrator, I’d often join him when he 

opened/closed the school for night classes.  My favourite to visit, between the 

automobile repair or dental hygiene courses, was basic computer programming. In a 

room filled with the glowing green lines of text from bulky CRT monitors, I sat in the 

back and explored. Typically stories like these turn into descriptions of child prodigies, 

programming early versions of Photoshop before and after swimming lessons. However, 

it would be another almost 20 years until I began learning any sort of code play. Instead 

of listening to the instructor describe the basics of DOS, I explored file folders. I was 

fascinated with, what seemed at the time to be, the hidden worlds of folders, directories 

filled with names and numbers. Constantly hitting the enter key I would always find 

new programs. I made no real attempt to uncover the mysterious computer realms I’d 

find, being entirely satisfied with making up stories, odd fictions about their origin.  

 

I am not alone when I say that file names are a form of literature, a series of organized 

representative texts.  Finding, categorizing, creating folders, naming and renaming files 

is one of the oldest and most common computer activities. And each user/writer has an 

intimate connection with their naming conventions and storage/archiving techniques and 

conventions. My various computers, hard drives and memory sticks are a maze of 

systems used to chart the history, importance and emotion of what I create. They are 

doorways into what’s beneath, and sometimes just seeing the front yard is enough to 

gauge the house, and the street enough to imagine the community.  

 

a tree with managers and jittery boats owes its creation to those youthful days of CRT 

searing my eyes in the back of a well air-conditioned, prefabricated classroom in semi-
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rural Oklahoma.  It is also one of the more pure word/text based digital poems I have 

created. And as such, it is also one of the easiest to describe to those unfamiliar with 

digital poetry. The website menu is a well worn metaphor and clearly understood feature 

of organizing and navigating through content. Audiences are used to seeing words fall 

down after clicking, hinting at some future content. This work and interface simply 

takes that concept and expands it to numerous branches. Additionally, the idea of 

optional pathways, choosing one’s reading direction, is a common feature of such 

literary staples as ‘choose your own adventure’ books, making the branching menu 

concept for poetics even easier to consume, easy-to-taste flavours for the simplest of ice 

cream concoctions. 

  

My interfaces, and particularly a tree with managers and jittery boats, do function, as 

Carassai has penned, as a grammar of sorts.  

Insofar as we recognize e-lit works (and the behaviours their interfaces 
encourage) as changing grammar propositions (sentences that express a rule) 
governing the language games that define, for example, our concept of reading 
and writing, we should grant them an inter-subjective role in modifying our 
‘form of life’. (Carassai 2011: 6)  

The branch, and its most immediate metaphor of the tree, does truly become alive in the 

eyes of the reader and fingers of the writer.  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 5: a tree with managers and jittery boats 

 

Gravity is both a strong physical force, shaping galaxies, skydivers and our aged sagged 

parts, but it’s an even stronger cultural/mental creation. The constant pull to the ground 

forever reminds us of top/up and bottom/down and the design of everything from 

architecture to clothing is impacted.  And while these designs are usually either a 

necessity or a convenience aid, what appears on the computer screen (or in print for that 

matter) isn’t restricted by the mass displacement caused by curvature of space.  And yet 

many elements of the standard WYSIWYG graphical interface are seemingly influenced 

by an invisible gravity, a downward force making menus open and fall, hanging towards 

the screen’s base.  As noted before, most of the digital poetry interfaces I’ve built play 

with/modify or adhere to the standard physical world. And for many of them it is the 

reflection of such forces (digital) as gravity, and the left to right screen/character 

movement, that partly defines the reading/writing experience.  

 

With the a tree with managers and jittery boats gravity forces the user and the interface 

downward. And thus the reading/playing process is one which moves down the 

page/screen. This is an important feature the writer/digital poet must remember when 

creating for this interface. As the top-down navigation expected by branching menus, 
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will place importance, in hierarchy and in click frequency. Therefore, even with a non-

linear approach, the branching menu does have a linear bias that should be considered.  

 

Expanding, even briefly, on the notion of ‘click frequency’ is a useful digression when it 

comes to understanding the relationship between interface and digital poetry. I adore the 

free reading/navigating features/qualities of my poems. As mentioned, I want the 

user/reader to truly explore and play, finding their own meaning and direction. But there 

will always be a bias in the patterns of where audiences click and move, what they find 

and don’t, and where they leave or turn-off my works. I’ve yet to do a statistical study, 

using heat map software for website navigation analysis. I can, though, rely on cultural 

biases of top-down, left-right (at least when it comes to western audiences). And often I 

use arrows (in fact, every work of mine aside from a tree with managers and jittery 

boats, includes arrows somewhere in the work), highlighted links or navigation points 

and other signals and graphical elements to guide my audiences. The boundary between 

audience freedom and an author’s pointing commands/suggestions is a shaky and murky 

arena, a fight between expressing the author’s intent and allowing the user/reader 

control.  

 

The interface used for this work most closely approximates one of the first digital 

writing experiments I force on wary students. Before students approach the harrowing 

endeavour of exploring code and software, I give them pencil and paper. I tell them to 

write a short poem, and then choose a line and write another short poem radiating out. 

Continue this process with lines until your page is a mess of interlocking lines, poems 

extending from poems. Then I have them imagine ways someone could recreate and 

navigate through these non-linear and branching texts.  

 

It’s been suggested, particularly by my previous Bowling Green State University 

creative writing professors, the creation of a good poem is more about what is left out, 

than what’s been included. Poets are encouraged to create exacting metaphors to wield 

language with economy and precision. A few well-placed adjectives can be more 

powerful than long narratives. I agree with these points, poetry is partially about control, 

about the weaponizing of language. Words become sharpshooters or guided missiles for 

pinpoint strikes. And yet for each choice of line, there is another direction, a possible 

branch, another deviating meaning. This would seem to be one of the great powers of 
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digital poetry and the interfaces that clothe and armour and womb the poems.  The 

power of allowing for deviation and multiple meanings and directions, to write all those 

poems one used to erase, and expand them further into even more poems. A line within 

a line within a line, a radiating text breaking off into new language at every click.  

 

What follows is an exercise I often give students in order to understand and utilize 

branching interfaces. I include it here as a way of understanding how I wrote a tree with 

managers and jittery boats, and to offer insight into my writing/creation process more 

generally.  

 

A fancy way/method for branching, poetic lines out of lines, extending the 
poem down and out, read through node or nodeless. The poetic notion is more 
than simple. Write a poem, perhaps ten lines long. Then explore each of the 
lines, imagine poems that might build from them. Your poem might now have 
three branches extending from the trunk. Now choose lines from the branches 
and extend those, trees on trees. Geometry is both important and not important. 
Such meaningless statements are designed to coax vague thoughts and 
academic wonder. Are you now an academic wonder? You are. You are. Just 
because I am silly doesn’t mean I’m not entirely serious. Whatever that means. 
 
Once you have your branching poem, condense it more, in terms of visibility. 
Only the first line of the first trunk will be visible on user/reader arrival. As 
with most of my other net poems, you should abandon any thought that you 
can control how the user will click, which lines will expand, what lines will 
leave the screen. Stop being such a controlling monster, your bone claws like 
apples with wasps, really angry and large wasps. Damn Anglo-Saxons. 

 

These kinds of exercises are ideal for those just beginning to explore writing digital 

poetry, specifically because they closely resemble how print writers create. For 

example, most print poets consider multiple directions for each line and phrase and 

metaphor, and this interface gives them the chance to explore multiple directions. 

Additionally, a writer can create the content without any coding or software work 

beyond basic word processing. This takes away the anxiety of learning new methods, 

while allowing them to experiment with non-linear, branching poetic texts.
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Interface 6: Game Engines: Platform, Isometric and others 

 

Digital Poems: game, game, game and again game; i made this. you play this. we are 

enemies; Evidence of Everything Exploding; Alarmingly these are not Lovesick 

Zombies; Scrape Scraperteeth 

 

 

If my digital poems could be jealous, if these interfaces could feel envy, a knee 

whacking desire to beat the competition, they would join together and gang-stomp the 

game engines I use. Out of the millions of users/readers my work has attracted, the 

poetry games dominate, drawing easily 90 percent of the interest. Both game, game, 

game and again game and i made this. you play this. we are enemies have gone pseudo 

viral on the web, with articles in national newspapers, magazines, blogs, etc around the 

globe, as well as the person-to-person, forum-to-forum spreading that drives these viral 

processes.  

 

Why are the digital poetry/art games so much more compelling, more attractive, more 

interesting, more magnetic to a wider audience than normally experiences my (or any 

other’s) work? Some might point towards the near-crazy hand-drawn sketches and mix 

of strange video tales and universal themes. But many of my works are equally as 

baffling and paranoia-inducing, just as strange and sensational. Instead, I hypothesize 

it’s the game interface that sparks the work’s popularity. The game interface, and 

certainly the platform- (Mario Brothers) style engine I use, is instantly familiar and 

engaging to anyone who has grown up in the post 1970 world. Despite the immense 

advances in computer power and possibilities, the platform game continues to occupy a 

space on the virtual gaming shelves.  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 6: game, game, game and again game 

 

This familiarity operates as a foothold, a climbing rope, a ladder, a doorway into what is 

otherwise a strange foreign world for most user/readers. Few people read poetry, let 

alone experience net or digital art outside of a school setting. And combining the two 

can let them inhabit the work.  

 

The platform game engine is entirely linear. The user/reader/player begins the 

game/level (typically on the screen’s left) and continues, following a pathway to reach a 

goal (and move on to the next level or win prizes, etc). And while the poet cannot 

determine the exact path each player/reader will take, you can be fairly certain they will 

trigger specific instances should they want to move forward.  This might seem obvious, 

but it does have considerable impact on how the digital poem is constructed.  

 

Video games are a language. They have created their own grammar, their own 

understanding based on rules, exploration, movement and response.  While I think 
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certain segments or aspects of culture have been greatly impacted by video games, I 

don’t feel that games have really infiltrated fully into culture, certainly not when 

compared to other entertainment or communication or artwork forms. This is not to say 

that games can’t move beyond the same structures/game plays and ideologies that have 

dominated them for the last 30 years. But there must be a greater effort made by both 

game makers/developers and the gaming audience to accept games on the same level as 

great artworks, works of literature or music.  Both groups need to learn how to ‘read 

the texts’ of video games – in a more literary way ,  to truly play with the 

grammar/culture and possible new formats for video games. 

 

Oh, and if I can add something about online gaming worlds. The possible power of 

online gaming could be immense. And the occasional news story about parents 

neglecting their babies to play World of Warcraft are a testament to that power. 

However, I am continually surprised at how unimaginative most of these online worlds 

really are. Most of the basic features in terms of fantasy or strategy are well worn 

clichés, and the adherence to earth-like physics is sadly uncreative. Why aren’t video 

game creators or players demanding truly innovative gaming worlds, where truly 

anything is possible, instead of retreading Dungeons and Dragons? Let’s make worlds 

of creatures that could never have been imagined without the technology. Then video 

games will truly advance the culture.  

 

But what do videogames and poetry have in common? As I mentioned before, video 

games are a language, a grammar or linguistics for various texts. The sounds, the 

movement, the graphics, the rules or lack of rules – everything about a video game is a 

component of some kind of language. And while poetry is traditionally taught as being 

constrained to words, I instead think of poetry as being based on texts. And I mean 

‘texts’ in the broadest sense. So the video game format, even the very basic platformer 

games or point and click interfaces, or 3-d flying spaces I’ve toyed with, are perfect 

grounds for the poet to play. Additionally, most poets are inherently non-linear thinkers 

and writers, it is just the traditional book/page format that constrains the poem to line by 

line. But interactive technologies, and especially the game format, offer the poet the 

chance to make their poems not only multi-dimensional, but also interactive and multi-

temporal. Most of the great poets see their writing as visual elements translated into 

words or songs and music reformed into print language. To have all these elements, 
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combined with the added tools/texts of movement and interaction and dimensionality, 

frees up the poetry writing process in amazing ways.  

 

The video game format has the additional benefit of acting as a foothold, or a bridge for 

readers. Unfortunately, most people don’t read poetry anymore. A good-selling poetry 

book might sell a thousand copies. But my net art poetry, my games and strange 

interfaces, even the least popular, most difficult to understand digital poems get tens of 

thousands of readers, and my most popular get millions. So, why is this? One major 

reason is the game interface offers a familiar and inviting interface, a fun or at least 

interactive way for the reader to feel involved with the poetic space. The poet ceases to 

be an authority and instead becomes a combination of guide, artist and theme park ride 

operator. 

 

 

game, game, game and again game 

 

game, game, game and again game is a digital poem, retro-game, an anti-design 

statement and a personal exploration of the artist’s changing worldview lens. Much of 

the western world’s cultural surroundings, belief systems, and design-scapes create the 

built illusion of clean lines and definitive choice, cold narrow pathways of five colours, 

three body sizes and encapsulated philosophy.  Within net/new media art the techno-

filter extends these straight lines into exacting geometries and smooth bit rates, the 

personal as WYSIWYG buttons. This game/artwork, while forever attached to these 

belief/design systems, attempts to re-introduce the hand-drawn, the messy and illogical, 

the human and personal creation into the digital, via a retro-game style interface.  

Hovering above and attached to the poorly-drawn aesthetic is a personal examination of 

how we/I continually switch and un-switch our dominant belief systems. Moving from 

levels themed for faith or real estate, for chemistry or capitalism, the user triggers 

corrected poetry, jittering creatures and death and deathless noises. In addition each 

level contains short videos from the artist’s childhood, representing those brief young 

interactions which spark out eventual beliefs. game, game, game and again game is less 

a game about scoring and skill, and more an awkward and disjointed atmospheric, the 

self built into a jumping, rolling meander of life.  
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Software such as Adobe Flash or Photoshop usually dominate the appearance and feel of 

net images and artwork. This is partially due to the software’s data processing methods 

(Flash with vector drawings) and the limited range of tools and filters. The mouse (or 

data pad) also constrains the artist’s ability to escape the software’s over-powering 

aesthetic, and thus removes or at least submerges much of the individual from many net 

works. But in this poem I strove for a sense of anti-design within the design by using 

hand-drawn software. 

 

Therefore this game/artwork began on paper, with charcoal and coloured pencils, each 

level born from the immediacy and error/curve/(e)motion of electricity-less drawing. 

This hand-drawn approach breaks the artwork away from both the oppressive control of 

software and much of design culture. In essence, this artwork/game was created as if the 

audience consisted of only the internal self, an offering of the personal with all its 

incongruities and confusions and small beauties.   

 

 

Game description screenshot 1: Hand-drawn aesthetic of game, game, game and again game 

 

Technology is often used to remove the errors and mistakes of the human creation, with 

a prevalent emphasis on usability and glitch-free user/viewer operation. And while this 

artwork follows those conventions in function, it revels in the quirky, immediate 

corrections of the marked and corrected environment through the artwork/game. The 

poetic texts and animated drawings, triggered by the user/reader’s movement are 

incomplete and in process of being edited and altered. Thus the work itself becomes a 
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notebook or sketchpad of personal ideas and insights into what falls away from 

‘finished’ creations.  

 

 
Game description screenshot 2: Marked/corrected poetics in game, game, game and again game 

 

Perhaps the most direct method of inviting the user/reader to invest the self into their 

experience, is to offer them direct control of how the artwork is experienced. In this 

creation that user-inhabited space is contrasted with the creator’s personal journey 

through belief systems. In the process of reading, the user might feel simultaneously 

enthralled and alienated, which mirrors the individual’s experience with all group-think 

cultural constructs. In addition, the direct connection between action and content, 

between direction and poetics, encourages the user to rethink the images, drawings and 

poetics in the light of the actions that opened that content.  

 

Each of the levels within game, game and again game are themed/centered around a 

particular belief system. These systems of belief are not so much based on religious 

grounds as they are on the filters the individual uses to interpret their surrounding 

culture-scape. The game play and poetics extend from these various belief systems. For 

example, within the Chemist level, which examines drugs as worldview, the syringes 

open surreal texts and rave-like graphics, and the game play path is largely illogical and 

deceiving. On the Faith level, the user has to choose between the two sides of the cross, 

with one choice offering a deathless death and the other continuing the path. The poetics 
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on this level are written as satirical and irreverent bible passages, with each stanza 

inspired by personal events/encounters with Christianity. 

   

 
Game description screenshot 3: Personal/autobiographical examples in game, game, game and again 

game 

 

Adding to the mix of personal artefact, journey and art game, are the family audio 

commentary embedded into the level prize videos. These videos, shot in 8mm by my 

grandfather, were digitally captured by a handheld camera with the audio coming from 

family commentary about the events within the videos. These remembrances are directly 

related to the belief systems each level explores, and extend the personal, intimate 

thoughts into the meta-poetics of the artwork/game.  

 

As most games have constant soundtracks and sounds/noises which clearly identify with 

the action or object that triggers them, this artwork/game uses sound to disjoint and 

translate the experiences. All levels use a different loop using speed, cadence and tone 

to play on emotional and physical responses, and to contrast or compliment particular 

level themes. The effects I sought after are described by Baetens and Van Looy: 

  

From a cultural viewpoint, there are several reasons for justifying a strategic 
alliance between e-poetry and sound, but the strong embedding of e-poetry in the 
historical avant-garde is by far the most salient one. A second explanation for the 
text-sound link is a mechanism of psychological compensation. It is often argued 
that cyberculture virtualizes the body, and that this virtualization engenders 
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different types of fear that need to be averted by an opposing mechanism of 
foregrounding the body. (Baetens & Van Looy 2008) 

 

The game interface used in this artwork is more than twenty years old, dating back to 

early Mario Brothers and before. This familiar game play and interface was important in 

the creation of this artwork in that it provided an immediate and nearly invisible game 

play environment. And this familiarity allows the user/reader to immediately identify 

with the digital space they explore. The game becomes less about deciphering the 

conditions and rules of play and more about the contrast between what is a well know 

format and the content, both poetic and drawn, which is quite personal, a direct 

extension of the artist’s ideologies and self.    

 

With the game play being so familiar, the artwork re-contextualizes some of the main 

features of the game. For example, the score, replaced with arrows/characters, 

continually spins, responsive to game play but numerically meaningless. There are 

unlimited lives available in the game, with the only negative consequence of 

encountering an enemy being pushed back to the level’s starting point, accompanied by 

an announcement in a disembodied voice: “Come on and meet your maker”.   Some 

levels use the “warp” function to transport the creature to certain locations. This 

warping is taken to absurdity in the levels where the character cycles through falling, 

and represents the fruitless personal investigation of belief and the always altering lens.  

 

game, game, game and again game was born from the skeleton of a retro-game engine 

and 13 hand-drawn levels. Instead of thinking about game play and level design, my 

approach was to draw personal impressions of belief systems on paper and to use those 

drawings to create the game play of each level. 

 

 

i made this. you play this. we are enemies 

 

i made this. you play this. we are enemies is an art-game, interactive digital poem which 

uses game levels built on screen shots from influential community-based 

websites/portals. The game interface drives the poetic texts, the colliding and 

intersecting images, sounds, words, movements, a forever changing, reader-built poetic 
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wonderland. And using messy hand-drawn elements, strange texts, sounds and 

multimedia layering, the artwork lets users play in the worlds hovering over and beneath 

what we browse, to exist outside/over their controlling constraints. Brillenburg-Wurth 

describes this layering as “together-art” and says it is “often an art of fusion: different 

media are not merely combined, but welded into a hybrid that rewrites older versions of 

the media involved” (Brillenburg-Wurth 2006: 6).  In my case, the game engine and its 

myriad of media and interactive content is intended to create this fused artistic and 

poetic environment, with the arrow keys and space bar guiding you, and the occasional 

mouse click begging for attention. It’s an ideal method of creating this collaged and 

layered effect, precisely because the game engine allows for triggered content to be the 

goal of the key/mouse-driven user/reader movement.  

 

 
Game description screenshot 4: i made this. you play this. we are enemies 

 

Each day the internet is humming with a million small interventions. From the 

humoresque mocking of community content sites like Fark, to the net gate-keepers 

Yahoo and Google, partisan political portals like Huffington Post or the open source/file 

sharing ‘pirates’ of  Mininova, the web is an easy tool/weapon for meddling/influencing 

and sharing/forcing/alluring your opinion on whomever clicks. And yet this digiscape is 
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a deceiving and uneasy place, with continual streams of generic expression/content, cute 

dogs and accident clips, knocking against an incredible range of political/social beliefs 

hidden beneath the screen. Even short sequences of words, titled links or blinking ads 

can reveal the strange, wondrous and treacherous.  

 

 
Game description screenshot 5: i made this. you play this. we are enemies 

 

 

Timely insert: Reactions to my series of Game-Engine interface poems 

 

An anonymous player of my newest art game Scrape Scraperteeth verbosely, and with 

great pixilated venom, described all the ways my game entirely and completely failed.  

Aside from poor playability, hobo-esque design and crashing coding, he spent a 

considerable effort blasting me personally. Suggesting I was an art school wanker with 

serious mental health issues, and most likely had a sordid criminal record filled with all 

manner of sexual deviances, he ended his diatribe with a direct threat to my skin and 

bones should I make another work.  Others in the same forum quickly leaped to his side, 

wielding great textual swords of agreement.  But, surprisingly, hidden in the bitter 

streams are islands of love, chiming comments of adoration. They tend to be quieter (as 
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is the law of internet land), showing me love through back alley emailing or reviews, 

and sharing my work on obscure and major sites across the net.    

 

Since 2007, when I released game, game, game and again game into the gaming world 

(followed by four more games) the above scenario of extreme hate or love, from a 

polarized audience, has played out many dozens of times, across all continents, in a 

bizarrely broad range of web portals, from drug nuts to adult content, in major 

international magazines and even elementary school syllabi. My games struck and 

continue striking nerves and brain stems, inspiring the sharing of something so odd, so 

terrible or compelling, citing notions about games that are not games, art that is not art, 

poetry that is, well, poetry.  

 

In Oklahoma, where I was raised, belief systems dominate social life. For some it’s 

Baptististic evangelism, others are ruled by Sooner football, and everyone worships oil. 

So game, game, game and again game was built for a poetic exploration of such life-

dominating notions as Real Estate, Pharmaceuticals or Buddhism. The hand-drawn 

backgrounds were created, both from frustration with the ultra-clean/perfect design 

aesthetic of most net art and my yearnings to create a hand-made facade. One of the 

game’s most baffling aspects are the home videos. In essence these represent my belief 

system, as cheesy as it sounds, of family. They were shot by my grandfather, with the 

first level’s clip my mother coming out of the hospital with newly-born me in her lap. I 

also experimented with game play to reflect these beliefs, from the cycle of suffering for 

Buddhism to the leaping into danger of Faith or the traffic game of Cars.   

 

Let’s get this out of the way. The most common comment about my work is simply 

“WTF?!.” And I will admit it is also somewhat accurate.  I did not set out to share my 

work in the popular parts of the net, nor intend to play the role of ‘crazy dude’ in 

gaming circles. game, game, game and again game and others were created as digital 

poems for the Electronic Literature community, built for galleries and academic venues. 

And while the game was happily accepted by artists and professors, the notion of having 

an audience of only a few hundred (most of whom are only attending for free 

wine/cheese or because some course required it) was entirely unsatisfying. Around that 

time I was helping a German PhD student (Jens Schroeder) with some research into 

video games (mostly involving crashing games conventions) and after a few beers 
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where I complained about the tiny hit counts of art realms, Jens suggested I try sending 

my crazy game-like creature to some of the gaming blogs.  

 

Later that night I sent a poorly-crafted email to the generic info/tips/contact addresses of 

such sites as Kotaku, Joystiq, Destructoid, Jayisgames and others. As a lark I inserted a 

“send me an email” note on the game’s final screen. Not being used to receiving 

messages from anyone other than complaining students or failed ebay bid notices, I left 

my email unchecked over the weekend.  Then on Monday morning, my usual four 

messages were replaced by a few hundred.  And after checking my server stats I found 

all the above game blogs (and numerous cleverly named others) had reviewed my work, 

and indeed the game continued spreading and spreading over the next weeks and 

months.  

 

As an artist it was an awakening. Here was an artwork, considered experimental in the 

fields of electronic art and writing, a digital poem and net-artwork for crusty crunk’s 

sake. And it was being discussed, shared, blasted and praised as a game. But I wasn’t 

prepared for the extremes of player’s responses. There were creative and disturbingly 

specific death threats, marriage proposals including images of shaved and unshaved 

areas circled and labelled with detailed directions. Some people sent money and others 

gave suggestions for psychiatrists.  Every morning they kept coming, and I became 

addicted to checking my server statistics and vainly searching for the latest exposure. 

 

After game, game, game and again game’s viral (a terrible cliché) spread tapered, I 

itched to make another art game.  I spent months creating the zombie shooter-inspired 

Alarmingly these are not Lovesick Zombies. I explored a perpetual enemy shooter 

engine as a way to create an interactive sculpture generator. I crafted background videos 

for mini-narratives and toyed with the notions of absurd scoring goals and having levels 

reachable only upon losing. And sadly the game was a disaster.  I had let the www 

attention get into my head, and created a game weird for the sake of being weird. 

Somehow the internet collective consciousness picks up on disingenuous creations and 

destroys them with the hammer of disinterest. If you are going to create an abstract 

hand-drawn poetry art-game, do it from your unique imagination (the back of your 

head) and not from what you think will disturb others or get the most hits.  The game 

was met with relative web silence and sank like a chubby, cake-heavy synchronized 
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swimmer. So, I decided to go back into my safe academic world and never make another 

game, ever, never, ever. Sniff. Sniff. 

 

Thankfully, my gamer-hating, zombie-loving, emo-esque party lasted less than a month. 

What broke my brief funk was, oddly and appropriately enough, the webmaster of a 

series of “adult video” sites.  Almost a dozen teen, clip, hot, kitten, humping websites 

listed game, game, game and again game as a top link.  As you might expect, the visitor 

count was massive, and with my work saving tons of lubricating jelly and paper towels, 

I was recharged.  If my game could disrupt the hormone-fueled drive of money-shot 

seeking browsers, maybe my brand of artsy-crazy still had legs.  

 

I decided to thematically center my next art game on what had been preoccupying my 

mind for the previous year: the strange bi-polar space of the gaming community, and its 

love and hate of my craptastic creations.  So in mid-2008 i made this. you play this. we 

are enemies was born. The aptly-titled game used screenshots of popular web portals, 

from the lumbering beasts of Yahoo/Google to fancy-pants sites like BoingBoing and 

Metafilter, for the level designs.  I wanted to create the effect of doodle annotation, of 

marking up the screenshots with commentaries about the portals and what they 

represented. The player becomes the doodler, with each coin-like reward adding to the 

visuals. Oddly, introducing the idea of an intermission seemed to spur incredible 

numbers of  emails. These missives weren’t so much commentary about the use of an 

intermission as they were the result of a pause in the frenetic insanity. I also attempted 

to introduce more traditional game elements, more enemies, harder level design and 

secret transporters. And in an unpublished version of the game I included five additional 

levels inspired by ESPN, Suicide Girls and others. Their exclusion in the final version 

had more to do with wanting to keep the game world size manageable than content 

issues. 

 

i made this. you play this. we are enemies spread even more than game, game, game and 

again game, showing up in newspapers such as the New York Post and Der Speigel, on 

Russian MTV, and in magazines like Wired and others.  This repeat success seemed to 

signal one thing: there were gamers hungry for the strange and unique, for the odd 

combination of poetry and art in a world dominated by clean graphics and complex 

game play.  It even inspired some lovely copyright battles, because deeper in the game 
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are three appropriately sequenced levels utilizing Disney’s main page, the RIAA (the 

folks that sued grandmotherly pirates) and Mininova (at the time a major bittorent 

destination). I received a few threatening emails from prestigious-sounding law firms 

demanding all sorts of madness. I would like to think my academically-driven 

responses, hinged on satire laws, made them go away. Instead it was most likely all 

those that stole the game’s SWF and placed it on gaming portals that made their task 

seem impossible. And, I suppose, my living in Australia didn’t hurt.  

 

The follow-up, and perhaps my most literary and theory-driven game, was Evidence of 

Everything Exploding. Continuing with the annotating doodle notion, I chose documents 

for the level designs. Each of the documents represented pivotal or interesting moments 

in recent human history. There is Bill Gate’s Computer Brew letter where he argues for 

charging for software, a government warning about the pre-WW1 pandemic flu, the 

NASA moon landing document and the patent for the Pizza box among others. Moving 

away from the platform engine, I used a top-down shooter engine while including some 

of the same tricks as in previous games for pop-up narratives and other artistic content. 

And keeping with the theme of these documents as keys to our social puzzle, I included 

locked areas and required exploration for keys chased by more complex enemies. In 

some ways the increased difficulty of Evidence of Everything Exploding made for a 

smaller audience, as it hit that murky middle ground between proper game and art 

experience.  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 7: Evidence of Everything Exploding 

 

 

Evidence of Everything Exploding 

 

Using documents, both historical and little-known from Bill Gates, NASA, James Joyce, 

Dadaism, Neil Gaiman, Fidel Castro, the Pizza Box Patent and many others, the art 

game Evidence of Everything Exploding explores those strange moments where history 

turns or doesn’t, where unusual forces collide to create or topple storylines, to build new 

futures. With the same hand-drawn, marked-up style, this game uses a Maze engine to 

guide the player through unsolvable puzzles. On each level are prophecies and stories 

inspired by the history and events the documents represent. The madness of the pages 

meets the madness of the game.  
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Using a top down, platform engine (without gravity) Evidence of Everything Exploding 

is a game-driven digital poem exploring various historical and contemporary texts. Each 

level’s poetic content is built from the document’s sub-sub texts and curious 

consequences. With Bill Gates’ letter to the Computer Brew Club about monetizing 

hobby computing, we find the seeds of an empire; James Joyce is caught in an infinite 

loop of changing texts; Fidel Castro’s boyhood letter to the US president praising 

America and asking for money signals an opportunistic future. 

 

I’ve made other games since this one, as well as a whole herd of other less gamey 

excursions into interactive poetry and straight dynamic/generative digital art.  These 

works, while well regarded in some realms, never reach the same massive audience as 

those using a game engine.  Games are a common interface, a universal language. They 

are a ladder and a foothold for the average player to experience abstract art/poetry.  

When driving in Mongolia you might not know what the signs say, but you know 

enough about the shapes and directions to find your way to the hotel without smashing 

into overloaded delivery trucks. And like all other creative tools, games can be anything 

the creator imagines, toying with, or destroying entirely, player expectations and 

becoming poetry. And yet there are some who argue against this notion of a game 

becoming a poem. Tabbi argues the boundaries between digital art, computer games, 

and digital literature are blurred, yet those distinctions are necessary 

 
so that a literary language [can] create its own self-awareness, its own 
specificities, genres, and supporting networks that are needed to distinguish the 
literary arts from visual, oral, and computational media… Where games demand 
interaction and where conceptual arts bring us to a new, embodied understanding 
of the primacy of perception in the arts, literature does something else, 
something requiring continuity and development, not constant interruption 
through the shifting of attention from one medium to another. (Tabbi 2010: 39)  

 
And while I agree literature does do something else, does demand attention and 

continuity from the reader and writer, the two, the game and the poem are not exclusive. 

Additionally, the shifting attention is exactly the poetic point in many of my works, I 

intentionally adjust between form and media and meaning within the game environment.  
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Scrape Scraperteeth 

 

My latest art game Scrape Scraperteeth, commissioned by the San Francisco Gallery of 

Modern Art, was built from the directive to make a small-scale creation, simple and 

representative of my previous works. And while its not an entirely new take on the 

digital poetry game form, it does uniquely focus on one of the dominant events of the 

past few years, the real estate speculation crash. I love the notion of creating micro-

games as artistic/poetic commentary on important news events or controversial topics. It 

might not be a complicated game, but as an artistic statement I’m charmed by its 

singular focus. And unlike many of my previous works, its primary thematic focus is a 

political message. And thus it does showcase the varied usages of a game interface for 

digital poetry, how the platform engine can be an ideal canvas for a variety of possible 

poems. 

 

 
Game description screenshot 6: Scrape Scraperteeth 

 

Scrape Scraperteeth also represents the movement of an interface from experimental 

form to an established approach to building digital poems. As such, I could explore 
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other facets of the game environment, previously unexplored. For example, I included 

textual elements which follow the hero/creature, creating a dynamic poetic layer for 

each layer. Additionally the explosions for each reward use text as a visual element, 

creating animated concrete poems each time they are triggered. And I am particularly 

charmed by the hand-drawn backgrounds, which, unlike my previous games, utilize and 

examine geography and location via photographs of the Gold Coast skyline.  

 

 

In no way does detailing my game-making experiences intend to say ‘look what a great 

artist I am’ or ‘I’m more popular than Kangaroo Jack’ (I’ve always wanted to type that). 

Indeed, I admit I am not a great game maker. My drawings are messy, and my work is 

difficult for those outside the net-art/digital poetry spheres to understand. Instead, my 

intention is to show how creating games that are truly unique, creating with a reckless 

abandon, without regard to convention, can actually lead to interesting artwork, but also 

to a substantial audience. Yes, half your audience might hate you with words of violence 

and bitterness, but the other half will send you long, adoring notes of how your work 

reached some unused part of their brain, a brief crazy escape from the madness of their 

daily life.  
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Start Interview Seven of Eight 

 

Interviewer: Mathias Jansson  

Publication: “Aim, Fire, Poetry! Jason Nelson And The New Literature”, Digimag, 

Issue 63 

April, 2011 

http://www.digicult.it/digimag/issue-063/aim-fire-poetry-jason-nelson-and-the-

new-literature/ 

 

Mathias Jansson: What kind of videogames and poetry do you appreciate and 

inspire you as an artist? 

 

Lately I’ve been fascinated by the strange stories built into cut scenes and introductory 

movies of 1980s Atari or Nintendo games. The contrast between the relatively simple 

game play/graphics and the complex animated or image based storylines presented as 

rewards for defeating tentacled bosses. And while I doubt they were educated in the 

literary tradition, those who created early game narratives were pioneers. Their attempts 

to create small worlds and back-stories continue to be the inspiration for movies, games 

and novels thirty years later. 

 

Additionally, those early games were often messy and dysfunctional with chaotic 

clashes of sounds and images. Without high powered graphics engines or developed 

AIs, the creators had to be creative within a limited framework. And so, I often scour the 

web for emulators and ROMS of any and all games systems. A project over the next 

year is to crack open ROMS for Space Adventure or Cute Animal platform games. Once 

inside I want to rewrite the rules or alter/disrupt the graphics. I imagine inserting acerbic 

poetic texts into Atari tennis games, or adding my own poorly filmed cut scenes into 

Sega Pirate Quests. 

 

In a more modern vein, I’m always fascinated by how somewhat easy to use software, 
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like Flash or GameMaker, is used to create an intimidating wide range of Indie games. 

Much of these would be considered outsider art. 

  

As for poetry, I continually find myself pulling/creating poems from found texts. 

19th century engineering journals, old medical documents, strange maps, diagrams of 

computer systems, which are filled with contemporary poetry. The language of science 

is often riddled with poetic descriptions or curious stories. Additionally, I create poetry 

through generative means. 

 

Sometimes I filter movies, radio talk shows, political speeches through speech-to-text 

software. And because most code that translates sound into words is buggy and 

inconsistent, or filled with bias and predefined notions of language, the outcome of the 

filtered are pages of nearly incoherent grammars and word couplings. 

 

Often though, the textual relationships generated are beautiful and can be used to spark 

poetry within nearly all my creations. And of course, I am a voracious reader and 

explorer, so any poetry, fiction, creative non-fiction I can find ends up inspiring me in 

some way. 

 

Creating digital poetry is so multi-linear and dimensional, and contains such a variety of 

media and poetic intersections that inspiration must come from all directions. As soon as 

I begin to create a new work, five new works seem to spring from the original idea. 

Critics often suggest some of my works seem incomplete either in their construction or 

in meaning. And I would say incompletion and messiness are part of the fabric of digital 

poetry. 

   

Mathias Jansson: How do you think Internet, and new media as videogames, have 

changed and will change how we read and experience poetry in the future? 

 

Video Games are a language, an architecture for relaying ideas, for exploring some 

artistic / theoretical / poetic / educational / economic (and on and on) notions. The rise 

of relatively easy to code/create games unattached to profit/corporate directions, has 

meant game creators could use these architectures to communicate/build pretty and 

disturbing creatures. While I am overjoyed by the viral spreading my games have 
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encountered, all my odd creations have accomplished is to slightly stretch how these 

frameworks could be used. Indeed, I am continually surprised by the creativity 

displayed in the independent gaming community. 

 

And yet, I am equally shocked by how most big budget, platform specific works are, for 

the most part, un-creative and boring and over rely on fancy graphics. And even how we 

define “games” are constantly in revision. Maybe the term “game” no longer 

encapsulates what we create. If you can play/interact/solve/engage/rethink with an 

artwork, does that make it a game? 

 

As for the future, interactive interfaces might not replace paper/static screen poetry. But, 

I am confident, interactive works will soon be a critical component of the literary 

landscape. The Internet, portable devices, game consoles, are the language of Digital 

Natives. Anyone born after 1990 will envision content as interactive and multimedia, 

and each year after only increases their tendency to visual, spatial and responsive 

thinking. 

 

Indeed, I’ve already seen signs of a backlash towards interactive poetry, and important 

signs of its impending dominance. Exactly how the poetry manifests itself will depend 

on the gadgets and codes developed. But in ten years, poetry will be written with 

interfaces, images, sounds, movements, databases, interactivity, game components all as 

vital as poetic texts. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 18: Between Treacherous Objects 

  

Mathias Jansson: Can you tell me some about your trilogy of poetic art 

games: Game, Game and Again Game, I made this. You play this. We are 

enemies and Evidence of everything exploding? 

 

Most see them as a trilogy. But I actually view most of my digital poetry creatures as 

game-like creations. Aside from the platform or top-down game engines, there is a slot-

machine that predicts your death, generating a death scenario with each spin. I created a 

Zombie game, that while a failure in many ways does have the best title ever written 

(Alarmingly these are not Lovesick Zombies). Other works such as the within-within 

space of Between Treacherous Objects, the various cube creations, or the more fictional 

creations of The Bomar Gene or Dreamaphage or Wittenoom, all incorporate some 

game aspects. 

 

And one of my latest works, Sydney’s Siberia, allows the user to infinitely explore a re-

combinatory mosaic of poetic tiles. It’s a game of hide and seek with poetry that you can 

play forever. In addition, I’ve tried and failed with other game artworks, including a 

space shooter that takes 2 million minutes to play, or a soon to be released game that 

fills the screen with tombstones and short character bios of those killed during the game. 

So, while I understand why you might see a trilogy, I’m hoping it’s more of a 
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continually expanding experiment with interactive game-like poetic machines. And 

what is the difference between a machine and a creature? 

 

Mathias Jansson: What about the game with the title I made this. you play this. we 

are enemies? 

 

The title was a direct response to the thousands of emails/forum posts/blog entries about 

game, game, game and again game that either loved it, or venomously hated it. That 

kind of polarized response, that strong visceral reaction is a great compliment to a 

creator, but at first the anger and aggression some expressed made me realize that 

combining two disparate art forms (poetry and games) meant I would ultimately make 

enemies in both camps. Some poets exclaimed my work wasn’t truly literary and some 

game makers deemed by creations as easy-to-play artsy wankerism. 

 

So, I created I made this. you play this. we are enemies using screenshots from many of 

the sites that promoted/lauded/lambasted my work. My idea was to mark-up or annotate 

the sites, to place a poetry game within net-based spaces, to combine sketchbook with 

commentary with absurd exploration. Although I am sure those addicted to the new-new 

of new media will cry out “same-same is lame-lame”, I am planning to revisit the 

marked up screenshot poetry game platform. And instead of choosing popular sites, I’ll 

be targeting relatively unknown portals, like the homepage for an Arboretum in Kansas 

or a small town museum in Vancouver, Canada or Toy Train collector’s society, to 

bring digital poetry to local fanaticism. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 19: Religion in the poetry of game, game, game and again game 

  

Mathias Jansson: Which role has the player/reader in your games, for example 

in game, game, game and again game? 

 

Even the simple left/right/up arrow movement of my poetry games allow the reader to 

take the role of hero. To mentally live, however briefly, within the screen. And to 

varying degrees, within all my creations the reader/player truly does become the writer. 

No, I am not giving them complete control, nor am I generating texts from their 

movements and/or responses/reactions. The creator’s ideas/aesthetic is still strange 

attractor to all my digital creatures. It’s almost as if I am offering them access to the 

back of my brain, letting them drive a lumbering hard-to-steer go-cart through poetic 

multimedia musings. 

 

Mathias Jansson: Evidence of Everything Exploding has a SF-story background 

about 10 important sheets of paper. Why these 10 papers and what are these levels 

representing in the game? 

 

History, at least that history we study in school or experience through the media, is 

defined by seminal moments, is built from the evidence of seemingly important events. 
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For Evidence of Everything Exploding I determined my own historical moments, 

signifiers of our contemporary condition. Perhaps it’s best if I take you through all the 

levels, explaining, for the first time, how I chose the document for each. 

 

One: the title page for an early etymological dictionary. Understanding the origin of 

language, the inspirations for terminologies is critical for poetic exploration. And the 

level one story is centered on how language is used for dominating culture. 

 

Two: an early Dadaism poster. As you’ve noticed, my work is usually heavily tinged 

with the surreal. The Dadaist movement, I feel, is the most influential thought 

movement of the 20th century. We force logic on what are inherently Alien systems. 

 

Three: the trajectory diagram for NASA’s first Moon landing. An obvious choice, at 

least on a personal level. As I am enamoured with space travel and amazed at both the 

skill needed to travel to our nearest satellite, and saddened that for over thirty years we 

have yet to return. 

 

Four: the Bill Gates Letter to Hobbyists from the Computer Brew Club newsletter. 

There was a moment when software turned bad, when code became commodity, when a 

language became copyright. This letter represents that sad change, the beginning of 

charging for hello. 

 

Five: a 1918 US Gov’t Warning Letter concerning the Spanish Flu pandemic. After the 

virus seemed unstoppable, there were plans drafted to isolate a small healthy population 

for the survival of humanity. The result of a multi-million-killing virus was for 

communities to avoid large congregations for the next forty years. 
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Digital Poetry Screenshot 20: Level Two of Evidence of Everything Exploding 

  

Six: copyright infringement notice to writer Neil Gaiman from the producers of Attack 

of the Killer Tomatoes. User/reader absurdity and a narrow victory for public 

commentary. What if linking to a website you criticize was illegal? 

 

Seven: a page from James Joyce. His odd confluence of words and ideas and strange 

inspired me to write, and began to rip fiction from its rusting cage. 

 

Eight: NYC Museum of Modern Art rejection letter to pre-famous Andy Warhol. It’s 

funny how success and fame alter a critic/curator’s judgement. Personality/perception as 

conceptual underpinning to marginally interesting art. 

 

Nine: letter from a very young Fidel Castro praising America and seeking money. 

Rarely are megalomaniacs driven by anything other than ego. Politics are a malleable 

investment portfolio and one of oddest long-standing conflicts could have been avoided 

by a ten dollar investment. 
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Ten (the last level): the patent for the Pizza Box. Simple, ubiquitous and genius. A 

cultural symbol that just might outlast all the Face/My/Twit/Googs of the world. We are 

packaging for the easiest of foods. 

 

 

End Interview Seven of Eight 

________________________________________________________________ 
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Interface 7: Sound Engine and uses within my work 

 

Digital Poems: Various 

 

 

My mentor Brett Wallach, a professor of Human Geography at the University of 

Oklahoma, a starlit genius of a writer/scholar, would often throw out brief wisdoms 

before sending me away.  One of his most eccentric bits of advice was to not listen to 

music as you write. He suggested that music was too powerful in the ways it 

manipulated emotion and opinion. His early writing, he claimed, was supposedly tainted 

by the artificial emotions coming from the sounds in his ear instead of the material his 

words explored. From my experience, he is entirely correct. The soundtrack of films can 

be used to make a sweeping shot of a dog running seem menacing or nostalgic, funny or 

thought provoking. Poets have long known the power of sound, of the spoken word. Too 

many times have I disliked a poet’s book, only to be swayed into adoration by attending 

one of their readings. One of the most successful areas of poetry has been the rant-like 

spoken word competitions and collections, the way these performers drew listeners into 

their words with well-placed pauses and intonations.  

 

The sounds/music have been one of the most critically panned and praised aspects of my 

digital poems. If people recognize artists/writers from their style, the sounds/music I 

create clearly has a common tone.  Some call them dark and disjointed and others plead 

for the music files (despite their looping brevity).  It’s been well covered elsewhere that 

sound and noise and music can change the emotional tone and cadence of artworks, 

films, ambient environments, anything where sound is a component.  

 

I incorporate sound and music and spoken word into my digital poems in a range of 

ways (note: I create nearly all the audio content, either from scratch or via modified and 

captured sources).  Though sound/music itself isn’t an interface, I do use it as a primary 

driver of interface elements such as navigation triggers, reward content or to 

differentiate sections within an individual poem. Thus there are certain uses of sound 

that feature in nearly all my digital poems.   
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The most prevalent among my soundtracks is the back-track or looping ambient music 

underpinning different sections/pages. Typically I use a program called Fruity Loops 

that takes samples of sound and allows for adjustments in pitch and tone, while placing 

those modified sounds on a timeline. It’s particularly good at creating short musical 

segments for looping. Although creating a series of ten- to twenty-second loops for the 

ambient soundtrack means I must be careful about not creating loops that become 

maddeningly repetitive. Within my poetry games, I use different soundtracks for each 

level. Partially this creates an emotional/poetic tone for the level, and it also can inspire 

the reader/player to adjust their playing style or speed. A fast and loud beat will push 

them into a quicker pace. And a slow windy noise with occasional crowd chatter can 

coax audiences into lingering and exploring (or falling asleep!).  

 
Sound…is essential to poetry. The medium of poetry has traditionally been the 
human body in live readings, however, the emergence of new technologies such 
as the telephone, the phonograph, the radio, the microphone, the loudspeaker and 
more recently, digital recorders has allowed us to expand poetry’s reach. (Sapnar 
cited in Hughes 2008: 18)  

 

Sound is also a navigation trigger within my digital poetry interfaces. For example, in 

my work Basement for the Top Half of Machines or its predecessor Uncontrollable 

Semantics, I use spoken word to hint at contents of other pages/sections/levels. For 

example I might use the phrase “north is falling” to imply both a geographic 

relationship, but also the mouse physics. Then on that level I would change the phrase 

for north to “above they falter” to suggest an entirely different content-user/reader 

relationship, while mirroring the overall convention for that digital poem. In some of my 

games, I use sounds to adjust movement through noises considered abrasive or 

annoying, an auditory barrier. As Hughes says: “In this model sound is meaning, which 

challenges the conventional notion that form and content are separate entities” (Hughes 

2008: 24).  

As all my digital poems layer poetic content on the screen, that layering happens in the 

speakers as well.  For example, in Evidence of Everything Exploding each of the levels 

has audio content triggered by the player reaching certain goals. The sounds are 

modified clips of historic speeches, adding to the overall theme of the poetry game of 

culturally significant inventions/discoveries and events. In The Bomar Gene sound is 
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used to reflect the genetic mutations and their resulting semi-useless abilities. One of the 

levels uses recordings of my niece and nephew singing to relay the power of 

communicating with trees through song. And Pandemic Rooms explores the user/reader 

controlled remixing of sound within an interface designed for adding and adjusting 

sound clips on the screen. Brillenburg-Wurth described the process in relation to my 

digital poem Another Emotion: 

 

[The interaction of words] with the repetitive music makes, if not for a visual 
music, then for a visual-musical pattern that renders the music a spatial and the 
colours a temporal aspect: the music is heard in terms of spatial movement. 
(Brillenburg-Wurth 2006: 7) 

 

With most of my digital poems being largely multi-linear, recombining and inter-

dimensional text-based poems, the sound poets out there were bitterly demanding some 

auditory goodness. With that in mind, inside my silly-silly brain, I created a remixing 

poetry interface. My digital poem engine is designed for creating simple interactive 

sound poems. And while it is mostly a learning and experimentation tool, I have used 

the engine in a few of my digital poems, notably for a level of Pandemic Rooms and a 

modified version for Wittenoom. The user drags sound icons to the screen, placing them 

in sequence and height for order and volume. Then, using a simple timeline, a line 

moves across the screen triggering sounds and looping back. This interface is a net-

based musical instrument for the remixing/rethinking/reconfiguring of the spoken word.   

 

To create an interactive poem, the poet must consider multiple factors. Obvious 

statements spin out from the screen. “Here they come. Here they come.” Three syllables 

repeated, sounds for movement and meaning within a poetic sequence. First of course 

are the lines themselves, the bits of voice, noise, word, song. When recording your 

poetry consider all the usuals: volume, cadence, tone, tenor, speed, emphasis and of 

course the lovely words, those poetic accidentals, incidentals. A travel case for 

conversations.  

 

Of course understand that the user/reader will recombine them anywhere on the screen, 

as many times as suits them at that moment. It’s not as if you’ve given up, but more 
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you’ve granted others the chance to be half or one quarter you, toying with your poetry 

genes, your chord-like bramblings. This is now a word.  
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Interface 8: Maps and Geography 

 

Digital Poems: Various 

 

 

I include this discussion about geography, map interfaces and digital poetry because my 

interest in place and the spatial nature of the screen underpins nearly all of my creations.  

There’s no map-based digital poem included in my PhD’s creative component, since the 

work I have created for the New River Journal was a collaborative project, undertaken 

with the students at Virginia Tech, entitled The Olin and Preston Institute and uses a 

map of the campus as its base. But works such as Sydney’s Siberia and Wittenoom are 

clearly influenced by my background in Cultural Geography and my fascination with 

the land/digiscapes. And these game works and their gamescapes use platforms and 

screenshots and hand-drawn backdrops as map-like geographic markers. Therefore, 

while I do not include a digital poem solely based on a map interface, the discussion that 

follows is critical to understanding how I use interfaces within my creations.  

 

For a year, while working in the Oklahoma City’s planning office, I was driven around 

in a fire marshal van to record various types of land use and building condition on large 

structure outline maps. To acquire a complete data set for the city, we had to drive 

through every street, alleyway, field and industrial setting of the city (which in 1969 was 

the largest city in the world area-wise, with over 640 square miles of land). We learned 

to work quickly, as the only oversight on our time was to pick up the maps in the 

morning and deliver them at end of the workday. Our driver, a man named Kenny, was, 

we felt – based on his endless recital of violent sex jokes, his Italian suits, shoes and 

demeanour – part of the mob witness relocation program. Kenny quickly identified that 

if we learned to read the landscape faster, we could spend half the day at his house 

watching his collection of crime movies, and secretly fearing a hitman to burst in, 

bullets radiating from the door to our heads and chests. Comparing it to a speed reading 

course he had once taken (we assumed in prison) he taught us to look for common 

traits/features in structures, to see the entire block instead of mentally jumping from 

house to house. While we became experts in film noir, he would place half a dozen 
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maps on his living room carpet. Comparing them to the maps we’d already recorded, he 

would complete them based on similarities in house shape and location.  

 

The intensity of the work, identifying structure conditions at 40 mph, the day after day 

repetition, and Mob-boss gone good Kenny’s forceful yet incredibly astute advice, 

burned a pathway in my brain for connecting maps to the various scapes and patterns 

around us. In essence, I learned, each city is a gigantic, sprawling, continually-changing 

and organically-patterned digital poem. Its texts are driveways and storefronts, street 

signs and tree houses, road kill and abandoned cars. And the ways we read these city 

poems are influenced both by our routes, but also the physical and mental maps we 

create to interpret and navigate them.  Soon after our city survey was complete, and we 

no longer needed a driver, Kenny died, supposedly of a heart attack.  He was found 

slumped on his leather couch, a map of Alaska in his lap, a “Learn Japanese” CD 

playing on repeat and a bank check for enough money to start a new life in his silk suit’s 

interior pocket.   

 

There, of course, has always been a difference between the language, the poetry of maps 

and the landscape.  I often prefer exploring the map of a place, rather than the place 

itself.  Despite its fascinating history and the unseen power it has had over how we 

explore the world, I won’t attempt here to cover the history of cartography. It isn’t the 

methods and research that goes into the creation of the map that inspires me. It is the 

map itself, its particular streets, shapes, names, lines and relationships. Using a map 

without knowing the place it represents, is like tearing pages randomly from a late 19th 

century engineering journal. I can understand many of the symbols and terminologies, 

the basic reference points. But all the unknown elements, all the fragments of roads or 

half descriptions of the weight of flywheels are places for poems to begin, are malleable 

unfinished metaphors waiting for a poetic completion.  

 

In deciding what kind of map to use as a basis for a digital poem, I wavered between a 

large map with a large scale (for example the United States) and a smaller more intimate 

scale (a small city or neighbourhood). The larger maps offer more chances for clearly 

defined relationships between place and poetic line. If using a US map, each of the 

states has easily recognizable areas with generally well-known 

histories/personalities/mythos.  The poetry would then reflect these broad relationships, 
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with stanzas written for each state centred on a more generalized theme. On the other 

hand, smaller areas, like the city centre of Wellington Kansas, for example, would allow 

for a more narrative approach in the poetry. The story, or at least the manufactured 

history of a place could be reflected in lines that rose from specific hotspots. A large 

building anchoring the main intersection, might be the start of a poem hovering around a 

country clerk’s struggles with small town isolation.   

 

 
The Olin and Preston Institute: a collaborative Map Poem with students from Virginia Tech U 

 

One of the problems that might arise from using a map interface for a digital poem, is 

that maps are such a dominant language that there is the danger of overwhelming the 

poetics. This problem of an interface taking over, in essence mesmerizing and thus 

hiding the other poetic elements from the user/reader, is common to most 

dynamic/interactive/complex interfaces. For example, with the cubes or the mouse 

followers or the game engines, the act of engaging with the interface might dominate the 

user/reader’s experience. Certainly this has been a common criticism of the use of game 

interfaces in digital poems, as user/readers sometimes concentrate more on playing the 

game than engaging with the content. Therefore, methods/tricks should be used to 

encourage a slow down in the experience of the digital poem.  As I’ve mentioned, I am 

always hesitant to list a series of concrete rules for any of my creations. 
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Aside from the more direct transference of using maps, nearly all of my works involve 

some level of geographic play, either through the spatial nature of the interfaces or 

within their thematic/poetic thrust, their story or guiding theme. Sydney’s Siberia and 

the other works using my infinite mosaic interface are a good example of how spatial or 

locative aspects are vital to the work’s function and meaning.  I describe the works 

elsewhere, but briefly the interface requires the user/reader to explore the geography of 

the screen, with the poetic tiles themselves firmly derived from locations. Really, the 

work is an exploration or tour of my poetic interpretation of geography and place. Other 

works, such as Wittenoom or Scrape Scraperteeth inhabit place more through the 

overarching theme, using geography as the central driver of the poem’s narrative. 

 

Oddly, despite my strong interest and background in geography, I have few works 

directly using maps in their interfaces or design. As I will discuss later, locative poetry 

should feature centrally in my future work – certainly now that smart phones and their 

GPS capabilities have made such projects easier.  
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Interface 9: Compass and Directional 

 

Digital Poem: Wide and Wildly Branded 

 

 

In Oklahoma it’s near impossible to get lost.  A grid on concrete lines, parallel 

pathways, means there are dozens of different ways to arrive/depart from/to any 

town/city/county or creepy cult-owned compound. A favourite weekend activity was to 

just start driving, turning only based on randomly selected rules, left at the next street 

name with an R and right after a crow eats road kill. And even when we ended up in 

previously unknown towns, or the road turned to dirt and then grass, finding our way 

home was a simple matter of North and South. Your mind, and indeed your body 

becomes dependent on this grid, this constant orientation, the forever intersection of the 

horizontal and the vertical.  

 

And almost immediately, after arriving in Australia, I was lost. Not only was the sun 

position wrong, the magnetic pull backwards, but the streets were scattershot, poorly 

organized, built for immediate need rather than planning. A trip to the grocery store 

meant wandering off deep into neighborhoods, spending hours on longer strips asking 

for the way home. At one point I bought an old thrift store compass, complex with its 

arrows and circular dials. Although the accuracy of the device was questionable, it 

became a security blanket, a reminder to reorient myself. For a while the world was a 

circle, a half true mix of directional imperatives leading to hopeful destinations.  

 

And unlike my childhood homeland where geography was innate, I felt continually 

dizzy, literally turning in circles as I gathered my bearings, the rusting compass holding 

my hand, tapping my shoulder saying “you are that way, this is another”. From this I 

began thinking of a poetic interface that would approximate being directionally lost. 

Instead of travelling linearly, my journeys were brief distances between compass 

checks, disjointed landscape observations. So then how could I approximate this 

experience, recreate the poetry of my geographic condition in a digital poem? 
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Much of my experience was stop, check compass, look up and observe, then move 

forward/backwards/sidewise depending on half-logical whims. And I wanted to create 

an interface where circular navigation was central, but the poetry text (words) were 

horizontally oriented. Australia versus Oklahoma, the lost and omni-directional versus 

the straight and parallel.    

 

 
Diagram of a Digital Poem 8: wide and wildly branded 

 

This interface also represents one of my first experiments with using the technology 

XML to load the text/word content. XML is an exciting and yet slightly disillusioning 

technology for digital poets. Standing for External Mark-Up language, XML offers a 

website/digital poem creator the ability to load external content into an existing interface 

in specified locations or at specific intervals. For example, the compass interface uses 

XML to load the poetics lines, which are stored in an XML file, into the screens above 

and beneath the main interface. The benefit of this technique is the ease with which the 

poetry can be changed, added or deleted. Instead of opening the flash source file to 

make alterations, a simple text window and typing will create the changes. Additionally, 
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the interface can then be easily used by other writers who want to play within the form, 

but lack the technical skills needed.  Reduced or manipulating website loading times and 

data visualization are also popular aspects of XML.  

 

Despite its benefits there are considerable consequences for technologies that bypass 

direct interaction with an interface. If a poet’s only involvement with an interface is to 

think of how it impacts the creation/organization of their texts/words, then the interface 

becomes sometime akin to prefabricated manufactured housing. The only real choices 

the poet has in these cases are: which shell to choose and how to decorate the interior. 

And much like mobile homes, there are cases where they are useful, particularly when 

needing a place to shelter while building a proper house on the same site. The danger is 

that the poet becomes complacent, and simply builds makeshift rooms extending the 

thin-walled structure. Or even worse, they fill their scrub oak pocked five acre plot with 

a succession of mobile homes, the older ones either burnt out frames or used for storage 

of vacation-bought nick-knacks. XML or its big brother the CMS (Content Management 

System, a Wordpress blog engine for example) are not to be avoided. The mantra of 

‘anything goes’ or ‘experiment, experiment’ is a major theme in my artistic/poetic 

process/life. But it is important to understand that with each new technology come 

perils, controlling directions that can turn innovation into cliché.  

 
Dramatic sensibility, surprising imagery, and tormented narrative startle the 
reader due in part because of their machine-modulated condition. The 
articulations of the program, written by a person but projected by a computer, 
may not be taken as seriously as the madness in the lines of Edgar Allan Poe or 
other poets who included such dramatic features, but they are convincing 
evidence that emotionally driven content can be projected by the apparatus. 
Various degrees of humor and irony are also supported in these effectively 
randomized, unique cyborgian texts. (Funkhouser 2009: 72) 
 

  
For this exegesis I have categorized my digital poems under the tenuous umbrella of 

specific, water-resistant, interfaces. It’s a useful and enlightening process to help 

understand how the digital interacts, influences and is influenced by literature. As 

Katherine Hayles points out,  

 

The transition from print to electronic literature has rendered these problems 
acute, for electronic literature, with its diverse multimodal interfaces, challenges 
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traditional ways of understanding how, where, and with what capacities we read. 
(Hayles 2009: 39)   

 

Indeed these ‘multimodal interfaces’ are diverse and a challenge to readers, but also to 

the digital poet themselves. How and where and with what interfaces does the digital 

poet create? 

 

And yet these classifications can never fully encapsulate any particular creation. The 

compass interface is a good example, in that numerous of my works, such as 

Uncontrollable Semantics, Wittenoom, Mysterious Basement Machines of the Prairie 

and others, combine a compass-style navigation with such interface elements as mouse-

followers and cubes and other responsive texts. One way of approaching the fog of 

placing my digital poetry into organized and neatly labelled cabinets, is to use the filter 

of layering. As noted numerous times in this exegesis, the layering of poetic content is a 

continually reoccurring feature of my digital poetry. And this layering extends to the 

interfaces as well. 

 

Sometimes, under the exciting and amorphous canopy of experimentation, I attempt to 

combine multiple interfaces on the same screen. For example using cubes within a depth 

interface resulted in a monstrous wonderment, nearly or rather entirely 

unreadable/playable. The multiple animations and dimensional movements crippled 

even the fastest of graphics cards. Other times, the conflicts in user controls, mouse and 

keyboard, meant the user/reader was controlling everything at once. It was a gloriously 

chaotic experiment where the work’s meaning was disrupted by the complete lack of 

control.   

 

I say this as a conceit to those who would argue my interfaces are not as clearly defined 

or in some cases as central to meaning as the overarching argument of my project would 

imply. This is not to say all I’ve written isn’t entirely valid and critical to how and 

where and when etc I create and birth these curious digital creatures. But I do 

acknowledge that my digital poems, such as Wide and Wildly Branded, are always a 

hybrid of multiple approaches, continuously blurring lines and leaping borders. The 

compass-based interface could be seen as a parallel narrative or a mouse-driven 

interactive poem. This points to one of the reasons why so much of my writing is 
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devoted to telling the story of how I created the poems, which includes the writing I 

have done for interviews at various stages of my digital poet adventure. My poems, and 

the writings surrounding them, are a dialogue, a narrative of my conversation with what 

I perceive to be the world. 
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Interface 10: The Infinitely Zooming Mosaic  

 

Digital Poems: Sydney’s Siberia; Messages for our Future (Collaborative Japan 

Project) 

 

Certainly I’ve been guilty of over-stuffing my digital poems, of filling them with 

content within content within content. My art-games are near madness in their hand-

drawn collage over collage style and other works like Pandemic Rooms are filled with 

movie clips within movie clips within move clips. These kinds of ‘thick’ artworks do 

invite the reader to continually play with the work, to inhabit the interface, but for some 

the interface and indeed the digital poem itself is lost. Yes, the content depth is 

important, even vital to my brand of multi-layered/multi-dimensional/multi-linear 

poetry, and offers the user numerous ways of interacting with the works. And yet I 

recognize a need for simpler interfaces, easier to navigate environments. Of course, 

additionally, I have always been searching for ways to showcase images and text via 

more than the simple slideshow or traditional gallery.  

 

And sometimes an interface arises not only from the desire to break away from internal 

artistic/poetic trends, but also comes from process, the gathering of content.  During my 

artistic residency at the Lock-Up arts space in Newcastle, Australia I was tasked with 

creating a new digital poem. The city of Newcastle, and certainly the downtown area 

where I stayed, is a curiously abandoned place. The buildings ooze with history and 

brick and empty windows, there are visual stories in the built environment, largely 

devoid of pesky humans. And not having others to occupy a poet’s imagination, lends 

itself to a visual, image-capture sort of exploration. So I found myself, for two weeks, in 

this city by the sea, rambling down alleyways and up into aging church steeples, 

gathering photographs and thinking of poetic interpretations.  

 
 The only actions available are the actions supported by the material resources 
present in the game. The notion of affordance from interface design is useful 
here. In interface design, affordances are the opportunities for action made 
available by an object or interface. But affordance is even stronger than implied 
by the phrase ‘made available’; in order for an interface to be said to afford a 
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certain action, the interface must in some sense ‘cry out’ for the action to be 
taken. (Mateas 2004: 25) 

 

Sydney’s Siberia – based on my time in Newcastle – is an infinitely zooming/clicking 

mosaic comprised of 121 poetic image tiles, which combine and recombine as you click 

and move and click. The work is thematically attached to the exploratory and re-

combinatory nature of networks, how small worlds are hidden within the larger and 

ever-changing mosaic of the net. The images come from Newcastle, a city just close 

enough to Sydney to feel its magnets and filter its unwanted, a city stuck between desire 

and geography, an old industrial town filled with strange stories and hidden histories, 

but struggling to find some future beyond coal and steel. A modern day Siberia. Each 

tile of this addictively clickable digital poem is a small ficto-history or poetic retelling, a 

sign of the difference between what is there and what they hope (or hoped) for it to 

become. And as each new mosaic is formed, the reader must search for what they 

haven’t seen and find new connections to what continually re-arrives. 

 

Heckman notes that it is the “plasticity of [the] interface” that has caused an increased 

popular interest in simulation in the digital realm (Heckman 2011: 1). Thus, 

recontextualising and reshuffling information is no longer “an aesthetic preference” or 

even a “description of culture”, but the “default nexus for communication” (Heckman 

2011: 1).  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 9: Sydney's Siberia 

 

Throughout this journey, through my digital poetry and their interfaces, I’ve continually 

addressed the user/reader. This, as I’ve noted, is critical because my work doesn’t exist, 

can’t be read, without someone interacting and operating the buttons and movement, the 

menus and game engines, the mouse and responsive texts. Which brings me to the 

reading process, and how often these interfaces help the user/reader to overcome some 

of the difficulty associated with reading poetry. Lance Olsen, in “Against accessibility: 

Renewing the difficult imagination” (Olsen 2006) discusses how many people find 

reading poetry a difficult proposition, largely because of poetry’s depth of meaning or 

hard-to-uncover aesthetic. Anytime a collection of words doesn’t immediately generate 

an image or narrative in the reader’s brain, there is an immediate pull back and in some 

cases an aggressive and dismissive response. However, interfaces like Sydney’s Siberia 
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or the game engines allow the user/reader to adventure into a depth of meaning, 

replicating the usual poetry reading process through interactivity. This visual and 

moving form of reading and understanding offers the brain an additional method or 

pathway for understanding complex and oblique meaning and poetic relationships.    
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Interface 11: Combination of various interfaces 

 

Digital Poems: Wittenoom; Hymns of the Drowning Swimmer; The Bomar Gene 

 

 

Some interfaces are, by themselves, enough to sustain the poetic texts and overall design 

of my works. However, often, and certainly with my digital poems built from complex 

narratives, using various interfaces is necessary. Specifically those works which dissect 

a place or story in multiple parts/sections, events, characters or points of view require 

using different poetic methods.  Again, if the interface is a critical poetic text, and the 

driver of the form and interactivity of the other poetic elements, then it is vital the most 

appropriate interface is chosen for whatever meaning a section of a larger complex 

digital poem is trying to convey. This can result in some confusion from the user/reader 

as they must rethink their approach and learn a new interface from section to section. 

However, I see this as similar to including the various voices of various characters in 

fiction, or to the adjustments of poetic style in the early experimental poetry of the 

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets of the 1980s and 90s.  

 

Curiously, my digital poems using multiple interfaces are not as popular as my singular 

interface works (according to hits information from my websites).  I assume part of this 

deviation in user/reader numbers comes from the accessibility of the work, as the 

combination poems are more complex in both their overall narratives and in their 

functionality. And part of it might be because single file works are easier to share, and 

have a more singular ‘punch’, making consumption and writing about the works easier 

and quicker. The internet thrives on brief mentions and link aggregators. 

 

Another interesting facet of the combination works is their more transparent political 

nature. All of my digital poems are critiques of culture, art, poetry, science, religion or 

myself in some way, but the combination works do tend to more directly address 

political issues. Wittenoom sets its sights on the mining industry, The Bomar Gene on 

genetics and Hymns of the Drowning Swimmer on religion and consumerism. One of the 

reasons why the politics are more apparent is precisely because they use multiple 
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interfaces. The variety of meaning created allows for a deeper poetic analysis or 

exploration of the political theme, and in most cases a stronger narrative line between 

sections.  

 

 

Wittenoom 

 

Digital poetry should surround the reader, to encompass them in the experience, to 

entice their hands and eyes to move with the language and explore the interface. It’s 

critical for digital writers to see the interface, visuals, sounds, and movements as 

poetic/fiction elements. Multimedia and interface components are not just navigational 

holiday lights to pretty-up the place, they add/change/expand the artwork. Within the 

work, Wittenoom, I designed responsive creatures which are fun to play and allow the 

reader to jump between texts, to read in their own ordering, to non-linearly explore the 

inherently non-linear nature of poetry. Layering is also of prime importance, as creating 

a sense of thematic and visual depth embeds the poetry in a larger world, a more 

complex poetic. 

 

In Western Australia, the ex-mining town of Wittenoom, once home to thousands, is 

now empty. The air in the town and the surrounding region is literally cancerous. After 

years of prosperous asbestos mining and dozens of hill-sized tailings piles open to the 

area’s powerful winds, signs warn anyone entering the region of the tiny lung lesion 

fibers. Like a much smaller Chernobyl, Wittenoom represents the quick riches and fast 

ignorance of industry, leaving empty houses and playgrounds intact and unused. 
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 10: Wittenoom and the cancerous breeze 

 

 

Hymns of the Drowning Swimmer 

 

This work is a hymnal, an 18-room church, a spring lake with patchy ice, a flooded 

department store.  Each of the hymns/sections is a song, an interactive word/text stream, 

a memorial to the dying. These new media poems are intended to swim independently 

and as a collection. They are tied together in both textual theme (commercialism as 

religion and watery grave) and visual movement.  

 

This poem is a collection of interactive electronic creatures, floating poems of text, 

moving image, and sound.  Splashing, water-born movement is tied to the drowning 

texts. Think of each hymn as a stage, both in physical presence and in developmental 

role.  Each is a song translating the struggles of commercialism, the heavy wading arms 

of self discovery through purchase. Individually the works require exploration, the 
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cursor swimming. Together they represent the stages of drowning, the art of diving too 

deep, the lungs bathing in the waves, grave wallets in water. 

 

Behind the pew and close to your knees is a lined and numbered book. And you are 

swimming. Your salted arms heavy in the waves.  And you can almost hear singing like 

hooded boats, blind and floating. Hymns of the Drowning Swimmer is an eclectic 

collection of swimmers and their journey to drown in the overly purchased, 

commercially fulfilled ocean. Each of these swimmers, these howling hymns, is derived 

from a different interface, some crawling through watery pixels and others collaging 

texts, words and images like waves rolling over themselves.  

 

On the weekends malls fill, car lots are forests of helium and flags, and those that buy 

stream together to fill sacks and egos past the bitumen. Read the Sunday morning 

paper’s advertisements, thick glossed papers with fulfilling eyes and shiny making 

gizmos. Each price is a location, a number of a song. Paper towels, Toyota tune-ups, 

begin a new career, cross your legs in the undertow, the sand a discount exfoliate. And 

just as consumerist toys lure us with their diverse offerings and their magical abilities to 

meet our multitude of needs, so too do the interfaces attract. They are alike in their 

drifting call, their poetic content floating across the screen, and their diversity mirrors 

the broad group they trap.  

 

When a person drowns it is not the sea or the lake, the river or the half filled claw-foot 

tub that are demonized, blamed for such saturated lungs.  Our faith in buoyancy, the 

displacement of our well heeled lives and smartly appointed rafts, keep us swimming in 

the white caps.  Rarely does a conscious person drown without pushing the water away 

from the body, stroking briefly in doubt. And similarly the interactive elements keep us 

afloat, offers enough user/reader input to keep them swimming towards meaning, an 

interface-created buoyancy for the user/reader to swim against and towards.  

 

 

All the sections are connected via a musical menu, notes as navigation. These shift and 

change like tides, depending on the section. And as buoys, small rafts to the meaning 

behind this poem’s many sections, I include here some instructive comments on 

individual hymns, to describe effects created by the interfaces: 
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Hymn: three hundred and two: when the brain dies (or hymn14.html): Move 

your mouse over the centered text. Words wave out from the mass, staccato 

shots of language, magnified enjambment. The brain misfires. 

 

Hymn: eighteen: perhaps we were never entertained (or hymn2.html): Click on 

the text to open the movable poems. Then within those windows are more texts. 

Here purchase is an ocean current, collecting a crusade. 

 

Hymn: one hundred and twenty: rain drawn (or hymn8.html): The rain will 

flood the navigation. 

 

Hymn: zero point seven: the loudest decompose (or hymn9.html): Rollover and 

rollout are different states of the poem. The arms and legs are too skinny for 

water, the lungs too moist for water. 

 

Hymn: step one of drowning (or hymn16.html): Move your mouse around the 

blank space. Act as if you are swimming downward with your eyes closed. 

When you open them the screen will be struggling for air. 

 

Play, explore, float. 

 

 

The Bomar Gene 

 

The Bomar Gene is a new media, digital fiction hybrid that explores the speculative 

concept that within us, in the codes governing our bodies, is a single unique gene. This 

speculative gene gives each person an individualized ability, a singular talent. The 

work’s nine sections chronicle through ficto-biographies how these abilities 

separate/isolate us from our cultural/physical landscape and yet reside us within those 

spaces the gene impacts. With each story and the accompanying interactive elements, 

the project explores how these genetically-derived abilities consequently adjust our 

internal and external geographies. Through game, video, sonic and interactive 

interfaces, the ways these genes both locate and dislocate the characters are 
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recreated/translated into aesthetic hypertexts. Our genetics build personal layers and our 

cultural response adds dimension. The Bomar Gene utilizes the layering of meanings, 

fiction over code over user-invited exploration, to situate the user within the characters’ 

lives and genes.  And the result is a space within spaces, the story of how our genetics 

effect the larger spaces around us. This project isn’t as much about the science of 

genetics, as it is about human attributes and how those talents and internal deformities 

reconfigure our relationship with ‘where we are’. 

 

Creating this space within space and layering of meanings within The Bomar Gene was, 

at first, problematic. I created characters to represent these genetic mutations, but then 

had to establish those characters within their own interfaces. And because each of the 

genes was unique, a new interface had to be built for each. A combination of games, 

sound engines, common tools such a color pickers and other interactive elements were 

used to represent how the gene mutation might function and affect the world around the 

character. And to keep the work unified and the user/reader from becoming lost within 

the narrative, an overlayed menu interface was created. This allowed for a common 

design scheme across all the genes, as well as an ever-present menu, thus connecting all 

the sections thematically and making the navigation easier and more compelling.  

 

Being a digital fiction (ficto-biography), this work relies on stories, backgrounds, 

settings, profiles to spin its tales. Instead of broad trips through generic genetic 

landscapes, The Bomar Gene concentrates on nine sections that uncover character 

sketches, each of which describes how a specific gene has impacted their inward 

presence and the resulting relationship with their physical and cultural landscapes. 

These sections are layered with descriptive text, interactive artworks and sonic 

resonances. With the text establishing the story, placing the characters within a social 

web, the artworks create a microcosm of experience, letting the user/reader inhabit the 

character’s genetically derived ability. Additionally, the user is given control over the 

author’s intent, to create their own sequence of experiences within a non-linear 

framework. 

 

Here are some examples indicating how the interfaces create their effects: 

  

The Milly Felton Gene 
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“Some (colours) caused severely violent reactions, while others suddenly 

induced reflection or memory.” 

Utilizing the familiar ‘colour picker’ as an interface, this section encourages the 

user to experience colour as a tangible emotion, and navigate the spectrum, 

recreating the geography of the page. Milly’s ability to strongly feel colour is 

isolating and often confusing, but also allows for unique reinterpretations of her 

surroundings.  

 

The Rosario Buena Gene 

“...each snapshot is half an equation, that the moment and place captured has 

another match somewhere…” 

Every photograph, to Rosario, has a twin, a sister-image somewhere in time. Her 

gene lets her make connections between disparate scenes, to relate lives to 

unrelated images. All temporal/physical locations are tethered together. A 

matching-game and its off-kilter, overlapping images and find-a-match 

functionality, is used to highlight the hidden worlds beneath photos. 

 

The Bryant Yeh Gene 

“Without knowing, he recreated complex algorithmic equations/dark matter 

graphs.”  

Bryant never realizes he has an ability. But his only three creations with a 

Spirograph toy have (or could have) significant impacts on those around him 

(and society). It is this unknown impact which influences the scrolling, fleeting 

patterns, unmarked interface, and changeable numbers.  The absence of knowing 

about our abilities does not diminish their consequences. 
 

The Nicole Hawthorne Gene 

“…understanding of parks to the feelings of grocery stores…” 

Successful navigation is often measured by expediency. Nicole’s gene allows her 

to find any location, but only along the most inefficient paths. Instead of text, 

Nicole’s vocal directions, and interactive 3-d routes are utilized to highlight the 

conflict between her ability to uncover her domain, and her inability to make 

direct connections. 
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The Cain Cordova Gene 

“…interpreted all two dimensional shapes not as objects but as strings of 

text…poetic translations…” 

As all Bomar Genes relay the theme of being disconnected by unique abilities, 

by our internal genetics, Cain similarly is at odds with the symbols of his 

socialscape. Instead of realizing a stop sign, Cain sees poetry on the road. 

Utilizing symbol/meaning cards, the interface translates the icons into an 

abstract, poetic context. 

 

The Preston Poe Gene 

“After the building was demolished, children often report seeing colourful 

windows briefly opening…three stories up.” 

If our identities, our worldly footprints, are directed by genetics, then what is our 

impact at birth? Preston’s powerful and destructive gene is realized immediately 

after birth. And while personal meaning takes a lifetime to conceptualize, we are 

a presence from birth. The windows shown in the following screenshot are 

newborn: multiplying and contentless.  

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 21: The Bomar Gene 
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The Gabriel Merc Gene 

“And as he hummed, almost in unison to the brief elongated notes, the tree 

above him began to bloom…” 

Whether through direct action or observation, our internal selves appear as 

external placements. When Gabriel vocalizes thought through noise, nearby 

vegetation responds to his needs. The interface symbolizes a tool, a method for 

immediate control of external content by loading new sounds/spoken word into 

the poem. The vocals are coupled with the vegetation they alter.  

 

The Vincent Laird Gene 

“He knew the numbers of the dead… received seemingly random enumerations 

from the deceased’s lifetimes.” 

Proximity is essential to Vincent’s capacity for knowing seemingly useless facts 

about the diseased. When he is near the dead, he envisions numbers and 

meanings. While the term talent is used most often for advantageous traits, 

sometimes what makes us unique doesn’t have a clear benefit. The interface 

seeks to capture the experience of meandering through the landscape, seeing the 

dead’s digits. It responds to the user/reader’s mouse movement zooming in and 

moving around a large cemetery image, responsive enough for navigation, but 

free-moving enough to force the user/reader to continue moving. 

 

The Train Genes 

“The sink holes were over two hundred feet deep…(and) later turned into 

roadside attractions…” 

Unlike the other sections that have the characters impacting their surroundings, 

the abilities depicted here are awoken by the presence of the train movement. 

Jennifer’s is a singular incident with dramatic results, while others are less 

intrusive. Because movement is vital to these traits, the interface moves in and 

away on clicking. In addition, movie clips add to the sway and rock of a train 

ride.  

 

Sonic/Vocalizations 
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To immerse the user/reader into the work and coax them into inhabiting the 

stories and interactive elements, the sonic ambience was varied from section to 

section. Such background noises and rhythmic loops act as both doorway and 

sweetener/spice. Because the textual elements are vital to the work’s meaning, 

the sounds (background, voice rollovers, MP3s) act as an intonation to the user’s 

internal reading voice, and serve as gateway to invite the reader to place 

themselves within the stories and poetics.   

 

While interface in digital fiction becomes a content component of the story/artwork, 

issues of navigability often force the introduction of directions. In some cases, such as 

the matching game or the top gene sequence, the artwork lures the reader. All of the 

sections require the user to explore, to place themselves within the work, to become a 

component of its creation. However, some of the sections here, such as the Train Genes 

or Milly Felton, introduce complex navigation elements that need prefacing.  The wide 

variance between interfaces and their often hidden nature is intended to illustrate the 

mystery and diversity within both our genetics and how that internal sequence imprints 

our external relationships.  

 

One of the navigational concerns of web-based artworks is the challenge of linking from 

page to page. Often loading time lags, or changes in content placement, can disrupt the 

user’s ability to immerse themselves. To address this I utilized the simple loadMovie 

flash command to load new pages on a stationary base page. In some sections there are 

four separate SWF files overlapped and playing simultaneously.  To facilitate those 

layers of meaning and presence, the main interface (seen below) incorporates three 

independently moving gene test sequences, with certain genes labelled for the different 

sections.  

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 22: Menu for The Bomar Gene 
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Another benefit of this technique is the resolution of conflicting flash actionscript 

commands, specifically with mouse controlled/directed devices. In addition initial load 

times are reduced allowing for such elements as MP3 files and movie clips.   

 

While some artworks begin with a concept, an initial theme, The Bomar Gene was born 

from multiple unfinished works, various bits, a Frankenstein of genes and codes and 

wayward content. I had created a series of small Flash-based experiments, and in the 

process of attempting to develop some more fully, I related my efforts to scientists 

unlocking individual genes, but ignoring the connected chain. So from these nine 

experiments came a whole. And while each is technically quite different in function and 

code, they are interwoven through interface and story.  
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Interface 12: Statistical and Database Visualization  

 

Digital Poems: Graphoem: Videograph Fictions; Textual Skyline 

 

Using data visualization in art and poetry is a tricky balance between representing the 

dataset and making a compelling creation. Data visualization purists (such as data 

theorist Edward Tufte, or code3 designer Scott Murray) want the final product to reveal 

important new knowledge about the real world through how the numbers are used and 

represented, while often artists create works where the database seems more gimmick 

than needed artistic or poetic element. I’m not suggesting my work in this area avoids 

either of these traps, as I’ve only dabbled in using data sources to drive the engines and 

interfaces.  But as the tech world seems obsessed with such trends as Data Mining and 

Cloud Computing, and the digital art world is increasingly desperate to marry itself to 

cashed-up tech and science companies, I thought I would, as my Aussie neighbours say, 

‘give it a go’. 

 

 
Data Visualization 1: Vholoce: Weather Visualizer 
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Graphoem: Videograph Fictions 

 

After creating Vholoce (which is an interactive artwork driven by weather data) I was 

disappointed with the results. The artwork and other related experiments seemed too 

one-dimensional and unwieldy for non-linear, multi-dimensional poetic texts. So I 

abandoned exploring this field for a few years. Then, in 2009-10, I undertook a 

residency at the newly-created Edge New Media Incubator in the Southbank precinct of 

Brisbane, Australia. Part of that residency had me working with scientists and designers 

in data visualization. The experience didn’t necessarily coax me over to their side, but it 

did get me thinking about the cultural significance of data and the interfaces we use to 

represent those numbers.  And from that Graphoem was born.  

  

Statistical data is often coldly displayed, used for factual representations. Graphoem: 

Videograph Fictions re-contextualizes graphs and other data through interactive 

interfaces to create a series of fictional artworks exploring pop-culture. Few digital 

fictions have layered fiction over video-driven responsive graphs, and this work 

pioneers the intersection of pop-culture and digital poetry expression. Indeed it is often 

cited as one of the first digital poems to use statistical data as the driving narrative force. 

This kind of re-mixing of formats is integral to contemporary new media arts and 

electronic literature. 

This poem uses the statistical tool of a graph to be the primary driver of the poetic and 

fictional line. As the graph is in itself a story-telling device for numbers, the 

transference to fiction and poetry was both innovative and an effective way of exploring 

and organizing literature. By using a fictional and static dataset, I could control how and 

where the data and graphs fit within the poetic content and design specific texts. The 

artwork has been translated into German (see http://karawa.net/content/graphoem-jason-

nelson) which is rare for electronic literature works.  
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Diagram of a Digital Poem 11 : Graphoem: Videograph Fictions  

 

 

Textual Skyline  

 

The ELMCIP (The Electronic Literature as a Model of Creativity and Innovation in 

Practice) and New Media Scotland commissioned a series of electronic literature works 

centered thematically on the cultural implications of Social Networks (see: 

http://elmcip.net/event/elmcip-conference-remediating-social). For my commission I 

wanted to explore the language of social networks and how certain works evoking 

emotion could be visualized. The cityscape and an accompanying designed interface 

was a nice metaphor for poetically encapsulating these communities or cities of 

language.  

  
The world’s webscapes and netvilles are increasingly dominated by short bursts of 

emotional language, brief stabs of charged textual opinion. And every minute those 

words build small cities of influence, beauty and terror, creating brief communities of 

poetic power. Textual Skyline explores these notions through a net-based interactive, 
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generative and multidimensional flash engine/interface using RSS (or Rich Site 

Summary, a text information programming tool) news feeds to create a digital poetry 

city. For this creation, actionscript code searches through designated news feeds for 

specific words or phrases that represent emotive states (death, victory, love, profit, 

attack, defend and a few hundred others). Then for each charged word a building block 

is placed on the screen, two layers deep, forming a skyline of poetic text and art. 

Additionally, each of the text blocks will contain animated, hand drawn and other 

multimedia content.  

The work allows readers/users to load RSS feeds from a variety of net communities 

(really any site with such a feed can be used) and as those feeds change so too will the 

digital poetry city (on reload). Also, various thematic styles will be explored through the 

inclusion of four different visualization themes (text only, architectural, chaotic and 

realistic/cartoony). In essence, the work explores the language of emotion used in news 

reporting, identity creation and expression through blogging and community-driven 

sites like Boing Boing, Fark, Metafilter and others. It uses that language to generate an 

architectural, poetic text, land/screenscape. 

 
Digital Poetry:  Textual Skyline 
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I’m often asked questions about why I choose one interface over another. Once a work 

is finished the answer is always quite clear, defined by the digital poem itself. Ideally 

everything works together: the interface, sounds, images, words, movement, 

interactivity, videos and all other poetic texts to form a compelling digital poem. But 

before I create my poems, during the development stage, I should admit I could use any 

number of interfaces. This is not to say my choices are arbitrary, but rather that 

interfaces are like words or phrases or metaphors or colors or grammar, where the 

choices are near limitless and only narrowed in scope by technical possibilities, my 

coding skill and poetic intent.   

 

And that is one of the reasons why being a digital poet is always an exciting and 

intellectually and creatively invigorating activity. There are always new interfaces, new 

code-sets and software, and innovative methods for handling data and content being 

developed. Each of those new discoveries are possible frameworks for expanding the 

field of digital poetry and creating innovative new digital poems. I am often described as 

a prolific writer by those baffled by how I can create so many digital poems, year after 

year. But there are so many interfaces I have yet to explore!
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Start Interview Eight of Eight 

 

Interviewer: Keith Stuart 

Publication: “Basquiat meets Mario Brothers? Digital poet Jason Nelson on the 

meaning of art games”, The Guardian 

13 September 2011 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/gamesblog/2011/sep/13/the-meaning-of-art-

games  

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 23: Scrape Scraperteeth 

 

Can you tell me some of the ideas and aims behind Six-Sided Strange and Scrape 

Scraperteeth? The latter certainly seems to be about alienating and belittling urban 

environments... 

 

Scrape Scraperteeth, a game/poetry/art monstrosity, is inspired by the city of Gold 

Coast, Australia, where I’ve lived and been vaguely professorial for the past seven 

years. The Gold Coast is a jumbled mess of overly priced real estate and investment 

property hi-rises hugging long tourist-filled beaches. Bike ride a few kilometers inland, 
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past forests of construction cranes and you find cows wandering alongside undeveloped 

country roads. 

 

So each of the game’s levels are images, sketched and mangled, of the city’s skyline. 

The notion is simple. For a view of other buildings and a slice of ocean, the public is 

hypnotised into trading their future incomes for small and stacked concrete boxes. The 

game hovers around this real estate madness. The GFC hasn’t really hit Australia, but 

when it does it will hit here first. Goodness I sound preachy, maybe I should move. 

 

On a brighter note, Scraperteeth was commissioned by the San Francisco Gallery of 

Modern Art, one the first major galleries to feature net-based indie art. Aside from the 

happy-wallet making support, it’s significant because increasingly galleries are 

supporting net-based artworks, specifically of the game/interactive variety. Major 

institutions are beginning to realize that even simple platform engines and abstract 

mark-ups can spread artworks to the vast web-addicted world. 

 

As for Six Sided Strange, I’ve always been fascinated with the Rubik’s cube, the box as 

societal construct, how we love and hate the Borg (Star Trek) and their super-techno 

assimilation square-shaped ships. And with Six Sided Strange I wanted to play with that 

form and create a series of interactive digital sculptures, strange multi-dimensional 

story-spaces playing with colour, movement and pixilated monsters. There are even 

prizes hidden in near impossible combinations. And if you find them, I might send you 

something fancy all the way from the Southern Hemisphere. 

 

Your background is in Flash-based fiction and poetry – can you tell me how and 

why you’ve come to Flash, and the digital environment in general, as a medium? 

 

Sadly Flash has somehow been transformed from a lovely, ever growing, golden coin-

dropping oak tree into a one-eyed fungus creature eating the iPads of puppy-holding 

children. So while I’m now conforming with much angst to the marching HMTL5 mob, 

I still really love Flash as an artistic/game creating tool. Nearly all of my artworks 

involve layering of odd poetic content, of coaxing sounds into icons into moving 

drawings into text triggered by a lurching character. And Flash makes that easy and 

visually compelling to create. But as with all techno-wonders, obsolescence is just a 
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shareholder’s board meeting away. Besides, I have a hard-drive flooded with raw flash 

files or decompiled game engines ready to be horribly and beautifully (depending on 

your aesthetic tastes) modified/broken/reborn by my mouse. 

 

My digital beginning is a much longer story involving monster trucks, a heavy set man 

in a tweed suit and a summer job using GIS (the mapping software). But briefly, I 

adventured into the digital environment because of my frustration with the limitations of 

the top-down, flat and static printed page. When writing traditional poetry and prose, 

composing a line or crafting a metaphor, I wanted to make the words move, to add 

sounds and write over images, to give the reader/player a stake, to make interaction and 

playing a way of composing. 

 

Video games and digital interfaces were the languages I grew up with, and multimedia 

was how I experienced the world through screens. So without knowing there was 

an Electronic Literature community I started building curious interactive poetic 

creatures, using the gambit of electronic elements as vital texts with which to compose 

poems and stories. Most of the art/literary world is dominated by critics and styles, 

whereas the digital realm is about experimentation and seems accepting of my brand of 

WTF?!. 

 

Both the pieces below are, of course, game-like. Are you a gamer yourself? 

 

I’m writing this perched on a couch overlooking a four-story atrium filled with 

escalators. The people rising and falling, pushing and weaving, their conversations and 

awkward interactions are like a big video game. I so very much want to attach WiFi 

controllers to the mechanical moving stairs and make this mall into a chaotic real-life 

game. The world is a game, yes it’s a lame analogy, but an entirely true one all the 

same. 

 

I’m not sure if I’d call myself a gamer, at least not the midnight to sunrise, blood clot in 

the leg sort of gamer. I love playing emulators of 1980-99 games, anything Atari or 

Nintendo or Sega. Early text adventures are also a weird sort of fascination of mine, 

their intricate game play and woven story-lines are still far beyond most current graphics 

intensive titles. 
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Additionally, I’m charmed by those games where wandering through the game-scape, 

randomly exploring for items and areas are not necessarily relevant to the game’s goals. 

There is an immediate satisfaction to achieving something in a game, but I’d rather be 

lost within a MOD that allows for infinite lives and uselessly disruptive weapons. I wish 

someone would create a “Lost in Oklahoma” game. And on those days when I feel sad, I 

play Ratchet and Clank, it’s like having apple pie for breakfast.  

 

Are you more interested in the structure and semiotics of games, then? 

 

That is perhaps the most common criticism of my creations, that I don’t toy with 

structure and game-play enough. Indeed someone sent me an email yesterday calling my 

work a game abortion, blasting my lack of, well, everything. As you might see in the 

comments to this article, people tend to have very strong reactions to my work, lots of 

hate and just enough love to keep me going. 

 

I am enamored with reading about and dissecting the semiotics, and as the MIT 

professor Nick Montfort calls them, the “twisty little passages” of games. In the same 

way riots and mob violence are built from intricate intersections and dynamic 

disruptions, so too are great games forever altering and reacting to the player’s 

keyboard/joystick mashing. I’m not trying to imply videogames cause looting, but rather 

that altering and recreation of rules is fascinating both in games and in the physical 

world. 

 

Sadly, what interests me and what I am capable of programming are separated by oceans 

of IT courses and textbooks. I would love to collaborate with some IT whiz or have a 

fancy-officed games company bring me in as a strange game consultant. Having said 

that, I’m really happy to continue making small scale net-art creatures that reach into the 

backs of player’s brains. And my creations like i made this. you play this. we are 

enemies or game, game, game and again game are centrally focused on playing with the 

semiotics of both games and the games community. 

 

Did Six Sided Strange or Scrape Scraperteeth have any specific game influences? 

The latter, I guess, works as more of a traditional platformer, but were there key 
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titles that inspired you? 

 

If the abstract artist Basquiat, Mario Brother’s creator Miyamoto, and writer James 

Joyce had a child that grew up in an amusement park and was raised by Steampunk 

robots, that child would be my art-games. Does that answer your question? No? Yes? 

Shift-Nine? 

 

Are you interested in the indie and art game scenes in general?  

 

The most innovative game-play, artistically compelling content and experimental 

creations are coming from the indie/art game scene. With little or no funding small 

teams of indie producers are creating brilliant experiences that make corporate 

productions look like embarrassing advertisements for video cards. Some future 

historian will write about the games currently being built by these creators and label 

them as THE important art movement of the 21st century. 

 

And not only are they building far reaching and innovative artworks, but they are also 

changing the way we experience and consume art and literature. The traditional gallery 

space is far less powerful than the web-based or portable device distribution channels 

that indie game makers use. My games for example, as bafflingly bizarre (or bad) as 

they are, have had millions of players; I’m reaching those who would never visit a 

gallery outside a first date or school trip. 

 

What are you working on at the moment? 

 

Heaps. My hard-drive is a mess of files. My current games centered work is tentatively 

titled ‘Nothing you’ve done deserves such praise’. The game offers the player absurdly 

dramatic rewards for inconsequential actions and accomplishments. So when you jump 

over a small block the screen fills with congratulatory messages. Or when you fire a 

bullet that slowly moves across the screen, videos of me lamely celebrating cover the 

game-scape. Between those over-blown victories will be long stretches of boredom, of 

nothing but moving and crickets and the sound of threatening storms. 
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I’m also creating a simple top-down meandering game exploring the fictional lives of 

the characters the player has to kill. When you shoot/stab/shove-to-death an enemy, a 

tombstone with a rollover biography is placed on the screen. Hopefully for this game I’ll 

get some audience participation with players submitting their pictures or bios, and I will 

fictionalise/poeticise and use them in the game. 

 

There are others, but the most challenging is an iPhone/Android game I’m creating. I 

say challenging because it’s an entirely new platform with new code and conditions. 

Scary really. But I hope to become a hundredaire (or even, gulp, a thousandaire) off that 

one. 

 

Lastly, I recently finished a game that takes one million minutes to play. The Loneliest 

Pilot is a side-scrolling space shooter, where you are attacked over and over for two 

years straight, with the option of reading the pilot’s daily diary, his frustration and joys 

of continuously fighting. Not sure if I’ll even release it, as few would play it more than 

ten minutes let alone for months or years. Alas. 

 

 
Digital Poetry Screenshot 24: Six Sided Strange 
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Ultimately, what themes, subjects or ideas do you think can be explored through 

art games that couldn’t be explored through other artistic media? What are art 

games good at saying? 

 

Yesterday, at the Sydney Opera House, ID games launched their new first-person 

shooter, Rage. They spoke, albeit only in a token way about story and artistic elements. 

But really the game is just explore and explode. What struck me though, was how games 

involving controlling a character’s movement/actions/disruptions allow the player to 

inhabit the work/world, how their mind links/connects to the experience. With passive 

art or even interactive installation art, the audience is not that invested, having a brief 

watch and think from a distance. 

 

Art games require your attention, require your brain to be consumed by the screen. I 

imagine that is why I get such dramatic responses. I am asking the audience to inhabit 

my creations, asking them to play/exist inside a bizarre, messy and at times highly 

illogical and abstract artscape. 

 

Games also offer a common language. Most those aged forty and under grew up with 

the games interface as a central part of their childhood development (holy crap I sound 

academic!). So it’s like putting a steering wheel on an alien craft, people might be 

baffled by the gooey tentacle interior, but when they see a circular and spoked wheel, 

they at least know how to maneuver the ship. 

 

As for the subjects and ideas, that is perhaps the most compelling aspect of art games 

(and for some the most controversial). You can explore anything, in any way. The 

layering of ideas and themes creates really unique nuances, and the play lands begging 

for audiences to jump and run and shoot and move and think and puzzle and listen and 

watch open up multi-dimensional/linear/temporal possibilities. No other art form, other 

than actual life, can offer the artist such happy making, heart crushing, eye twinkling, 

chaos reeling complexity. 

 

If you were to work in the ‘conventional’ games industry, is there a 

company/designer/series you’d be interested in? 
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Luckily I actually make a living being a Digital Poet. I realize the title ‘Digital Poet’ 

sounds forever pretentious, but there is an ever-growing audience for such work and 

besides, I’m a Lecturer of Digital Art and Writing at Griffith University here in 

Australia so that brings in enough money for laptops and canned soup. 

 

But if I were to be hired, however temporarily, I would love to design hidden areas and 

secret areas in big budget console games. Imagine racing in Gran Tourismo, crashing 

through a wall and finding your car hurtling through a strange landscape of hand-drawn 

oddities, muddy text hitting your windshield and with every turn the clouds change 

shape. Or while playing a zombie game you find a mind reading device that triggers 

thought bubbles showing the zombie’s half formed abstract thoughts, the decay of 

memory masked by hungry aggression. And to win you have to weave through the most 

poetic of the undead. So if there’s a games company crazy enough to do that, I just 

might play along... 

 

End Interview Eight of Eight 

____________________________________________________________________  
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Conclusion. 

 

In the winter of 2006,  I stayed in a converted orphanage for a week. Despite being 

renovated for semi-luxury accommodation, and missing the parentless children that once 

lived/died in the halls/rooms/grounds, the almost too gothic buildings seemed to contain 

small-footed ghosts. Nearly every night, after exploring the area, I ventured to the 

heated pool house for a swim.  With temperatures at or near freezing, the warm air 

coming off the water immediately formed a thick cloud of chlorine vapour. It wasn’t 

that I wanted to swim or exercise, instead I would wade out to the middle and sit in the 

densest area of, what I called, the “orphan cloud”.  Car lights from the nearby parking 

lot illuminated what I perceived as discernable small human shapes in the air.  Footsteps 

from other guests or the pump and heating coil noises became the conversations of lost 

children.   

 

In the hinterland of the Gold Coast is a short path to what’s described as “the world’s 

best lookout”.  It’s not high in comparison to most mountains, but the surrounding 

rainforests and air masses colliding off the ocean create clouds low enough to creep in 

and hide the path.  Mariam and I took my mom there during one of her epic journeys 

from the low, flat lands of Oklahoma. As we reached the path’s end, where a small 

wooden platform overlooks valleys of trees, creeks and the coastal city in the distance, 

the clouds moved in quickly. Immediately my mom grew scared of the horror movie 

potential of the shrouded field of vision and amplified noises. But I was struck, not 

physically, mentally I was hypnotized, drawn into the clouds.  What was once trees and 

rocks and birds became a mysterious field of stories, all potential and imagination.   

 

When considering where my work lives, its presence on the web, I imagine clouds.  Not 

so much the data-filled swirls, where servers hold trillions of files, for placing into and 

plucking out of some cloud-esque storage. Instead, I think of the ever-evolving puffs of 

moving and changing water vapour. I imagine heavy storm fronts, blowing in rapture, 

all wind and electrical fury, a burst of energy and downpours. And a few days later the 

storm and clouds are gone, leaving behind scars and growth, and just enough humidity 

for future weather.  And like the cliché ‘If you don’t like the weather in Oklahoma, wait 
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a minute’, my work’s varied audiences and homes (temporary and longer-term) are 

equally unpredictable.  Swiss and Burgess highlight this ever-changing future and 

present by writing:  

 

Looking at the rhetoric of and about new media poetry as it plays out among 
texts, audiences, and institutions is a powerful reminder than the meaning of the 
term ‘literature’ itself is always up for grabs – and that new media poetry, 
whatever the future might hold for it, is currently the site of many important 
conversations, struggles, and debates. (Swiss & Burgess 2012: 74) 

 

I’ve been lucky enough to see many of my digital poems go viral around the web. (I 

mention my artwork, via my website and other sources has had  million hits since 2007 

not to be arrogant or imply quality. YouTube videos of dogs eating poo are likely to be 

watched by a million bored bureaucrats, and questioning the literary value of canine 

crap consumption is entirely valid.) And unlike a book or a poetry reading, where there 

are a limited number of specifically-located people reading/hearing your work, my 

digital poems exists in an ethereal and mysterious webscape.  Often the only way I 

know where my work is being discussed or shared or experienced is by checking my 

server stats. URLs and locations, IP addresses and hard drives all point to where my 

work has arrived, even if only for a few moments. I am alone, at home, clicking the 

refresh button, scrolling through abstract evidence that a cloud of USER/READERs is 

experiencing my work.  I cannot see them, they usually have no idea who I am, and yet 

we are both staring through the thick vapour of the web. The ordinary poet, of course, 

has not in the past had the benefit of such eavesdropping on conversations. Yes, I will 

read the forums and reviews about my work. And yet I would rather be sitting in the 

heated pool’s fog, creating small stories for the orphaned visitors, the contextless 

children, their shapes coming and going….  

 

In all my digital poems, I have attempt to use interfaces in innovative and poetic ways. 

But you cannot forget there’s a user/reader lurking on the screen’s other side. I’m not 

suggesting work should be created for the largest numbers and most basic of 

interactions. And yet, sometimes a work can be too complicated or too droning or 

simply too pointless for an audience to continue playing/reading.  
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Which brings me to the happy side of having a large, dispersed and, sometimes, near 

invisible or cloaked audience.  I am gifted to remain an explorer and inventor of strange 

and curious digital poetry creatures. Knowing I have an audience, one hidden in the 

murky dark, just outside the heated pool’s fog, clear enough for shapes and shouts, but 

only briefly recognizable, means I have the freedom to create whatever I want. My 

creative approach and methods are largely devoid of thoughts about how my audience 

will respond, or where my digital poems will spread. I know there will be many 

user/readers who blast my work as incomprehensible mess or scary and bizarre, just as 

there will be those who love and share and get seduced by it. Most of these user/readers 

know little or nothing about Jason Nelson the creator. Instead the works exist by 

themselves, have their own lives, go on their own adventures and tolerate death threats 

and marriage proposals without the fella who built them intervening.  

 

And what makes my work unique, makes it unlike any other creations? Aside from the 

interfaces, how I use them, how they are integrated into the poetry, becoming a poetic 

text unto themselves, a poetic form, there are other elements which creep into nearly all 

of my creations. For example, and as noted elsewhere in this document, I’ve always 

attempted to insert some humanity into what can be cold digital screenscapes. 

Sometimes I do this by using hand-drawn elements, marked-up texts or messy and 

sketch-like imagery. Other times I use home movies from the 70s or poorly-framed and 

out-of-focus video, voice recordings and strange animations to elicit a human touch, an 

auteur and almost bohemian approach.  

 

Then there are the oft-cited arrows included in all my works post-2006. I will let the 

reason for these arrows remain a mystery. But understand: there is a reason, a very 

personal, direct response to an important person in my life, and a secret between myself 

and a family member in remembrance. And although I don’t have training or industry 

experience in design, I have attempted to create and then duplicate, in some way, a color 

scheme for my digital poems. Using blacks, reds and greys, with overlayed captured, 

planned or found images, I attempt to build environments of contrast, and yet retain a 

consistent palette over all my digital poems. In Ideas of Multiplicity in Art, Susan Hiller 

reflects that although she attempts to create diverse works each time, the similarity and 

consistency in the “predilections…strong rhythms and tendencies to work in certain 
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ways” are what ultimately define her works as being consistently and recognizably hers 

(Hiller 1996: 160). 

 

In no way am I suggesting that these interfaces comprise even a small percentage of the 

possible digital poems generated by computers/software.  What makes this genre so 

exciting is the unlimited variations, techniques and technologies available for creating 

new and dynamic works.  While I will continue making net-based digital poems using 

software like Flash, I am always searching for new frontiers, or past realms I have yet to 

explore. My intention with this dissertation has been to create a single expansive suite of 

digital poems, built from different interfaces, and to show/describe where those 

interfaces were born and how they impact my artistic/poetic vision. But there have been 

many other digital poems I’ve created that, while they don’t directly connect to this 

work, explore ideas of interface using other technologies. I’m not sure how this all 

necessarily points towards the future of my practice. Rather I see tendrils, forward, to 

the side or parallel, but all are arguments for the importance of interface to my digital 

poetry.   
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Anti-conclusion. 

 

 

The interface is the world: GPS poetry 

 

Up until 2011, I  had not owned a wireless cellular telephone. In 2009, I bought a 

prepaid mobile for my mom when she arrived in Australia to use for emergencies. But 

we never turned it on.. The devices themselves are wonderful little creatures, small 

portable computers with interesting possibilities in terms of text and interface. During a 

discussion with a friend about my reasons for not having a mobile phone, mostly based 

on my desire to be largely unreachable (not to mention the every-six-month brain cancer 

news stories), he agree that there were some problematic aspects. His worries centred on 

issues of privacy and how the GPS (Global Positioning System) chips could be used to 

monitor our movements. My first thought after listening to his conspiracy-inspired 

paranoia (and what is now considered a very valid concern) were that the same locative 

system being used by hooded priests to leave broken glass or nails behind his tires, 

could also be used to create location-based poetry.   

 

Despite there not being any large collections of locative fiction/poetry, or that there are 

no easy ways to ‘read’ locative works on most mobile device software configurations, it 

is a large enough genre to have its own section in major conferences. Typically what 

writers do is to attach GPS (latitude and longitude) coordinates to bits or texts, images, 

movies or sound. Basically, writing for a specific place. The writing would then either 

be viewed/read while in that location or placed in a software package that allows geo-

tagging like Google maps. Jeremy Hight has been a pioneer in this area, with his most 

recent project an ongoing locative narrative created with Mark Marino. They use water 

and floods, with the Los Angeles area as the backdrop, to invite writers to extend the 

narrative, available on smart phones and a website devoted to the project (Hight 2012).  

 

As I’ve mentioned in detail, I spent many years as a Cultural Geographer/City Planner. 

So writing for readers you know will be at a specific location is exciting. During 

2005/2006 I, and a programmer named Ryan Krumins, went so far as to create a small 
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program for PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) that would allow the reading and 

writing of locative tests. The device set-up was cumbersome, with two external battery 

packs, a separate GPS unit and a large clunky Dell PDA, not to mention the endless 

menus and ugly user environment we forced together. What I learned from that 

experience, aside from the disinterest of the cellular industry for innovation, was that 

locative writing involved more than just coordinates. If you could control the location of 

someone reading your writing, what were the other factors to consider? 

 

Imagine sitting at a coffee shop. Yes, you are in a particular place. But there are 

numerous other conditions that impact your sensory experience. The time of day might 

influence noise levels, from quiet and reflective in the mornings to cacophonous and 

slightly treacherous late at night. Seasons, the month and date, impact temperature and 

weather conditions which might keep you indoors by the heater or wiping sweat from 

your forehead on the pavement. Directions are important, as what is behind you is 

usually very different than what is in your field of vision. Even concerns, such as 

verticality, the up/down space around you, adjusts your perceptions of a place, and thus 

the corresponding locative reading and writing. 

 

Taking all these factors into account, a GPS poem for a specific place would have very 

similar characteristics to a screen-based interface. There would be the temporal changes 

depending on time and date. Multi-dimensionality arises from changes in direction, 

height and perhaps specifically-targeted objects within the surrounding landscape. 

Despite the exciting possibilities of tourists downloading my multi-spatial, temporally 

dependent digital poems for all the boroughs of New York City, and consequently being 

sponsored by some bagel company, I find the location-specific nature of most locative 

writing troubling. Working on the net is empowering because your work immediately 

becomes available to anyone with a net connection (and outside a politically restrictive 

firewall). The restrictions of ground-tied creation then seem like going on vacation to 

the local Holiday Inn and its chlorine-burn, 80s-arcade machine Fun Dome.  

 

To address this, I’m planning to develop GPS coordinate poetry that incorporates some 

of the same factors that were used for PDA software. However, instead of tying the 

writing to a specific latitude- and longitude-defined location, I would write for any 

location.  The writing would change based on the direction and distance of movement. 
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For example, a poem might be constructed in the shape of a star, and the user/reader 

must walk in a star shape to read the poem. Or a poem like the one created for the 

branching menu interface might be adapted to a coordinate-difference system. Left and 

right turns would change the lines of poetry, images or movies.  

 

It’s all in the future…  
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Requiem: The Death of Flash. 

 

 

Electronic Literature and digital poetry continue to change, transmute, transform and 

reconfigure based on new audiences, technologies and devices. And as such these new 

genres of digitally-generated and experienced literature are difficult to encapsulate and 

classify. These changes make for a troubling and yet exciting time for the creators of 

such works. We must continually rethink how and for what we create, which means a 

constant flux in poetic translation of new technologies. As soon as the artist/writer is 

comfortable with one software package – Adobe Flash, for example – and is happily 

inspired creating with its various ramifications and techniques, 

standard/taste/OS/browser changes come along – as seen with iPad’s incompatibility 

with Flash – and the creator must find new methods and learn new code.  This sort of 

start and stop creative process means technology artists are always searching for new 

methods and software and must adjust poetically, artistically and technically.  And 

sadly, many artists in these fields cannot make these changes and their practice wanes 

considerably.  

 

And the journey from Adobe Flash to either other software package (such as 

GameSalad/Maker or early beta versions of Adobe Edge and others) or returning to 

hand-coding digital poems in HTML5 is surprisingly treacherous.  I would not be 

exaggerating to say it’s much like informing an oil painter their brushes, canvas, easel 

and paints are soon to disappear. And in their place you offer new and vaguely familiar 

tools and surfaces. Yes, the basic components of colour and texture and depth and 

movement might be the same, but how the artist arrives at the finished product and how 

that creation functions changes dramatically.  

 

For example, creating digital poetry for tablets is both exciting and stifling. It’s exciting 

because so many people own them, their portability is intriguing and the touch screen is 

an organic interface.  However, it is also very limiting versus the traditional mouse, 

keyboard and CPU. Having multiple possible interface devices and key-presses meant 

the depth and interactivity of a digital poem could be far more complex. The user/reader 
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could use the arrow keys to explore while simultaneously clicking and moving other 

elements on the screen. The tablet is designed for simple swipes and clicks, for finger 

waves and drawing movements. And as these devices are relatively new (as of 2013), 

their processing power and software/code compatibility isn’t as rich and powerful.  

These are fleeting complaints, small hurdles the digital poet faces. The trick is to rethink 

myself again.  

 

As I did with Flash, I’ve begun collecting scripts, jquery, javascript and other possible 

tools for creating new works beyond Flash. And I’ve even attempted to convert my 

Flash work through the various converters like Google’s Swiffy. But my experiments so 

far, even those I might regard as finished works, are clearly different creatures 

altogether. Throughout this exegesis I’ve written about how Digital Poetry is about 

experimentation and resisting stable definitions, is about exploring and building with 

new technologies. And its home, at least in regards to the work presented here, live on 

the net, as Sandy Baldwin describes “a netting that captures or contains digital writing 

in a great ephemeral surface or skin, as a productive (poetic) layering of bodily 

markings and remarkings” (Baldwin, 2009). In essence my digital poems, these poetic 

interfaces are born from the net, and in turn they die and change with the net.  Therefore 

being a digital poet is also about rethinking yourself, rethinking the net, and allowing 

for the pause, the shift, the brief and moderate backwards slide.   

 

And if I am lucky, this process will happen again and again.  
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Appendix 1 

 

 

Death Texts:   Raw texts from “this is how you will die”  

 
There are five slots or lines which rotate and randomly align. Each line is comprised of 
15 different sentences. They were written in paragraph form initially with the goal of 
being grammatically compatible when recombined in various orders. They’ve been 
organized below, according to how they were inserted into the slot-machine interface.  
 
 
First Line: 
 
While vacationing in New Zealand with your far too personal assistant 
 
While vacationing in New Zealand with your far too personal assistant 
 
After gaining and losing two hundred pounds for an indy film role, 
 
Searching for your breakthrough poetry manuscript thrown out “accidentally”, 
 
While your ‘lots of money’ security gizmos keep the homeless from the lobby, 
 
After losing everything, your property, your love, your dark voice and hair 
 
Chasing an adorable family pet into the less touristy areas of the Grand Canyon, 
 
Driving a Kansas highway, watching hail storms whiten knee high wheat fields, 
 
 While you have no personal reasons for killing, and are forced into the military 
 
While watching aeroplanes spinning downward, a controlled fall, like diving trees 
 
Driving to buy meat horses in Minnesota, a spring storm drops 5 feet of snow, 
 
After accidentally bumping a small leathered man in line at the Piggly Wiggly 
 
While walking to the office, in a slow swishing gate, to make and sign forms, 
 
After being recognized for your greatest achievement, after such golden accolades, 
 
While watching aeroplanes spinning downward, a controlled fall, like diving trees 
 
 
Second Line: 
 
you are partially eaten alive by sharks and drown swimming legless, 
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Men armed with golf clubs beat you until your lungs collapse 
 
Your loose skin snags in a cab door and you are dragged two miles 
 
You fall into a dumpster, severing your wrists on broken stained glass windows, 
 
a vagrant mistakes you for a ‘parking lot god’ and worships you with knives, 
 
you try suicide by eating nothing but cardboard, and drinking wet sand 
 
you are attacked by bees and being allergic your throat closes and brain swells 
 
marbles, swallowed in grade school, finally make their way to your pancreas,  
(or  marbles, swallowed in grade school, finally make their way to your hearts and 
hearts,) 
 
Instead of exploding, you are rammed repeatedly by a backing supply truck 
 
A long dormant virus attacks your brain, and within twelve hours you forget breathing 
 
 
You are weather trapped and after four days blood clots vacation in your brain. 
 
you are ridiculed to the storage room and a box knife used to restock your face  
 
you notice spots on your hands, arranged like a short order menu, leaking blue 
 
You wash your hands with public bathroom soap infected with flesh eating bacteria 
 
A long dormant virus attacks your brain, and within twelve hours you forget breathing 
 
 
Third Line: 
 
after helping an elderly couple retrieve their ocean bound beach towels. 
 
and then attempt to sell stolen cake decorating supplies to foreigners. 
 
Your high school lover, now homeless, calls your name as you die. 
 
and die singing pop songs you hate, because the lyrics make you giggle. 
 
at least, for a few minutes, you have given someone/thing a defining purpose. 
 
but this mysteriously makes you live for 97 years and die from ‘worn out’. 
 
and before your heart stops, you notice the sun pulsing in code with the wind 
 
Before your mind dies, you dance your fingers and fantasize about levitation. 
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The machines needed to keep you alive are stolen by jocks in need of acceptance  
 
And while your death breath draws, you play an imaginary golf game with leaves 
 
During prettiness restoration surgery you find you are lethally allergic to anesthesia. 
 
infection is a home on the coast, and you are a garage band filled with smoke 
 
While a more painful death than yours would be very rare, you have narcotic dreams 
 
The machines needed to keep you alive are stolen by jocks in need of acceptance  
 
 
Fourth Line: 
 
Your damaged body is found by children searching for seashells, 
 
Your few usable organs are donated to a needy child who dies anyway, 
 
The cab driver hides your body in an off season amusement park 
 
Thinking that you had committed suicide, your family doesn’t have a funeral 
 
The police fight crows for your blood, collected in rusted communion plates 
 
Your last few words are heard by a nurse who uses them to charm rich women. 
 
Your adorable family pet waits for the heat to soften your skin for good eating 
 
The day after you die is a slow news day and your obituary covers two columns. 
 
Your death is used in a lawsuit against manufacturers of hard and fast objects. 
 
Before your body is cremated, necrophiliacs sex your corpse with a two-card canasta  
 
After finding your body police mistaken you for a celebrity and take lewd photos 
 
Your body is mistakenly sent to an Ohio medical school, and used for slice practice. 
 
Instead of dieing completely, you fall into the middle space, space between molecules 
 
Thousands at your funeral cry, and hundreds vow to live better lives in your honor 
 
Before your body is cremated, necrophiliacs sex your corpse with a two-card canasta  
 
 
Fifth Line: 
 
and discounted headstone subtlety defaced and eaten by mutant lichen. 
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And during your funeral, your ex lover steals your mother’s fur coat. 
 
 
Not knowing what happened, your family is still searching ten years later.    
( or  Not knowing what happened, your family is uncaring and polished) 
 
And sales of your previous poetry books are still not enough to pay for lunch. 
 
Three weeks after your death you are sent a praising letter for high sales volume. 
 
All of our secret ideas are recorded by angels who mischievously erase the vowels 
 
and the park ranger, who never finds your body, enjoys hang gliding and pottery. 
 
They recall your life as being prosperously generic and secretly porous 
 
And sperm you donated in college accidentally impregnates a tornado victim. 
 
Your death is reported by tenure seeking academics as being suspiciously modernist.  
 
Within three months, your ex lover marries your father. You are glad you are dead. 
 
Your cousin sells a fictional retelling of your life as a self help book to salespeople. 
 
Your ghost, specter, spirit, or banshee wanders confused until the sun explodes. 
 
And you will always be mistakenly remembered for such grand deeds you didn’t do.  
 
 


